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ABSTRACT

Abstract

Collaborative BPM, or social BPM, denotes the participation of multiple people in the

process of modeling business processes. The widespread use of BPM in today’s business

practice, and an increasingly globalized business world, lead to BPM scenarios, in which

process knowledge is distributed among many stakeholders and decision making becomes

increasingly difficult due to problem complexity. Collaborative BPM makes use of col-

laborative technologies to facilitate the process of discovering, modeling, and improving

business processes. While business practice seems to enthusiastically pick up the new pos-

sibilities of integrating collaborative technologies into existing BPM tools, BPM research

still lacks a fundamental understanding of the concept and its implications. The lack of

research is approached by this Master thesis, which provides a comprehensive understand-

ing of collaborative business process modeling that is based on a review of literature and

existing BPM applications. In order to provide a framework for comparing social features

(i.e. collaborative technologies) in BPM tools, this thesis firstly presents a comprehensive

review of the process of modeling; secondly defines the notion of collaborative business

process modeling; thirdly reviews and presents aspects of collaboration and possibilities

of their technical support; and finally develops and discusses an applicable framework for

comparing social features in BPM tools. The research results emphasize the importance

of collaboration in business process modeling and provide the foundations for further

research, as well as an improved understanding of social BPM for business practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to this Master thesis. After explaining the mo-

tivation for writing the thesis in Section 1.1, the research contribution is discussed in

Section 1.2. Then, Section 1.3 describes the research methodology used in this thesis.

Finally, Section 1.4 gives an outlook on the structure of this thesis.

1.1. Motivation

The presence of business process management (BPM) in academic research confirms the

importance of this young but evolving research discipline. This view is not only supported

by market figures (cf. Section 2.1) but also by the existence of the BPM conference

series held annually since 2003 [vdAtHW03, HMT10], and other international academic

conferences from the field of information systems with an emphasis on BPM, e.g. ACIS,

AMCIS, CAiSE, ECIS, ICIS, and others. Furthermore, a wide selection of academic

textbooks is available today (e.g. [Smi07, Wes07, All09, Gad09, JN09, vBR10a, vBR10b]),

which are used both in education and practice.

Over the last 15 years of historical development, BPM research followed several trends

that had a significant impact on the BPM industry. While the focus was on conceptual

foundations (soundness, formal investigation, system investigation, workflow concepts)

in the late 1990s, the center of attention shifted to the BPM life cycle, service oriented

architecture (SOA) and language consolidation, with the first BPM conference in 2003.

New research areas also covered the topics service composition, workflow patterns and

process mining. In 2010, the leading technology research and advisory company Gartner

identifies new BPM trends for the next years and, among others, highlights the impor-

tance of graphical process modeling and making processes more agile by making use of

technology convergence, e.g. merging business process management systems (BPMS) with

social software [Gar10]. Gartner’s forecast of emerging BPM trends is also reflected by the

observation that ‘social BPM’ emerged as a topic in the BPM community during the past

year. Social BPM circumscribes the impact of concepts and technologies from the field

of computer-supported collaboration on existing BPMS. Due to the widespread use of

1



1.1 MOTIVATION

BPM in today’s business practice and an increasingly globalized business world, business

process modeling as a sub-discipline of BPM faces the particular problem of involving

many stakeholders in the process of discovering, modeling, and improving business pro-

cesses. Social BPM makes use of collaborative technologies to capture knowledge that

otherwise would not be explicitly connected with the process of modeling. The integration

of social features in BPMS is expected to lead to a better collaboration between BPMS

users and thus a more efficient way of conducting business process modeling in general.

In 2009/2010, many BPMS vendor introduced new social BPM tools or announced the

integration of social features in existing BPMS.

At this stage, it should be mentioned that the notion ‘social BPM’ is commonly used

in BPM practice, while the BPM research community refers to the same topic as ‘collabo-

rative BPM’. Interestingly, there is only a small number of contributions available in this

research area, which provide foundational insights and analyze the characteristics of col-

laborative BPM. The lack of a sound body of foundational knowledge about collaborative

BPM and its implications on BPMS and its users is not only a problem for the research

community. As a practical consequence, BPMS vendors include and advertise new social

features in their BPMS and leave it up to the customer to evaluate their usefulness. As

long as research does not fully understand the impact of collaborative technologies on

BPM, customers of BPMS will not be able to make good strategic decisions on the use of

collaborative BPM. Therefore, the aim of this Master thesis is to support BPMS users and

vendors with an analytical framework, which allows for the comparison of social features

in current BPM tools. Along with the provision of a framework, this thesis also aims at

providing a sound and comprehensive literature review in the field of collaborative BPM

and collaborative technologies. This is not only necessary for the development of the

framework, but should also be seen as a contribution to the BPM research community

and its knowledge base.

2



1.2 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

1.2. Research Contributions

The research objective of this Master thesis is the development of a framework for com-

paring social features in current BPM tools. In order to develop such a framework, a

research methodology is developed which features three research questions. These re-

search questions are examined by a four-step approach and put into the context of a

research framework, which connects BPM tools from the application domain with aspects

of collaborative work from the BPM knowledge base, by focusing on the notion of the

‘social feature’. The research contributions of this Master thesis include: a comprehensive

review of the process of modeling, a definition of collaborative business process modeling,

a review and presentation of aspects of collaboration and possibilities of their techni-

cal support, and finally the development and discussion of an applicable framework for

comparing social features in BPM tools which is based on the review of selected BPM

applications. A summary of research results can be found in Section 7.1.

1.3. Research Methodology

This section explains the research methodology used in this Master thesis. Section 1.3.1

introduces the research questions that form the basis for the research task. Following

this, Section 1.3.2 describes the basic idea of a research framework for comparing social

features in current BPM tools. Section 1.3.3 then explains the process used for finding

appropriate literature for answering the research questions.

1.3.1. Research Problem & Research Questions

The intention of this Master thesis is to understand and to compare social features in

current BPM tools. The research design implemented in this thesis aims at approaching

the research problem:

• How can BPM tools be augmented with social features that support collaborative

modeling?

The idea is to compare software tools from different vendors with regards to social features,

by developing and applying a research framework. The need for such an instrument of

3



1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

comparison arises from the market situation, which is currently confusing for end users

of BPMS. This is because, on the one hand, there is no sound body of fundamential

knowledge about collaborative BPM available in research, and, on the other hand, BPMS

vendors include and advertise new social features in their software and leave it to their

customers to evaluate their usefulness. Based on this observation, the development of a

framework for comparing social features would be beneficial for the whole BPM domain,

including tool vendors, end users, and researchers. The research approach used in this

thesis goes about the research topic in three steps by answering the following research

questions :

1. Which aspects of collaboration are relevant to business process modeling?

2. Which social features can be used to support these aspects of collaboration?

3. Which social features are actually used in BPM practice?

The first research question focuses on understanding the process of modeling and identi-

fying specific requirements of business process modeling for the act of working together

collaboratively. This can be answered by identifying collaborative characteristics of busi-

ness process modeling, which can then be assigned to aspects of collaboration that focus

on these characteristics. The second research question focuses on the technical support

that can be provided to facilitate collaboration. Thus, it can be answered by describ-

ing social features which can be implemented in BPM tools and provide collaborative

functionality. The third research question specifically focuses on the application of social

features in BPM practice. It can be answered by reviewing social features in current BPM

applications as well as discussing the practical application of social features in general.

With this approach, I hope to firstly make a well-grounded, theoretical contribution to

the topic of collaborative business process modeling, that is based on a comprehensive

literature review; and secondly to create an analytical framework that allows the compar-

ison of social features. The intention is to evaluate the current development in the area

of collaborative BPM, as well as to be able to give a prognosis for future prospects.

4



1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1.3.2. Research Approach & Research Framework

As described in Section 1.3.1, this Master thesis goes about the research topic by answering

three research questions. These research questions aim at developing the theoretical

foundations of collaborative business process modeling, as well as understanding its impact

on business practice. These two perspectives are approached in four steps as depicted in

Figure 1.

Developing the 
Theoretical Foundations

Derivation and Categorization of Aspects of Collaboration and Social Features

Identification and 
Categorization of 
Social Features

Specific 
Requirements of 

Collaborative 
Business Process 

Modeling

First Research
Question

Generalizable
Aspects of 

Collaborative 
Work 

Step 1 Step2 Step 3

Review of Social 
Features in

current BPM Tools

Step 4

Second Research 
Question

Development of an Analytical Framework
for comparing of Social Features in BPM Tools

Third Research 
Question

Understanding the 
Practical Impact

Figure 1: Research Approach as applied in this Master Thesis

In a first step, the specific requirements of collaborative business process modeling have to

be identified. This mainly includes reviewing and understanding the process of creating

models, i.e. the process of modeling, but also the review of literature specifically focusing

on collaborative business process modeling. In a second step, generalizable aspects of

collaborative work have to be derived. This is done by reviewing related disciplines of

collaborative work, e.g. CSCW, groupware, and others, that allow the derivation of

aspects of collaboration. Together, these two steps form an outline for answering the first

research question and provide an overview about the relevant theoretical foundations.

The third step of the research approach aims at answering the second research question

by identifying and categorizing social features. This is done by reviewing and presenting

5



1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

existing technologies which can be used for augmenting BPM tools. Finally, in a fourth

step, the third research question is approached by reviewing and discussing social features

in current BPM tools. This features the review of some examples of BPM applications

which especially focus on collaboration, a discussion of the findings, as well as general

issues related to the application of social features. Together, steps three and four create

an understanding of the impact of collaborative business process modeling on business

practice.

The two perspectives of developing the theoretical foundations and understanding the

practical impact together allow aspects of collaboration to be derived, as well as the assign-

ment of related social features. These aspects and features can be textually described and

categorized. The relationship between aspects of collaboration, social features, and BPM

tools allows for the development of an analytical research framework for the comparison

of social features in BPM tools, which is depicted in Figure 2. The research framework

is segmented into three parts. The first part on the left side is the application domain

which represents the market for BPM tools and contains all BPM applications currently

available. The second part on the right side is the knowledge base, which provides aspects

of collaborative work that are identified based on the literature review. Both parts are

connected via a third part located in the middle. This third part is labeled as a framework

and contains social features which are integrated into current BPM tools to the left side,

and which support collaborative aspects to the right side.

1.3.3. Literature Search Method

A comprehensive literature review plays an essential part in this Master thesis for an-

swering the research questions. In order to conduct a literature review, the three criteria

Domain1, Sources2, and Search Strategy3 need to be defined beforehand [Ban07, p.17].

1The term Domain describes the “disciplinary area in which the search is conducted”.
2The term Sources describes “which outlets are to be targeted within that selected domain”.
3The term Search Strategy describes “what search terms to utilize during the article extraction pro-

cess”.

6
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Aspect 1

Aspect 2

Aspect 3

Aspect 4

Feature 1

Feature 2

Feature 3

Tool 1

Tool 2

Tool 3

Application Domain Framework Knowledge Base

BPM Tools Social Features Collaborative Work

Figure 2: Research Framework for the Comparison of Social Features in BPM Tools

The domains that have been selected for the literature review are:

Information Systems: IS (in German ‘Wirtschaftsinformatik’) as a research domain

covers all aspects of design, development, implementation, and operation of infor-

mation and communication systems. Based on its more than 40 years of historical

development, IS can be regarded as a considerably mature research domain, that

has its roots in other disciplines like computer sciences, mathematics, management

sciences, et cetera. As a research domain, IS addresses problems from various fields,

including information and communication systems (ICS), business intelligence (BI),

information management, process management, and others. The broad range of

topics, availability of literature sources, and maturity of information makes IS the

most important domain for the literature review in this Master thesis.

Business Process Management: Business process modeling plays an important role in

the discipline of business process management and deals with all aspects of creating

business process models (cf. Section 2.3). BPM can be considered to fall under

the domain of IS, but the existence of the BPM conference series supports the

argument that BPM has developed an independent and active research community

and highlights the need for considering business process modeling as a literature
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domain, in addition to IS.

Collaborative Work: Many aspects of collaborative work are not explicitly covered

by the above mentioned domains IS and business process modeling. Therefore, it

makes sense to also include the domain of collaborative work into the literature

review. Aspects of collaborative work can be found in various fields of research,

such as computer supported cooperative work (CSCW), social networking, collab-

orative design, computer aided design (CAD), collaborative software development,

and others.

Based on the selection of adequate domains, the sources used for the literature review

need to be specified conscientiously. A commonly used approach for gathering domain-

related information of high quality, is the selection of highly-rated journals and conferences

from the domain of interest [Ban07, pp.17-18]. As a proxy for the quality of IS journals,

the related website4 from the Association for Information Systems (AIS) has been used,

which refers to several journal ranking databases. Based on this information, and the

recommendation by Lyytinen et al. [LBIT07], the following journals and conferences have

been selected as adequate sources for the literature review:

• European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS)

• Information Systems Research (ISR)

• Journal of the Association of Information Systems (JAIS)

• Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS)

• Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ)

• Australasian Conference on Information Systems (ACIS)

• Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS)

• Business Process Management (BPM)

• Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE)

• European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS)

4Available at: http://home.aisnet.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=345
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• International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS)

• Pacific Asian Conference on Information Systems (PACIS)

Within the scope of this Master thesis, this selection of journals and conferences covers

the domain of IS and especially BPM. To cover the domain of collaborative work, aca-

demic textbooks and relevant articles from various conferences and journals have been

included. The relevance of articles has been measured by the number of citations, e.g.

by using the meta search engine Google Scholar5. Especially mentioned should be the

textbook “Computer-Supported Cooperative Work” from Gross and Koch [GK07], which

contributed significantly to both the content and structure of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5

of this thesis.

“Collaborative BPM”        “Social BPM”        “Collaborative Modeling”
“Collaborative & Cooperative Work”

Search Strategy
 Keywords

Information Systems
Business Process Management

Collaborative Work 

Domain
 Research Area

• European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS)
• Information Systems Research (ISR)
• Journal of the Association of Information Systems (JAIS)
• Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS)
• Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ)

• Australasian Conference on Information Systems (ACIS)
• Americas Conference on Information Systems (AMCIS)
• Business Process Management Conference (BPM)
• Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE)
• European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS)
• International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS)
• Pacific Asian Conference on Information Systems (PACIS)

Sources
 Journals & 
Conferences

Figure 3: Literature Search Method as applied in this Master Thesis

The research strategy used in this Master thesis is based on a keyword search that tries to

find occurrences of words in a set of articles available from the selected sources. The key

words used for finding relevant articles included the following terms: Collaborative BPM,

5Available at: http://scholar.google.com
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Social BPM, Collaborative Modeling and Collaborative & Cooperative Work. After hav-

ing retrieved a number of articles, they were checked for relevance by manual scanning6.

After sorting out irrelevant articles, the remaining articles have been read more inten-

sively. Then further interesting articles were identified by reviewing references. Figure 3

illustrates the literature research method.

1.4. Structure of this Thesis

This thesis is organized into seven chapters and starts with a general overview of business

process management. The following chapters introduce the aspects of collaborative busi-

ness process modeling, collaborative technologies, and discuss and apply a framework for

comparing social features in business process management tools.

Chapter 1: Introduction The first chapter explains the motivation of this Master the-

sis, discusses its research contribution, and describes the research methodology that

is applied in this thesis.

Chapter 2: Business Process Management The second chapter introduces the re-

search area of business process management and its related terms and concepts. The

relevance of business process modeling and the identification of business processes

within the business process management life cycle are especially highlighted.

Chapter 3: Process of Business Process Modeling The third chapter reviews the

process of business process modeling and introduces four particular scenarios of

process modeling as proposed in the related literature.

Chapter 4: Collaborative Aspects in Business Process Modeling The fourth chap-

ter defines the notion of collaborative business process modeling and introduces the

concepts of collective intelligence, as well as social interaction between social enti-

6In this context, the term Scanning denotes the act of “looking through a text to find keywords and

phrases that are likely to indicate the specific information that you are seeking” [Adv10].
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ties. Then, five aspects of collaboration are defined and analyzed in the context of

the particular scenarios of process modeling from Chapter 3.

Chapter 5: Technical Support for the Aspects of Collaboration The fifth chap-

ter classifies technical support for collaboration in the context of the aspects of

collaboration from Chapter 4. For each aspect of collaboration, several technologies

are mentioned which can be used for implementing social features in BPM tools.

Chapter 6: Analytical Framework for comparing Social Features The sixth chap-

ter discusses the application of social features in BPM tools and reviews three ex-

amples of applications that focus on the support of collaboration in the scenario

of business process modeling. Then, these insights are used for developing and

discussing an analytical framework for comparing social features in BPM tools.

Chapter 7: Conclusions The last chapter discusses the results of this Master thesis

by summarizing the main results and discussing implications for both research and

practice. Furthermore, limitations of work and possibilities for future research are

mentioned.
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2. Business Process Management

This chapter provides an overview of business process management and business process

modeling. Section 2.1 gives a short introduction to the value of business process orien-

tation. In the following, Section 2.2 introduces a sound and comprehensive definition of

BPM that builds on the BPM life cycle idea. Section 2.3 then highlights the role of busi-

ness process models in the BPM life cycle and defines business process modeling. Finally,

Section 2.4 reviews methods on the identification of business processes, and Section 2.5

concludes the chapter with a summary.

2.1. The Value of Business Process Orientation

During recent years there has been a growing interest in BPM which is shared by both

practitioners and academic researchers. This interest is based on the fact that process-

orientation and the coordination of business processes play a vital role for increasing the

efficiency of a company’s business activities. Gartner’s surveys of more than 1,000 chief

information officers (CIO) in 2005 and 2007 revealed that business process improvement

is still seen as the number one business priority, with a focus on moving IT from a com-

modity to a business contributor [Gar05, Gar07b]. In 2007, Gartner and IDC forecasted a

compound annual growth rate for the BPM market of between 24 and 44 per cent for the

following years [Gar07a, IHS07, IDG07]. During the global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007-

2010, BPM gained greater importance, as companies became more and more interested

in cutting costs by streamlining business processes [Hig09].

In 2010, the importance of BPM remains high. A market study by Ramco Systems

reveals that for the German language region (D-A-CH), 90 per cent of the interviewed com-

panies plan to become more process-oriented in order to increase their process efficiency

[BPM10]. The study also identifies insufficient organizational structures in the companies’

BPM implementation attempts, which reflects the enduringly great BPM market potential

for the following years. Historically, the first attempts of re-organizing business activities

stem from a period following Industrialization in the early 20th century, when concepts

like Ford’s Fordism shifted manufacturing systems to the mass production of low-cost,
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standardized goods. The basic concept behind this idea was the decomposition of complex

tasks by using specialized tools which increased flexibility, allowing the assembly line to

be changed quickly [GBP92]. At the same time, the idea of Scientific Management (also

known as Taylorism) was developed by Taylor. Taylor introduced a management theory,

which analyzed workflows using empirical methods, with the objective of improving labor

productivity and work efficiency [Bus10]. These attempts can already be seen as early

occurrences of BPM, aiming to efficiently coordinate business processes.

With the introduction of information technology (IT) into businesses in the middle

of the 20th century, the focus of information systems (IS) research was directed towards

database technology. At this stage, workflow logic used to be hard-coded in applications.

The rise of office automation systems in the 1980s marked a new area of applications

that allowed direct control of information flow for the first time. It took another decade

until the first workflow management systems appeared that were explicitly dedicated to

supporting business processes. A significant impact on the historic development of BPM

is related to the influential ideas of Hammer and Champy [HC93] and Davenport [Dav93]

published in 1993. Hammer and Champy’s concept of business process reengineering

(BPR) can be seen as an organizational activity that aims to completely re-organize a

company’s organizational structure, based on the analysis of the company’s business pro-

cesses. Davenport’s concept of process innovation sees the maximum use of IT as a cru-

cial success factor and enabler for improving business performance by combining business

change initiatives, especially human resource programs, and technology initiatives.

This new perspective is known as business process orientation (BPO), as it focuses

on processes rather than hierarchical business functions. Davenport identified five main

elements of BPO; structure, focus, measurement, ownership and customers [Dav93, p.5].

A method for measuring BPO has been developed by Reijers, who proposes a checklist

based on insights from literature [Rei06].
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2.2. Definition of Business Process Management

The term BPM builds upon the notion of a business process, which is a “set of activi-

ties that are performed in coordination in an organizational and technical environment.

These activities jointly realize a business goal. Each business process is enacted by a

single organization, but it may interact with business processes performed by other orga-

nizations” [Wes07, p.5]. This fairly new definition by Weske builds upon the definition by

Davenport, who described a business process as a structure for action, “implying a strong

emphasis on how work is done within an organization, in contrast to a product’s focus on

what” [Dav93, p.5]. In the world of business processes, an activity is seen as the smallest

separable unit of work, whereas a sequence of these work units forms a business process.

Becker et al. define a business process, based on the notion of process orientation, as a

“completely closed, timely and logical sequences of activities which are required to work

on a process-oriented business object. Such a process-oriented object can be, for example,

an invoice, a purchase order or a specimen. A business process is a special process that is

directed by the business objectives a company and by the business environment” [BKR03,

p.4]. As business processes can occur in various shapes, there are several dimensions along

which they can be categorized [Wes07, pp.17-21]:

Organizational versus Operational: Organizational processes are high-level processes

that characterize coarse-grain business functionality. In contrast, operational busi-

ness processes are the basis for implementation, which are specified by business

process models. Commonly, there exists a set of operational business processes that

together realize one organizational business process.

Intra-organizational versus Process Choreographies: Intra-organizational processes

are performed by a single organization in order to streamline internal processes.

However, the interaction of business processes from different organizations is called

a choreography.

Degree of Automation: Business processes can be be fully automated, without any
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human involvement, or semi-automated, meaning the requirement and interaction

of manual activities within the business process.

Degree of Repetition: Highly repetitive processes especially benefit from process mod-

eling and process automation, because there exist many process instances. Non-

repetitive business processes have a very high cost of process modeling per process

instance and often are not fully automated.

Degree of Structuring: A structured business process features a complete description

of its activities, execution constraints and decision options that are defined at design

time. Less structured business processes use ad hoc activities and case handling in

order to better support knowledge workers with more adaptive business processes.

Based on the definition of the business process, it is possible to define the term busi-

ness process management, which “includes concepts, methods, and techniques to support

the design, administration, configuration, enactment and analysis of business processes”

[Wes07, p.5]. Thus, BPM can be seen as a holistic managing approach for the handling of

business processes. These management activities can be can be arranged in a life cycle,

which consists of phases that are related to each other based on their logical dependency.

This logical dependency does not implicate strict temporal order, so that certain activ-

ities can be conducted in each of the life cycle phases or even concurrently in multiple

phases [Wes07, p.10]. Figure 4 depicts the BPM life cycle according to Weske, which

comprises the management activities of design and analysis, configuration, enactment,

and evaluation, that are arranged around a center activity focusing on administration

and stakeholders.

Administration and Stakeholders: This includes the storage and retrieval of informa-

tion in the organizational and technical execution environment, as well as process

model artifacts and information on process instances. [Wes07, p.15]. Knowledge

workers and stakeholders in various organizational roles need to be supported, e.g.

by well-structured repositories with query mechanisms.
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Figure 4: BPM Life Cycle according to [Wes07, p.12]

Design & Analysis: The BPM life cycle starts with the design & analysis phase. The

design phase includes the identification, reviewing, and representation of business

processes. Informal business process knowledge and descriptions are formalized,

using a graphical notation. After business processes have been modeled, they can

be validated, simulated and verified in the analysis phase.

Configuration: The configuration phase deals with the implementation of business pro-

cesses after they have been validated and verified. This phase includes the selection

of an implementation platform and the setup of the BPMS, which involves user

interactions with the system, the integration of existing software with the BPMS,

and finally the enhancement of business process models with technical information

which are required for process enactment. [Wes07, p.13]. The configuration phase

also covers implementation testing for detecting run time problems, and finally the

deployment into the target environment.
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Enactment: After configuration and deployment, a business process can be enacted by

initializing process instances. These instances are controlled by the BPMS in order

to ensure alignment with the underlying business process model. The status of

business process instances is monitored by the BPMS and can be made available to

stakeholders and customers, e.g. by using visualization techniques.

Evaluation: Based on process monitoring and the logging of execution data, processes

can be maintained and evaluated. This can include process mining techniques that

check for compliance between process log files and business process models. The

evaluation phase is necessary for evaluating the adequacy of the execution environ-

ment and identifying the quality of process models. [Wes07, p.15].

Business process management is an important strategic tool for companies and provides

input for all aspects of business organization, e.g. documentation, reorganization, moni-

toring, controlling and quality management. The business process management life cycle

reveals, that business process models play a very important role in BPM as they repre-

sent business processes and are used as a basis for all the phases within the life cycle.

The following chapter introduces the idea of business process modeling and highlights its

importance in the field of BPM.

2.3. Definition of Business Process Modeling

Business process models have become an integral part of organizational engineering ef-

forts. “A business process model is the result of mapping a business process. This business

process can be either a real-world business process as perceived by a modeler, or a busi-

ness process conceptualized by a modeler” [Men07, p.28]. Business process models are

used on the business level for describing business operations in a consistent way, as well as

on the technical level for specifying requirements that have to be supported by enterprise

software. In practice, business process models are often used for documentation purposes

and business process design is one of the major reasons for conducting conceptual mod-

eling projects [DGR+06]. Therefore, most business process models can be regarded as
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descriptive models for organization, although they may also serve as decision models in

other phases of the BPM life cycle.

As Mendling describes, “business process modeling is the human activity of creating

a business process model. Business process modeling involves an abstraction from the

real-world business process, because it serves a certain modeling purpose. Therefore,

only those aspects relevant to the modeling purpose are included in the process model”

[Men07, p.29]. The different symbols for the graphical elements of a business process

model are part of the graphical notation of a process modeling language. Using a process

modeling tool, these symbols are typically placed on a modeling canvas and connected

with arcs. The result is a visual model that represents a business process and shows

the process structure and the interactions of participants. Technical aspects which are

useful for process enactment are not relevant here because an aspect of business process

modeling is not to specify implementation details or platforms [Wes07, p.10]. A business

process modeling language offers a predefined set of graphical elements for the modeling

of business processes, that can be used according to an underlying specification. Hence, a

modeling language guides the activity of creating a business process model by specifying

notational elements associated to a meta model. Figure 5 depicts the three layers of the

meta object facility (MOF) for business processes.

Figure 5: MOF Levels of Process Aspect according to [Wes07, p.88]
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The MOF for business processes highlights the necessity of distinguishing between process

meta model and process notation. As there are different graphical notations for represent-

ing a business process model in a certain process modeling language, only “the complete

set of concepts and associations between concepts is called meta-model” [Wes07, p.77].

Each business process model (M1 layer) is thus expressed in a certain process notation

that is associated with the process meta model (M2 layer) which describes the process

model [Wes07, p.88-89]. The lowest layer of the MOF (layer M0) contains the process

instance level, which reflects actual occurrences of business processes. These business

process instances are described, i.e. classified and represented, by a concrete business

process model.

Besides the process notation, there are also the aspects of syntax and semantic, which

are both covered by the notion of a business process modeling language. Figure 6 depicts

the relation of the terms modeling notation, modeling language and modeling technique.

A modeling language consists of the aspects modeling notation, modeling syntax7 and

modeling semantics8. Together with the modeling method, i.e. the procedures by which

the modeling language can be used, the modeling language forms a so-called modeling

technique [Men07, p.26].

2.3. Definition of Business Process Modeling 25

Economic Efficiency: This guideline introduces a trade-off between benefits and costs
of putting the other criteria into practice. For example, semantic correctness might
be neglected to a certain extent, in case achieving it is to expensive.

Clarity: This is a highly subjective guideline demanding that the model must be un-
derstood by the model user. It is primarily related to layout conventions or the
complexity of the model.

Comparability demands consistent utilization of a set of guidelines in a modeling
project. Among others, it refers to naming conventions.

Systematic Design: This guideline demands a clear separation between models in dif-
ferent views (e.g. statical aspects and behavioral aspects) and defined mechanisms
to integrate them.

Notation Syntax Semantics

Modeling Language

Modeling Method

Modeling Technique

Modeling Tool

Figure 2.3: Concepts of a modeling technique

Following this line of argument, the explicit definition of a modeling technique ap-
pears to be a useful means to address several of these guidelines. A modeling tech-

nique consists of two interrelated parts: a modeling language and a modeling method5

(see Figure 2.3). The modeling language consists of three parts: syntax, semantics,
and optionally, at least one notation. The syntax provides a set of constructs and a
set of rules how these constructs can be combined. A synonym is modeling grammar
[WW90, WW95, WW02]. Semantics bind the constructs defined in the syntax to a
meaning. This can be done in a mathematical way, e.g. by using formal ontologies or

5Several authors use heterogeneous terminology to refer to modeling techniques. Our concept of a
modeling language is similar to grammar in [WW90, WW95, WW02] who also use the term method with
the same meaning. In [KK02], a modeling method is called “procedure” while the term “method” is used
to define a composition of modeling technique plus related algorithms.

Figure 6: Concept of a Modeling Technique according to [Men07, p.25]

7The term syntax refers to the formal correctness of a language, i.e. the use of language elements

according to grammatical rules [AGWW02, p.392].
8The term semantic refers to the logic of a language, i.e. the meaning of language elements and the

relationship between them [AGWW02, p.392].
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Business process modeling techniques are used by business process modeling tools, in or-

der to support the human activity of creating a business process model. There exists a

plethora of business process modeling techniques, which are used in practice for represent-

ing business process models, including Petri Nets, Event-Driven Process Chains, Workflow

Nets, Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) and the Business Process Modeling No-

tation (BPMN). Figure 7 shows an example of a simple business process in BPMN 2.0

which features several activities and gateways that are connected with arcs.Example Process BPMN 2.0

Task A Task B

Task C Task E

Task D

Task F

Task G

Johannes Wolf 1 of 1 06.10.2010

Figure 7: Example of a Business Process Model in BPMN 2.0

The analysis, comparison, and improvement of business process techniques is an important

part of BPM research (cf. e.g. [Gia01, WVdAD+06, RRIG09, zMI10]). Recker et al.

discovered, that the development of business process modeling techniques historically

builds upon earlier versions in terms of widening the scope of coverage (completeness

of a process modeling technique). Thus, the authors expect an increasing effectiveness,

but also increasing complexity of process modeling techniques in the future [RIRG05,

RRIG06]. A good example of this phenomenon is the specification of the second version

of the BPMN (cf. e.g. [Rec10]).

Business process models play an important role in facilitating documentation and

communication between different stakeholders in a process design project. Therefore,

they should be created in a way to best serve this purpose. Apart from the specification

of the modeling technique and the modeler’s degree of freedom in creating purposeful

models, a business process model should follow rules which ensure the models usability.

An established approach by Schuette and Rotthowe is known as the guidelines of modeling
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(GoM), which include the following six principles, that are in parts mutually exclusive

[SR98]:

Construction Adequacy: This principle aims at the correctness of a model, which can

be achieved by finding a consensus between analysts and users about the represented

problem (semantical correctness). Furthermore an agreement upon the model rep-

resentation needs to be established (syntactical correctness). Finally, the model

has to fulfil the criteria of minimalism in a way that no information object can be

removed without a loss of information for the potential model user.

Language Adequacy: The second principle consists of two parts: language suitability

and language correctness. The former includes the problem-related selection of

modeling techniques and their tool support. The latter builds upon the notion of

completeness, which requires consistency with a given meta model.

Economic Efficiency: This principle postulates, that the costs of the design process

need to be at least covered by the proposed utilization. The costs of a model-

ing language correlate with the complexity of its application, therefore a trade-off

between benefits and costs need to be achieved.

Clarity: The fourth principle demands both comprehensibility and explicitness. Com-

prehensibility demands that the model must be understood by the model user, which

can be achieved by applying layout conventions. Explicitness demands the use of

decomposition in order to present the user with the right level of abstraction.

Systematic Design: This fifth principle postulates inter-model consistency between mod-

els of different views (structural and behavioral), e.g. by the use of the same infor-

mation objects.

Comparability: The last principle aims at the semantic comparison of two models and

requires compatibility between the models that are compared. This requires tech-

niques that allow the transformation of meta models for syntactical comparison and

also consistent utilization of a set of guidelines for allowing semantical comparison.
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The GoM are sometimes criticized to for being abstract or lacking a sound research foun-

dation. Recently, new modeling guidelines have been developed, that try to compensate

for these problems. Mendling et al. propose seven modeling guidelines (7PMG) which

help to increase model understanding and decrease error probability [MRvdA10]:

G1 Use as few elements in the model as possible

G2 Minimize the routing paths per element

G3 Use one start and one end event

G4 Model as structured as possible

G5 Avoid OR routing elements

G6 Use verb-object activity labels

G7 Decompose a model with more than 50 elements

Table 1: Seven Process Modeling Guidelines (7PMG) according to [MRvdA10]

2.4. Identification of Business Processes

When talking about business process modeling, it makes sense to take a closer look at the

identification of business processes. This is because business process modeling, as a step

in the design phase of the BPM lifecycle, requires the identification of business processes

as a mandatory prerequisite.

Davenport understands process identification to be exploratory and iterative. The

enumeration of major processes considers the required level of abstraction; i.e. trying to

find many narrowly defined processes (improvement context), or rather a few broadly de-

fined processes (innovation context). The number of identified processes can be seen as a

trade-off between managing process interdependence and managing process scope. Daven-

port refers to an industry example, where a top-down identification approach was applied

successfully. In this top-down approach, corporate process innovation staff, supported by

external consultants, presented a candidate set of processes to the senior executives who

then refined the process list in a facilitated workshop discussion [Dav93, p.30]. However,

process identification does not only cover the activity of enumerating processes, but also
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includes activities like determining process boundaries, assessing the strategic relevance

of the identified processes, and qualifying the culture and politics of each process [Dav93].

This very high-level view on process identification has been more and more refined

over the years and several new approaches for process identification have been developed.

Kettinger et al. present a much more detailed approach, called the BPR project stage-

activity framework [KTG97]. The framework is based on a survey of commonly used

BPR methods, techniques and tools and aims at supporting BPR initiatives with a com-

prehensive knowledge base. The first two stages of the framework, envision and initiate,

correspond approximately to the design & analysis phase of the BPM lifecycle. In the

following, the two stages are explained in greater detail [KTG97]:

Envision Stage: The first stage involves the engendering of top management support

for the BPR initiative, and the assembling of a project task force which has the

knowledge about a firm’s processes and is authorized to improve them. Furthermore,

reengineering opportunities have to be discovered, IT levers have to be identified,

and processes have to be selected. Techniques used in the envision stage could be,

e.g. the use of a search conference, brainstorming, group techniques, IT analysis,

and the process prioritization matrix.

Initiate Stage: In the second stage, work tasks are assigned to a reengineering project

team. The phase also covers project planning, the setting of performance goals, and

the organization of stakeholder notification. Techniques used in the initiate stage

include team-building techniques, project management techniques, benchmarking,

and cost benefit analysis.

An overview of the techniques used in these stages can be found in Figure 8, a more

detailed description of the stage activities and the assigned techniques can be found in

[KTG97]. One important implication of the study by Kettinger et al. is, that BPR success

is highly dependent on the organization of the BPR project team, and that BPR teams

can benefit from multidisciplinary knowledge and experience.
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Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Figure 8: Techniques used in the first two Stages of the BPR Project Stage-Activity

Framework according to [KTG97]

The challenge of process identification is also highlighted by Herbst and Karagiannis who

discuss a better approach for the acquisition of workflow models [HK00]. The authors

highlight that the acquisition of knowledge is still typically done by process engineers,

by conducting interviews and developing questionnaires. The acquisition of knowledge

is a very time consuming task, because knowledge is usually highly distributed within

the organization. People who are involved in the execution of business processes within

the company usually have in-depth knowledge of the process responsibilities (organiza-

tional perspective), the process activities (functional perspective), the applications, and

documents used within the process (informational perspective) [HK00]. The difficulty of

identifying business processes by accessing this knowledge lies in the fact that process

participants and knowledge workers usually belong to different organizational units, use
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different vocabulary for the same semantic entities, and often have conflicting interests

[HK00].

One aspect that significantly accounts for the challenge of process identification is that

in an enterprise setting, there is an n:m situation in which there are many contributors

to a process model, and in addition many process models that need to be developed and

maintained. The size of business process modeling initiatives increases, and thus process

modeling has to satisfy an increasingly heterogenous group of stakeholders, including top

management and end-users [Ros06a]. It is not only that a process represented by a process

model typically features the involvement of many people in the form of participating in

process activities, but it is also that the identification and modeling of processes requires

the involvement of many people who contribute their knowledge. When it comes to the

identification and modeling of processes, people seem to underestimate the number of

relevant processes that can be identified, modeled, and finally maintained in a corporate

process repository. Therefore, the definition of an appropriate level of detail is one of the

main challenges in process modeling [Ros06b].

The most important insight gained from the reviewed literature is that the identifica-

tion of business processes is an essential prerequisite to business process modeling. The

identification requires bringing together a variety of people who have knowledge about

the processes to be identified and modeled. Using facilitated workshop discussions, inter-

views, questionnaires, and a plethora of existing techniques and methods, the knowledge

required for the modeling session has to be collected. In this setting, the n:m situation of

people and models has to be considered when elaborating on collaborative business pro-

cess modeling. Here the question arises if the process of knowledge gathering and sharing

can be organized more efficiently, e.g. by the support of collaborative knowledge-sharing

tools.

2.5. Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, a definition of business process management has been introduced that is

based on the idea of the business process management life cycle. Furthermore, the impor-
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tance of business process modeling and business process identification was highlighted and

fundamental concepts such as MOF and GoM have been explained. The following chapter

concentrates on collaborative business process modeling by reviewing related literature.
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3. Process of Business Process Modeling

This chapter reviews the process of modeling and enlists aspects of this process. As a

starting point, Section 3.1 describes the information modeling process according to Fred-

eriks and van der Weide. Section 3.2 then introduces four perspectives, which represent

different understandings on the process of business process modeling. Finally, Section 3.3

concludes the chapter with a summary that compares the introduced perspectives in the

context of the information modeling process and highlights the differences in the proposed

roles and activities.

3.1. Reviewing the Process of Modeling

The term process of modeling (PoM) appears to be very similar to the previously intro-

duced term of process modeling. In fact, process modeling puts an emphasis on the result

of the act of modeling; the process model. On the contrary, the term process of modeling

emphasizes that the act of modeling itself can be seen as a process. Rosemann mentions

that the act of modeling increases process awareness and stresses that process modeling

“should be conducted in a highly interactive fashion” [Ros06b] because the process of

modeling can be considered at least as important as the final business process model.

According to Frederiks and van der Weide, the PoM can be divided into four main

phases with eight core competencies for the roles of both the domain expert and the

system analyst [FvdW06]. These two roles are recursively defined via a set of relevant

competencies as depicted in the Appendix in Table A.1 and have to ensure the concretion

into - respectively the abstraction from - an informal description. The interaction of these

competencies within the four phases of the PoM is depicted in Figure 9. It shows that e.g.

the phase of modeling requires an informal specification (requirements document) as an

input, and produces a formal specification (conceptual model) as an output. According

to [FvdW06], the phase of modeling comprises the two sub-phases grammatical analysis

and abstraction, which require several specific skills (A3, A4, A5) of the system analyst.

Elicitation: The first phase of the PoM aims at making all relevant information explicit
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completeness principle as introduced in Section 1. A second foundation for correctness, which is
also introduced in Section 1, is the falsification principle, which states that the derived formal spec-
ification is deemed to be correct if it does not conflict with the informal specification. To support
this principle system analysts should have suitable skills, which are the topic of the next subsection.

The next step, labelled with verbalization, is the composition of a proper description of the
information objects. It requires the domain expert to be familiar with the background of these
objects, and being capable to describe them in every aspect. This is the purpose of the provision
base skill:

D-2 Domain experts can provide any number of significant sample sentences in relation to rele-
vant information objects.

This competence is a bottleneck for verbalization. As this base skill does not state that a domain
expert can provide a complete set of significant examples by a single request from the system ana-
lyst, some more base skills that describe aspects of the communication between domain experts and
system analysts are necessary.

normal form specification

information objects

textual description

initial specification

informal specification

conceptual model

lexicon

sample population

Elicitation

Modelling
Validation

Collecting

Verbalization

Feed back

Reformulation

Grammatical Analysis

Production Abstraction

1

2

3

4

56

7

formal specification

grammar rules
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Verification
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D2; A1

D3, D4, D5; A2

A3, A4
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A6

D6, D7; A2

D1; A1
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Fig. 5. Overview of competencies.

12 P.J.M. Frederiks, Th.P. van der Weide / Data & Knowledge Engineering 58 (2006) 4–20

Figure 9: Competencies in the PoM according to [FvdW06]

in a verbal way. This includes the sub-stages: (1) Collection of significant infor-

mation objects from the application domain, (2) Verbalization of the information

objects in a common language, and (3) Reformulation of the initial specification

into a unifying format.

Modeling: In this phase, the informal description is translated into a formal specification

(including the conceptual model, constraints, grammar rules, and a lexicon). This

includes the sub-stages: (4) Grammatical Analysis in terms of discovering signifi-

cant modeling concepts and their relationships, and (5) Abstraction by matching

sentence structure on modeling concepts.
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Validation: The validation phase starts with the (6) Production of a textual description

of the conceptual model by making use of the grammar rules and the lexicon. Then,

(7) Feedback is given on the textual description by comparing it with the informal

description.

Verification: In this last phase, (8) the formal specification is checked for internal con-

sistency.

The introduced understanding of the PoM, featuring the four stages elicitation, model-

ing, validation, and verification, provides the basis for the following review of particular

scenarios of process modeling. The concept by Frederiks and van der Weide will also be

taken up later in this thesis.

3.2. Particular Scenarios of Process Modeling

Early occurrences of the term process of modeling can be found in management sciences,

e.g. ‘On the Art of Modeling’ [Mor67]. Morris describes the act of modeling as an intu-

itive process for the experienced modeler and asks for the best support for inexperienced

persons. Therefore, the author explaines the process of developing models in order to

support the educational process for modeling novices. As a conclusion Morris mentions

that one cannot provide a general ‘recipe’ for developing process models [Mor67]. Other

examples of dealing with the PoM can be found in the field of knowledge discovery and

data mining. In ‘Visualization and the process of modeling: a cognitive-theoretic view’

Crapo et al. [CWWW00] discuss how visualization supports model building. The authors

focus on visual perception and a model of cognition that extends previous research by

Waisel et al. [WWW99]. In this context, modeling is seen as a flexible and recursive

process. This process depends highly on the modeling task and the modeler’s skill level.

It is also mentioned that modeling experts need to be able to revisit any aspect of the

process and to monitor their overall modeling progress [CWWW00]. Furthermore, Crapo

et al. highlight the importance of modeling tools and stipulate, that modelers should

be supported by flexible tools, which need to be customizable to the individual modeler’s
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preferences and the particular modeling task [CWWW00]. This characteristic of modeling

tools is referred to as tool transparency.

Explicit use of the term process of modeling in the context of BPM can be found

in various sources. In the following, four perspectives on the PoM are reviewed, which

help to better understand the prospects of business process modeling and its collaborative

elements.

3.2.1. The PoM as a Single-Person Activity

As a first perspective, the PoM can be considered as a single-person activity. A scenario

in which this perspective appears, would be e.g. an university setting, where students are

asked to model a business process based on a given domain description. The single-person

perspective comprises the idea of one person being responsible for the whole process of

modeling, i.e. to elicit domain knowledge, create a conceptual model, and finally validate

and verify that model on its own. In the example of the academic setting, this single-

person perspective can be used to train students in the competencies of both domain

expert and system analyst. Furthermore, in an assessment situation, it becomes much

easier for a supervisor to distinguish individual achievements and to assign corresponding

grades.

However, in such an academic situation the general conditions are different from a

business setting. In an academic assessment context, a supervisor would have to pre-

define certain conditions that allow him the comparison of the students’ works. For

example, a specific modeling notation and modeling tool would be given, there could

be an instruction specifying the level of abstraction to be used, and the textual domain

description would be formulated very thoughtfully in order to avoid unsolvable tasks and

confusing statements. The single-person perspective of the PoM may have a right to

exist in a strict academic context, but is not a realistic perspective for actual business

situations. This is because it requires one person to undertake all activities necessary

in the PoM (cf. Figure 9). What might be imaginable in the limited context of the

academic assessment situation becomes impossible in a business situation. Firstly, there
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are not many people who combine the skills of a business analyst and a domain expert in

one person, secondly there are no clear general conditions and a well-structured domain

description. The assessment situation intentionally eases out some important aspects of

the PoM in order to make students focus on certain aspects, especially that of abstracting

from a textual domain description to a conceptual model in a certain modeling notation.

The fact that knowledge is typically widely distributed within an organization [dH05],

makes it necessary to include many domain experts in the PoM whose knowledge is then

consolidated. Furthermore, other stakeholders might have a strong interest in attending

the PoM, e.g. for controlling the process or for contributing to the PoM in order to enforce

their interests. The integration of multiple people in the PoM is also important for the

validation and verification of a conceptual model – as a single person would be a potential

source for modeling errors, as the person had to verify and validate the developed model by

themself. One of the main challenges in real business situations is the elicitation of domain

knowledge and its consolidation in what Frederiks and van der Weide call the informal

specification or requirements document. Besides that challenge, also the agreement on

general conditions (e.g. the level of abstraction, the modeling notation, and the labeling

of modeling activities) requires the interaction of several participants. These decisions

typically imply the inclusion of organization-wide and project- specific instructions and

regulations, as well as making compromises with other modeling participants. Therefore,

the single-person perspective of the PoM can be seen as an artificial perspective, as it most

likely cannot exist in real business situations. Therefore, the following chapters introduce

common perspectives on the PoM, which involve aspects of collaboration.

3.2.2. The PoM as an Enterprise Modeling Session

An approach of coping with the PoM can be found in the field of participative enterprise

modeling (EM), where Stirna et al. report on experiences and recommendations derived

from three representative practical cases [SPS07]. Participative EM, and its Scandina-

vian counterpart, enterprise knowledge development (EKD) are approaches that aim at

creating a model that describes different aspects of an enterprise by comprising a number
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of related sub-models. These sub-models represent enterprise components, like strate-

gic goals, business rules, concepts, business processes, actors & resources, and technical

requirements.

Developing these sub-models is a challenging activity because it includes the discov-

ery of domain knowledge, the consolidation of stakeholder views, and the coherent and

comprehensive representation of this knowledge in models. Because many problems that

exist in organizations are ‘illstructured’ or ‘wicked’, a traditional approach – including

the stages of fact gathering, analysis, and delivering an expert’s opinion – cannot be seen

as an efficient way of conducting business process modeling sessions [SPS07]. Therefore,

the approach of participative EM has been developed, where modeling is carried out in

facilitated group sessions for solving organizational design problems. EKD defines the

PoM as a set of guidelines of participative work and is used for business development as

well as ensuring the quality of the business in terms of sharing knowledge and ensuring

the acceptance of business decisions. The guidelines are a generic best practice approach

of organizing the PoM in an efficient and effective way and include the following issues

[SPS07]:

Assessing the Organizational Context: This includes the support of decision-makers

in order to assure the sufficient allocation of time and effort of resources for the

project. Organizational culture plays an important role as participative EM projects

require a culture that authorizes modeling participants to state opinions and to sug-

gest solutions. This includes the possibility of questioning superiors and expressing

different opinions and contradictory viewpoints, as well as the existence of an open

and direct dialogue between different levels of the organization. Successful modeling

projects therefore require a consensus-oriented culture instead of an authoritative

culture. Furthermore, hidden agendas should be avoided because they impede the

achievement of project goals as different stakeholders would guide the project to-

wards their own goals.

Assessing the Problem at Hand: The second issue deals with defining and assessing
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the complexity of problems within the EM project, in which a problem denotes an

uncertain objective. The complexity of problems can be categorized into three types:

simple problems, complex problems, and wicked problems. Whereas the former two

have a fairly clear definition and a perceivable solution, wicked problems are ill-

structured and there is no way of measuring that the problem is solved. Stirna et

al. propose a three-step approach including (1) obtaining agreement on the main

scope of the project, (2) a negotiation phase, where the actual project is negotiated

and planned, and (3) a completion phase, where the defined problem is solved as

best as possible. Because domain knowledge is the most critical resource in an EM

project, the best way of preparing the participants for the modeling session is to

carry out individual interviews.

Assigning Roles in the Modeling Process: Stirna et al. recommend to assign six

roles in the EM project, including a project owner, a steering group, a quality

manager, a modeling facilitator, a tool operator, and domain experts as modeling

participants. While the former three roles are typical roles in project management,

the later three roles are specific to modeling projects. The role of the modeling

facilitator moderates the problem solving process among the domain experts, while

the tool operator is responsible for drawing the model during or after the modeling

session. Knowledge about the problem domain is provided by participating domain

experts. The requirements on these roles depend very much on the degree of problem

complexity, the degree of required creativity, the project size, and the coordination

effort.

Acquiring Resources for the Project and for Preparation Efforts: Based on in-

terviews with modeling expert, Stirna et al. suggest distributing resources and effort

in a modeling project according to: preparations (assessing the organization, project

definition, interviews, etc.) ∼40%, modeling seminars ∼30%, and documenting and

reporting ∼30% of the total effort.

Conducting Modeling Sessions: For carrying out modeling sessions, Stirna et al. de-
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veloped a set of explicit recommendations, addressing issues like setting a clear

objective, using a simple and intuitive modeling notation, developing a common

vocabulary, defining roles and responsibilities, and others. The complete list can be

found in [SPS07].

The importance of team roles in business process re-engineering is not only emphasized

in [SPS07] but also highlighted by Launonen & Kess [LK02] who define a role as a shared

expectation of how one person must, or wants to behave in a group. There are two

roles in business process modeling which need to be avoided. First, uncommitted group

members reduce other members’ commitment to the project by negatively influencing

the work of the group. Second, over-dominating group members make it impossible for

the group to form a common view on the project targets and to reach consensus [LK02].

In contrast to modeling guidelines like GoM and 7PMG (as introduced in Section 2.3)

which focus on increasing the quality of the business process model, the EKD method

presented by Stirna et al. can be seen as a way of increasing the quality of the PoM itself

by providing accordant guidelines. However, the presented EKD approach focuses on

establishing favorable general conditions, e.g. evaluating the organizational culture and

categorizing problems, instead of viewing the actual PoM as a participative task between

the team members.

3.2.3. The PoM as a Communication Dialogue

“Turning the art of modeling into a science of modeling” [PvBHvdW06] is a declared

goal of a research group from Nijmegen (The Netherlands) involving Hoppenbrouwers,

Proper, van Bommel, and van der Weide, who contributed several publications in this field

of research (cf. [HPdW05, HPW05, HPvdW05, HPvR05, PvBHvdW06, vBHPvdW06,

HLP06, HvBJ08, RHD08, SHP09a, SHP09b]).

In ‘A fundamental view on the process of conceptual modeling’ Hoppenbrouwers et

al. present the process of modeling as a communication dialogue between participants

[HPdW05]. The focus of this approach is on cooperative aspects in terms of communica-

tion between people during the PoM. This view also incorporates the idea of understanding
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the PoM as a learning process and a way for developing and sharing knowledge. The au-

thors depict the classic view on the PoM as a dialogue between a domain expert and a

system analyst (cf. Figure 10).

A Fundamental View on the Process of Conceptual Modeling 133

context of (information) system development, we have a particular interest in
unambiguous abstractions from domains. This is what we refer to as a model : a
purposely abstracted and unambiguous conception of a domain. Note that both
the domain and its model are conceptions harbored by the same viewer. We are
now in a position to define more precisely what we mean by modeling: the act
of purposely abstracting a model from (what is conceived to be) a part of the
universe.

For practical reasons, we will understand the act of modeling to also include
the activities involved in the representation of the model by means of some
language and medium. In line with [16], we consider modeling to boil down to
“making statements in some language”.

2.2 Participants in the Modeling Process

In this and the following sections, we will use the generic term participant for
all actors taking part in the modeling process. Importantly, all such participants
are viewers as defined above.

For the sake of the argument, let us consider a basic (and admittedly over-
simplified) situation in which two participants in the modeling process play the
following roles. One is the domain expert, who is competent and trustworthy; she
knows all there is to know about the target domain, or can find out more if need
be. In other words, she can generate and validate statements about the domain,
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Fig. 1. The classic view on the conceptual modeling processFigure 10: The classic view on the conceptual modeling process according to [HPdW05]

In this view, the domain expert embodies the domain knowledge, i.e. is able to generate

and validate statements about the domain; whereas the system analyst knows how to cre-

ate and verify formal models. Both roles cooperatively create a formal model on the basis

of informal information. The domain expert is situated in a world of informal semantics,

uses natural language to express himself, and judges the model for completeness (com-

pleteness principle). The system analyst is situated in a world of formal semantics, uses

a formal language to develop a formal specification, and judges the model for correctness

(falsification principle). The link between these two worlds is the dialogue document that

records the communication dialogue between domain expert and system analyst. The di-

alogue is expected to be conducted in a controlled language, which is the authors’ notion
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for ‘simplified English’ with a limited and fixed syntax. The use of controlled language

aims at discussing any possible model, but also both formal and informal modeling lan-

guages. Thus using controlled language aims at reaching clarity and agreement about

other languages to be used [HPdW05].

Hoppenbrouwers et al. propose to use the more generic term participant, instead

of domain expert and system analyst. A participant has the competency to transform

a model into controlled language and to validate a description in controlled language.

Besides these competencies, a participant can have his personal syntax and semantic

function, depending on the role he plays in the PoM. The process of modeling can be seen

as a goal-driven dialogue between a number of participants who communicate with each

other and build their discussion on what has been discussed before. For example, this can

be achieved by using modeling minutes that all participants have to agree on. The goal of

the PoM is to reach a state at which all participants agree upon a common understanding,

i.e. the produced model is regarded to be complete and correct [HPdW05].

Three types of modeling dialogues are identified by Hoppenbrouwers et al.; called ‘tab-

ula rasa’, ‘open mind’, and ‘colliding views’. While the ‘tabula rasa’ type roughly complies

with the simplified domain expert - system analyst example, ‘open mind’ means the recon-

ciliation of several initial models in terms of translation between them. ‘Colliding views’

is the most complicated, yet most realistic type of modeling process, where participants

have different views of the world and try to find a mutually acceptable model. This re-

quires conviction by rational argumentation or negotiation in order to find a compromise

that all participants can agree on. For better supporting the identified types of modeling

processes, Hoppenbrouwers et al. predict the arrival of a new kind of modeling tool which

merges classic modeling tools with cooperative and interactive dialogue systems from the

field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work. These new tools could be able to solve

the modeling bottleneck and improve model quality [HPdW05].
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3.2.4. The PoM as a Group Negotiation Process

The group from Nijmegen involving Hoppenbrouwers, Proper, van Bommel, and van der

Weide is not the only research group that understands the PoM as a communication

dialogue between the modeling participants. Rittgen from the University of Bor̊as (Swe-

den) has focused on co-design and collaborative modeling since 2007 (cf. [Rit07, Rit08a,

Rit08b, Rit09b, Rit09c, Rit10a, Rit10c]) and describes the PoM as a negotiation process

between a group of modelers [Rit07]. The approach is similar to the ideas presented in

[BvdW04] and [HPvdW05], where a ‘dialogue grammar’ is developed, which is used to

structure elementary actions that take place during the communication dialogue.

 Negotiating Models 563 

3   Research Method 

Keeping this background in mind, we set out to study a situation where groups of 
modelers worked on a textual description of a business case with the purpose of 
deriving business process models. To understand the modeling process, we assumed 
that two factors are predominant in model creation: 
 

• The internal mental processes of each modeler, and 
• The conversations between modelers and within the group. 
 

To get access to the former we used a think-aloud process-tracing methodology 
[13, 21] where the observants speak out what they are currently thinking. The 
utterances were then transcribed yielding the think-aloud protocols. The same is done 
with the conversations. In addition to that we also considered the product of the 
modeling process, the models themselves, to fill the gaps in the protocols and to help 
with interpreting ambiguous phrases in them. Open issues that could not be dealt with 
in this way were marked on the coding scheme and clarified by ex-post interviews 
with the respective groups. 

To develop a preliminary coarse-grain categorization we turned to theories in the 
pertinent literature, particularly in organizational semiotics. We used the upper four 
‘rungs’ of the semiotic ladder [22]: syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and social. They 
refer to the structure of sign systems (e.g., a language), the meaning of the signs, their 
use, and the norms of a community, respectively. An initial coding phase within this 
framework revealed that the syntactic and semantic levels, which together make up 
the language level, are divided into the natural language domain and the modeling 
language domain depending on the kind of language used to describe the business.  

The activities on the pragmatic level were classified as ‘Understanding’ and 
‘Organizing the Modeling Process’. The former term was then further refined into 
‘Undestanding the language’ and ‘Understanding the text’, the latter can be divided 
into ‘Setting the agenda’ and ‘Negotiation’. The social level consists of rules for 
acceptance and rejection in the negotiation. A detailed discussion of these categories 
can be found in the respective sections. The results are summarized in fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Levels and domains Figure 11: Levels and Domains of a Categorization Framework for the PoM according

to [Rit07]

Rittgen developed a coarse-grain categorization framework for these elementary actions,

with the aim of capturing conversations between modelers in the group but also the

mental processes of each modeler. Using a think-aloud process tracing methodology, a

think-aloud protocol can be developed during a modeling session. Phrases in this protocol

can then be analyzed and interpreted according to the categorization framework, which is

depicted in Figure 11. The categorization framework is divided into three levels; ‘social’,

‘pragmatic’, and ‘language’ [Rit07]:

Social Level: At the social level there are rules for acceptance and rejection in the

negotiation process. These rules can be further categorized as ‘rules of majority’,
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where the majority of group members support or oppose a proposal, and ‘rules of

seniority’, where the weight of a group member’s support or opposition is related to

his status - in terms of experience or position - within the group.

Pragmatic Level: At the pragmatic level two distinct types of behavior can be observed.

First, there are activities that aim at understanding either the case description or

the modeling language. Second, there are activities that aim at organizing the

process of modeling either in terms of performing the next activity on the agenda

or in terms of negotiation.

Language Level: The language level can be further broken down into two sub-levels

(syntactic and semantic), that each can be divided into two domains (natural lan-

guage and modeling language). The syntactic level deals with activities that directly

affect either the segmenting of textual units from the natural language domain or

the transforming of diagrams in terms of using graphical elements of the modeling

language. The semantic level handles activities that are connected to the concept

of business processes, either by analyzing natural language phrases or by classifying

activities as generic concepts.

Using the think-aloud process tracing methodology, Rittgen was able to encode the nego-

tiation within a group of modelers by applying the 34 identified coding fragments that are

structured according to the previously introduced levels (cf. [Rit07] for a detailed list of

coding schemas). The encoded negotiation supports better understanding of the PoM and

allowed Rittgen to observe a negotiation pattern that underlies every negotiation process

(cf. Figure 12). The pattern reveals, that modeling can actually be seen as a relatively

well-structured activity that includes a limited number of sub-activities on all three levels

of the identified framework [Rit07]. The pattern consists of five states, wherein each state

allows certain pragmatic activities to be executed in order to bring the negotiation to

another state. The five states are (1) Reject (Initial state), (2) Acceptance favored, (3)

Rejection favored, (4) Negotiating a counter-proposal, and (5) Accept.
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Figure 12: Negotiation Pattern for the PoM according to [Rit07]

Another view that builds upon this idea is presented in [SHP09a] and [SHP09b], which

investigate collaborative modeling sessions and introduce a game theory view, that un-

derstands the act of modeling as a collaborative game. In such a game, the players’

interests are neither completely opposed nor completely coincidental, but instead a set

of enforceable rules governs the negotiation and bargaining of the players. In an experi-

ment, a modeling session was captured by video recording the interaction, and capturing

the modeling on a digital writing pad. Then the recorded negotiation and modeling

were transcribed by using eight predefined and categorized atomic speech acts; (1) Pro-

pose/Answer, (2) Counter Propose, (3) Question, (4) Argue For, (5) Argue Against, (6)

Agree With/Accept, (7) Disagree With/Reject, and (8) Non-Verval/Graphical [SHP09a].

The authors discovered, that a collaborative session can be divided into three phases; (I)

setting of the main approach, (II) exploring and deciding which actors play a role in the

first partial process model, and (III) modeling the sub-process. An analysis of the distri-

bution of speech acts within the three phases identified that participants developed a set

of rules during their collaborative interaction. These rules are the outcome of agreements
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between the modelers and describe how to reach specific goals concerned with planning

the modeling session, creating the model, defining the grammar to be used, defining the

content, and also issues of collaboration [SHP09a, SHP09b].

In [Rit07], Rittgen explicitly challenges the view, that domain knowledge needs to be

elicited from domain experts. Instead, it is expected that much of the required information

is created through the social and communicative process of modeling. Therefore, [Rit07]

only studies situations in which participants do not have any a priori roles, but instead

start the PoM from the same social level. Nonetheless, Rittgen emanates from the idea

that social roles might develop during the negotiation (which is especially important for

the identified ‘rule of seniority’), and that all required domain knowledge is provided by

the PoM participants.

Rittgen also emphasizes that it is worthwhile to consider tool support for the nego-

tiation process, because the PoM includes issues such as collective sense-making, negoti-

ations, and group decisions, which can become very complex. In an interorganizational

setting where participants are geographically distributed, the complexity further increases.

That is why Rittgen proposes the development of modeling support systems (MSS), which

support a group in developing models. Such a MSS could be based on groupware sys-

tems for collective sense-making and should support any modeling language by providing

a negotiation component. The negotiation component could facilitate group negotiation

regarding modeling choices, and allow for discussion of modeling alternatives. A tool that

makes use of such a negotiation component could be executed in a shared Internet-based

environment and would help modelers to better understand specific situations in the PoM

[Rit07].

3.3. Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, the process of modeling (PoM) was reviewed based on the information

modeling process as proposed by Frederiks and van der Weide. Subsequently, four com-

mon perspectives on the process of modeling have been introduced; the single-person

perspective, the enterprise modeling perspective, the communication dialogue perspec-
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tive, and the group negotiation perspective. Insights from this chapter are that the PoM

- as a part of the BPM lifecycle - comprises the four phases elicitation, modeling, vali-

dation, and verification. Furthermore, the different introduced perspectives on the PoM

show that process modeling has to be seen as a multi-person activity, as the single-person

approach turned out to be unrealistic in an organizational business context, where the

distribution of knowledge and the complexity of decisions require several people to par-

ticipate in the PoM. The three perspectives which understand the PoM as a multi-person

activity, especially differ in the roles and activities assigned to the modeling participants.

The single-person perspective expects an omnipotent modeler, who is responsible

for all four phases in the PoM. As described earlier, the focus of the single-person per-

spective in an academic context would be on the modeling phase. A proper elicitation

phase would be skipped due to the existence of a textual informal specification, and the

validation and verification phases would be at least limited because in the assessment

context they are part of the grading by a supervisor. Therefore, the main activities of

the omnipotent modeler would be building upon the competencies A3, A4, and A5 (cf.

Table A.1) required for conducting the modeling sub-phases grammatical analysis and

abstraction.

The enterprise modeling perspective by Stirna et al. sees the PoM as a facili-

tated workshop session and assigns six roles, combining the three classical project man-

agement roles of the project owner, the steering group, and quality manager with the

three modeling-specific roles of the modeling facilitator, the tool operator, and the do-

main expert. While there is only one person expected to be the tool operator, who draws

the discussed and developed model, Stirna et al. recommend one or two persons to act as

modeling facilitators (depending on the size of the group). The modeling facilitator has

to moderate the problem solving process among the domain experts and builds a tandem

with the tool operator, who together ensure that all ideas of the participants are reflected

correctly in the model. The role of the domain expert has to ensure that the knowledge

used as a basis for the modeling is correct and accordingly reflected in the model. Thus,

the enterprise modeling perspective can be seen as a specialization of the traditional sys-
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tem analyst & domain expert scenario, in which the role of the system analyst is divided

into the two roles of the modeling facilitator and the tool operator.

The communication dialogue perspective by Hoppenbrouwers et al. describes the

PoM as a goal-driven dialogue between a number of participants who communicate with

each other and build their discussion on what has been discussed before. The participating

roles are either domain experts who generate and validate statements about the domain,

or system analysts who create and verify formal models. While the domain expert ensures

the completeness principle, the system analyst has to ensure correctness by following the

falsification principle. All participants of the PoM need to be able to validate descrip-

tions in a controlled language and to transform models into a controlled language, whilst

depending on their organizational role having a personal syntax and semantics.

The group negotiation perspective by Rittgen sees the process of modeling as a

negotiation process between a group of modelers but does not assign specific a priori roles

within the PoM. Instead, information is created through the social and communicative

process of modeling and roles within the group develop parenthetically. Each participant

can contribute to all four phases of the PoM, although the level of participation can

vary with the participant’s organizational role and level of knowledge. Thus, although all

participants are de facto equal, there might develop roles of leadership that are important

for establishing seniority in the negotiation process.

The following chapter introduces collaborative aspects in business process modeling

and thus broadens the view on collaborative business process modeling.
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4. Collaborative Aspects in Business Process Modeling

This chapter reviews collaborative aspects in business process modeling. Firstly, the con-

cepts of collective intelligence and social entities & social interaction are introduced in

Sections 4.1 - 4.2. Section 4.3 proposes a working definition of collaborative business

process modeling. Following this, the advantages of collaborative business process mod-

eling are highlighted in Section 4.4. Sections 4.5 - 4.9 review five important aspects of

collaboration by introducing these aspects and discussing them in the context of business

process modeling, with reference to the previously introduced particular scenarios of busi-

ness process modeling from Section 3.2. Finally, Section 4.10 concludes the chapter with

a summary that highlights the relevance of collaborative modeling.

4.1. Collective Intelligence

The English sayings ‘two heads are better than one’ and ‘too many cooks spoil the broth’

give an idea of the expectations that arise from a collaboration of people. On the one

hand, one would expect that a group of people is able to better observe and perceive

situations as well as to make better decisions than a single person would be able to. On

the other hand, it is also common knowledge that the collaboration of several people

entails the problem of group coordination, which, if disregarded, can make group work

inefficient, compared to the work of a single person. In ‘The wisdom of crowds’, Surowiecki

highlights the supremacy of group work by reviewing several historical case studies which

account for the advantages of collaboration [Sur05]. Three kinds of problems are identified

that are typically approached by groups; cognition problems, coordination problems, and

cooperation problems [Sur05, pp.XVII-XVIII]:

Cognition Problems These are problems with a definite solution or a set of solutions

that are certainly better than others. Example: ‘What would be the best place to

build the new swimming pool?’

Coordination Problems These problems require the group to figure out how to co-

ordinate the behavior of its members. Example: ‘How to drive safely in heavy
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traffic?’

Cooperation Problems These are problems which feature the involvement of several

self-interested, distrustful people who have to work together. Example: ‘How to

deal with the pollution of the environment?’

The common expectation that valuable knowledge for solving problems or making good

decisions is concentrated in very few hands is challenged by the the observation that

a group of not especially well-informed people are often better at making predictions,

appraisals, and judgements [Sur05, pp.XIV-XV]. Of course there are also examples for

irrational collective decisions, e.g. the stockmarket bubble, but in general the collective

intelligence of groups can be seen to have advantages. Collective intelligence is based

on the consideration that the more information a group has, the better its collective

judgement must be. Relying on a single person acting as a decision making bears two

basic problems; (I) How to identify true experts? and (II) How to prevent experts from

making mistakes? Collective intelligence helps by including information that has not been

considered before, and minimizes the impact of individuals’ mistakes as they are canceled

out by the knowledge of the groups [Sur05, pp.273-282]. Surowiecki argues, that groups

require rules (or cultural norms) to maintain order and coherence, as well as diversity and

independence of its group members in order to create such a collective intelligence [Sur05,

pp.XIX]. Bringing together people with diverse perspectives and backgrounds for working

together in multi-disciplinary teams is expected to improve the overall group performance

[Jac96, MKRV08]. Thus, collaboration implements decision-making by consensus for

making use of the collective intelligence of groups.

4.2. Social Entities & Social Interaction

From a very high level of abstraction, collaborative business process modeling can be seen

as a social interaction between several people, while these people who together perform

the PoM form a social entity. There are different types of social entities; groups, teams,

communities, and social networks.
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Groups: Groups are social entities that consists of several people who directly interact,

and are characterized by a differentiation of roles, common norms, and a strong

sense of togetherness [Ros78]. The size of the group is typically limited to a small

number or people and the line-up of the group can change quickly as people are

able to contribute to several groups at the same time. The sense of togetherness in

a group can be the result of a social identification with social norms, e.g. common

expectations about individual behavior [GK07, p.17].

Teams: Teams are specializations of groups, striving for a common goal and thus sharing

the responsibility for the outcomes of their activities [SDMF90]. Teams also share a

common understanding of teamwork and an individual commitment of contributing

to the achievement of goals. While working together, teams typically share common

artifacts, e.g. documents [GK07, p.18]. A special type of teams are virtual teams,

which are geographically dispersed teams (GDT), i.e. people who make use of com-

munication technology to work across time, space, and organizational boundaries.

Communities: “Communities are voluntary associations of people who are not directly

dependent on each other for success” [CEF+99]. Communities consist of people who

share common interests, ideas, and beliefs, which correspond to or stem from mutual

relationships. Communities are characterized by the possibility of social interaction

between members, and a common communication medium and protocol. In contrast

to teams, communities have more members who typically do not know each other

very well [GK07, p.19].

Social Networks: Social networks are sets of other social entities which are connected

to each other via communication. The connections between members of the social

network are characterized through meta-information and the strength of social con-

nections are measured, e.g. via the frequency of communication. In contrast to

communities, social networks have no common culture, i.e. no existing norms and

conventions [GK07, p.18].
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In the context of collaborative business process modeling, people participating in the PoM

constitute a (virtual) team. The modeling team shares the common goal of creating a

business process model and furthermore the common understanding of how the PoM is

structured and how to individually contribute to the PoM. Participants of the PoM could

also be interested in organizing themselves in communities, as they share the common in-

terest in business process modeling and could thus benefit from the exchange of knowledge

in the community.

Process Level Components Examples of Generic Processes

Awareness actors, objects seeing same physical objects, accessing

shared databases

Communication sender, receives, messages,

languages

establishing common languages, se-

lecting receiver (routing), transporting

message (delivering)

Group Decision Making goals, actors, alternatives,

evaluations, choices

proposing alternatives, evaluating al-

ternatives, making choices (e.g. by au-

thority, consensus, or voting)

Coordination goals, activities, actors,

resources, interdependen-

cies

identifying goals, ordering activities, as-

signing activities to actors, allocating

resources, synchronizing activities

Table 2: Aspects of Social Interaction according to [MC90]

Collaborative modeling requires that different modeling stakeholders work together in a

team. Depending on the particular modeling scenario, these modeling participants can be

geographically dispersed which requires electronic participation in the PoM, or they work

together in the same location which implicates their physical attendance. Furthermore,

the PoM may include synchronous and asynchronous aspects of social interaction, i.e.

certain tasks may happen at the same time or at different points of time. Social interaction

between people in general contains the aspects of awareness, communication, decision

making and coordination [GK07, p.58] [MC90]. Figure 2 depicts the dependency of these
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aspects, which from top to bottom are each the prerequisite for the following aspect below.

Together with approaches for team and community building, these aspects are discussed

in greater detail in the following after introducing a working definition of collaborative

business process modeling.

4.3. Definition of Collaborative Business Process Modeling

This section aims at clearly defining the term collaborative business process modeling

(cBPM), by introducing a comprehensive definition of the term collaboration. Based on

that, the concept of collaborative business process modeling can be defined and circum-

scribed by introducing the scope and drawing a line between collaborative modeling on

the one hand and collaborative processes on the other hand. For defining the terms col-

laboration and cooperation, a very comprehensive contribution by Hildenbrand et al. is

used, deals with collaborative software development. In [HRH07], the authors develop a

consolidated understanding of the term collaboration, which is adapted for this thesis in

the following.

An etymological analysis reveals that the term ‘collaboration’ originates from the Latin

word ‘cum laborare’ that also exists as the verb ‘collaborare’, which means ‘working to-

gether’ [Dud01, Pea01]. Interestingly, the Latin word ‘labor’ does not only mean ‘work’

but also ‘effort’ or ‘burden’. Today, collaboration is understood as “the act of working

together with another person or group to achieve something” [HRH07]. The New Ox-

ford Dictionary defines collaboration as “the action of working with someone to produce

or create something” [Pea01], while Collins English Dictionary defines collaboration as

“the act of working with another or others on a joint project” and as “something cre-

ated by working jointly with another or others” [Col05]. The latter definition emphasizes

not only the act of working together, but also the outcome of this act, i.e. a piece of

work. Merriam-Webster’s Online Thesaurus defines collaboration as “the state of hav-

ing shared interests or efforts” and “the work and activity of a number of persons who

individually contribute toward the efficiency of the whole” [Mer10]. Merriam-Webster

clearly emphasizes the teamwork aspect of collaboration. According to the Duden dic-
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tionary, the German word ‘kollaborieren’ (German for ‘to collaborate’) can be used as

a synonym for ‘gemeinsame Sache machen’ (German for ‘to connive’), ‘Hand in Hand

arbeiten’ (German for ‘to work hand in hand’), ‘kooperieren’ (German for ‘to cooperate’),

or ‘zusammenarbeiten’ (German for ‘to work together’) [Dud04].

The term ‘collaboration’ has to be distinguished from the term ‘cooperation’, which

originates from the Latin word ‘cooperatio’ [Dud01, Pea01], meaning “assistance or will-

ingness to assist” [Col05] or “the action of acting or working with another or others” and

”association of persons for common [mutual] benefit” [Mer10]. In colloquial English the

terms ‘collaboration’ and ‘cooperation’ are often used as synonyms, and so are they used

in this thesis. Furthermore, Hildenbrand et al. note that both terms are goal-oriented but

only ‘cooperation’ necessarily presumes identical objectives in the act of working together

[HRH07]. Now the term ‘collaborative business process modeling’ can be defined accord-

ing to the previous observations. As defined in Section 2.3, business process modeling

describes the human activity of creating a business process model.

Definition: Collaborative business process modeling describes the joint effort of a team of

people to create a business process model. This team of modelers shares an interest

in creating a business process model and individuals contribute to the outcome by

working together as a team.

The term ‘collaborative business process modeling’ can easily be confused with the notions

of ‘collaborative BPM’ or ‘collaborative business processes’. Therefore a clear distinction

is necessary for scoping the field of research that is addressed by this thesis. The term

‘collaborative BPM’ is used ambiguously; first it addresses the issue of human collabo-

ration in terms of teamwork, group dynamics, and individual contribution. This view

conforms with the introduced term of ‘collaborative business process modeling’ in a way

that ‘collaborative BPM’ covers the previously mentioned issues of collaboration in all

phases of the BPM lifecycle. ‘Collaborative business process modeling’ can be seen as one

aspect of ‘collaborative BPM’, focusing on the design phase of the BPM lifecycle. The

second denotation of ‘collaborative BPM’ refers to the notion of ‘collaborative business
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processes’, which is a term that was established in the field of inter-organizational pro-

cesses, called choreography. This branch of research focuses on cross-boundary business

processes in global value-chains and production networks and aims at creating bound-

aryless organizations in order to “develop greater flexibility and responsiveness to change

and to enable the free exchange of information and ideas” [Nie10].

In this thesis, the research focus is on the issue of human collaboration in terms of

teamwork, group dynamics, and individual contribution and not on the aspect of collab-

orative business processes and their choreography. Furthermore, the collaborative design

of business process models is clearly the focus of this thesis, while other collaborative

aspects of the BPM lifecycle may only be mentioned for completeness’s sake.

4.4. Advantages of Collaborative Business Process Modeling

According to [KG02] the limitations of existing modeling techniques include the following

issues: (1) Changing models is too time-intensive and integrating to other diagrams

is difficult. Also there are version control problems. (2) It is not possible for more

than one person to work on the same diagram at the same time. (3) Modeling has

to be done at the specific location where the modeler is present. (4) Contribution to

the model comes from those interviewed or at a group meeting, limiting the potential

contribution from a larger group [KG02]. Reasons that argue for conducting business

process modeling in a collaborative manner are mentioned in [dH05]: (5) No person

typically understands all requirements and understanding tends to be distributed across

a number of individuals. (6) A group is better capable of pointing out shortcomings than

an individual. (7) Individuals who participate during analysis and design are more likely

to cooperate during implementation. In addition, [Rit09b] derived ten business needs for

collaborative modeling, which stem from a series of interviews with IT consultants who

specialized in the field of process analysis:

1. Low model acceptance: The model resulting from the modeling session is not

supported by some of the stakeholders.
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2. Conformist behavior: Individuals represent the group view instead of their own

view because of group pressure.

3. Eliciting individual views: Extracting domain knowledge from individuals and

making sure that their views are properly translated into the modeling language.

4. Verifying a model: A modeling facilitator must ensure that the resulting model

represents the views of all participants (establishing consensus).

5. Participants feel misunderstood: As a consequence of bad elicitation or a wrong

understanding of the model.

6. Slow progress: Includes issues like communication problems and inefficiencies.

7. Making conflicting views converge: Discussing the pros and cons of each view.

8. Facilitator overload: The facilitator cannot handle the coordination of the group

anymore.

9. Low technical model quality: Rules of the modeling language are violated or

semantic flaws are included in the model.

10. Low perceived model quality and limited model comprehension: Individ-

uals do not fully understand the model or do not agree with it.

In a second step, [Rit09b] presents potential solutions for the identified problems. The

results are depicted in Table 3. These issues and possible solutions are opposed in [dH05]

by the problems of collaborative business process modeling, which among others include

issues like (I) Increased communication and visualization complexity in large groups, (II)

Participation of non-modeling experts and dominant or shy participants, (III) Increased

misunderstanding and difficulty in establishing a consensus, and (IV) other issues, e.g.

free-riding, poorly defined goals, et cetera.

4.5. Awareness

Awareness aims at reducing uncertainty and enabling spontaneous coordination in co-

operative situations that incorporate mutual dependencies between the team members.

Awareness allows team members to answer question regarding the in-time completion of
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Problems Means

Low model acceptance Involve participants directly in model building

[DOV00]

Conformism Anonymity of participants [RVT00]

Eliciting individual views Gathering relevant concepts (brainstorming)

[SAE03], Translate participants’ perceptions into

the modeling language [DOV00], Involve partici-

pants directly in model building

Verify model Facilitator prepares model, participants criti-

cize/change (prototyping) [dHdV04]

Participants feel misunderstood Involve participants directly in model building,

Translate participants’ perceptions into the model-

ing language

Slow progress, facilitator overload Involve participants directly in model building, Start

with a preliminary model [Ven96]

Making different views converge Negotiation [DO+94]

Low technical model quality Syntax/semantics check by modeling tool [DLOV94]

Low perceived model quality Iterative modeling (versioning) [LAN01], Involve

participants directly in model building

Limited model comprehension Participant training + expert support [DOV00]

Table 3: Means for solving Modeling Problems according to [Rit09b]

work tasks by other team members or the availability of other members for further en-

quiries [GK07, p.25]. The term awareness denotes the provision of mutual information

for all members of a social entity about each other and hence is an important aspect of

successful social interaction. Definitions of the term see awareness as “an understanding

of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity” [DB92] and

“up-to-the-minute knowledge of other people’s activities for an individual to coordinate

and complete their part of a group task” [GG95].

Awareness is maintained by tracking information about the participants’ location,

their activities and intentions, and the interaction history. In general, awareness can be
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classified as four different types of information [GGR96]:

Informal Awareness: Comprises information about the presence, activities, and inten-

tions of other group members as well as the personal and electronic ubiquity of other

people.

Group-structural Awareness: Comprises information about the structure of the group,

including information about group members, their roles and responsibilities, as well

as their positions and status.

Social Awareness: Comprises information about other members’ interests, their atten-

tion, and emotional condition. This typically includes aspects like eye contact, facial

expressions, and body language.

Workspace Awareness: Comprises information about the interaction of and with other

members inside a common workspace, e.g. a modeling tool. This also incorporates

information about the workspace artifacts, i.e. user attendance, user identities, user

activities, user intentions, and others.

Besides these types of awareness, the CSCW research community uses the term awareness

in diverse and sometimes misleading ways; e.g. concepts such as general, peripheral,

passive, reciprocal, and mutual awareness are mentioned [Sch02], which will not be covered

in the considerations of this thesis. Gross and Koch summarize different requirements

on awareness, including the issues context, privacy, and costs & benefits [GK07, pp.27-

28]. The presentation of awareness information, i.e. its content and timing, needs to

be suited to the user’s need for information and should be customizable. Furthermore,

the privacy of data about the user and its activities needs to be ensured; i.e. the user

must be able to choose which pieces of information are collected and in which granularity.

Finally, the benefits of providing awareness have to be greater than the costs of the

required information tracking. There are also other factors that affect the requirements

on awareness, e.g. the synchronicity of social interactions which can make real-time

awareness necessary.
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I Awareness in Business Process Modeling

This subsection aims at analyzing the relevance of the aspect of awareness in the context

of collaborative business process modeling. Therefore, the particular scenarios of multi-

person process modeling described in Section 3.2 will be related to the aspect of awareness

and corresponding literature on collaborative business process modeling is used to support

the findings.

Enterprise modeling perspective: This perspective incorporates advanced individual

interviews with the domain experts and a subsequent facilitated workshop session

with all participating stakeholders. The social interaction between the modeling

facilitator and each domain expert does not necessarily require that awareness in-

formation is provided to other modeling participants. This is because the modeling

facilitator has to consolidate and present the collected domain knowledge to all

stakeholders at the beginning of the workshop session. Nonetheless, it might be

especially interesting to those in project management roles (project owner, steering

group, and quality manager) to be aware of the progress of the collection of domain

knowledge, e.g. for reasons of project planning. During the facilitated workshop

session the social interaction happens at the same time at the same place, with

all stakeholders as attendants. Thus social awareness is guaranteed. Informal and

group-structural awareness can be supported by providing corresponding informa-

tion to all workshop participants, which would be beneficial for the individual’s

workshop preparation. As the modeling drawing itself is conducted by a tool oper-

ator, there does not exist a common workspace for the participants of the modeling

workshop. Hence, workspace awareness seems to be irrelevant in the enterprise

modeling perspective.

Communication dialogue perspective: The goal-driven communication dialogue in-

corporates social interaction between the roles of a domain expert and a system

analyst. Hoppenbrouwers et al. do not specify if the communication between the

participants is synchronized and occurs at the same place. Thus, it can be assumed
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that the communication dialogue perspective also allows asynchronous social inter-

action and the possibility of geographical dispersion. In such a setting, all aspects of

awareness could potentially be relevant. Informal awareness is important as the or-

ganization of the PoM is not explicitly restricted to one workshop session, but could

also be based on electronic communication. Group-structural awareness could be

less relevant, as the PoM only incorporates two active roles. Hence, it would be

necessary to distinguish between these roles, even if the responsibilities of each role

seem quite clear. Social awareness in form of gestures and facial expressions is ex-

plicitly discarded by Hoppenbrouwers et al. and thus does not need to be supported.

The medium of communication between the participants is the dialogue document

that records the traces of communication and annotates for each statement from

which participant it was uttered. Therefore, workspace awareness -at least in terms

of awareness about the editing of the dialogue document- can be seen as important,

as it allows the participants to recapitulate the PoM.

Group negotiation perspective: The negotiation process described by Rittgen incor-

porates several participants, without any a priori roles assigned, to participate in

the PoM. In such an unstructured scenario, awareness can be regarded as especially

relevant, as it could facilitate and support the creation of information and the de-

velopment of roles in the PoM. The negotiating participants can interact from the

same or from different places in both synchronized and unsynchronized ways, al-

though it can be expected that social interaction is most likely to happen in some

kind of workshop scenario. Informal and group-structural awareness both play an

important role as they provide necessary information to the PoM participants that

they can build their negotiation on, e.g. the implication of the other participants’

positions and intentions for the creation of social rules. Social awareness would

be supported by a workshop-like modeling session, but should additionally be pro-

vided in the case of geographically dispersion, i.e. electronic participation. Finally,

workspace participation is very important for the group negotiation perspective, as
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the negotiation is expected to be facilitated by some kind of negotiation component

which is part of a modeling tool. Hence information about user attendance and user

activities should be an integral part of the group negotiation perspective.

The findings indicate, that the aspect of awareness is relevant to all three particular collab-

orative modeling scenarios. This is especially interesting, as literature about collaborative

business process modeling does not elaborate very much on this aspect. Nevertheless, a

few examples can be found that support the relevance of awareness. Rosemann men-

tions that interactive modeling increases process awareness [Ros06b]. Scenarios in which

organizations publish their process models on the Web, and thus concurrently allow n

employees to access m models [Ros06a], will probably increase the need for awareness

because modelers need to constantly monitor their progress and revisit all aspects of the

process [CWWW00]. Furthermore, modeling participants should be able to work on a

single integrated and consistent model at the same time, while the model is available to all

team members with the most up-to-date view [DBT04]. In addition, over-dominating, un-

committed, and unknown participating group members have to be avoided [LK02, SPS07].

4.6. Communication

Communication is a prerequisite for coordination, which requires mutual agreements, and

builds on the concept of awareness. Human communication is a dynamic and highly-

complex process which incorporates the transfer of verbal and non-verbal expressions

within a dialogue from a sender to a receiver. In the context of communication technology,

the term communication often denotes the connection between technical devices, i.e. the

propagation of electronic signals. Human communication exists if people contact other

people in a purposeful and meaningful way [GK07, pp.20-21].

A very important aspect in communication theory is the differentiation between infor-

mation and data. Data can only represent meanings which is worthless out of a specific

context, while information can be interpreted in a meaningful and purposeful way. In

communication theory, communication is seen as the process of encoding information by

a sender, who is then transferring a message to a receiver via some medium. The receiver
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then decodes the message and can give feedback to the sender. Encoding and decoding

of information happen on the basis of a communicative commonality, e.g. the English

language, and can include speech, body language, facial expressions, media, sound, writ-

ing, and others. Messages sent from a sender to a receiver contain four aspects which

play an important role in the process of creating and understanding a message. Figure 13

depicts these four aspects of inter-human interaction and reveals potential sources of mis-

understanding in the communication between sender and receiver, e.g. in the context of

modeling between a system analyst and a domain expert [GK07, pp.23]:

Content: Includes the actual information supposed to be transferred to and interpreted

by the receiver.

Appeal: Includes implicit wishes of the sender and how they are understood by the

receiver.

Relationship: Includes the relationship between the sender and the receiver, respectively

how the receiver of the message understands the relationship.

Self-Revelation: Includes the revelation of feelings, respectively the understanding of

revealed feelings by the receiver.

Sender ReceiverMessage

Content

Relationship

Self-
Revelation

Appeal

Figure 13: Four Aspects of inter-human Interaction according to [SvT06, p.30]

Besides Schulz von Thun’s inter-human interaction model, the semiotic aspect of commu-

nication according to Stamper seems to be relevant [Sta91]. The semiotic ladder features

three layers of communication: a syntactic layer, a sematic layer, and a pragmatic layer.

The syntactic layer comprises the accurate transmission of the message, i.e. the correct
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transmission of signals or spoken words. The semantic layer incorporates the correct

interpretation and understanding of the message content by the receiver. Finally, the

pragmatic layer describes the intention of the sender and the receiver’s reaction to the

message [GK07, pp.22-23]. Communication can further be categorized by the aspects of

direction (direct versus indirect) and synchronicity (synchronous versus asynchronous)

[GK07, pp.79-86]. Direct communication describes social interaction at which the sender

already knows who receives the message. Indirect communication comprises the storage

of messages, which can be discovered by potential receivers at any given time after stor-

age. Synchronicity describes the temporal aspect of communication; while synchronous

communication requires both sender and receiver to be present at the same time, asyn-

chronous communication does not require presence and availability at the same time and

thus implies conversations that evolve over a period of time.

I Communication in Business Process Modeling

This subsection aims at analyzing the relevance of the aspect of communication in the

context of collaborative business process modeling. Therefore, the particular scenarios of

multi-person process modeling described in Section 3.2 will be related to the aspect of

communication and corresponding literature on collaborative business process modeling

is used to support the findings.

Enterprise modeling perspective: Communication plays an important role in the so-

cial interaction between domain experts, modeling experts (facilitator and tool op-

erator) and project management. During the individual interview sessions with the

domain experts, the modeling facilitator has to understand the informal description

of domain knowledge. This happens on the basis of the English language (both oral

and textual) which provides grammar and semantics in the communication process.

Also, the dialogue partners can make use of body language and facial expressions to

reduce misunderstandings. Communication could be supported by a lexicon, i.e. a

collection of common terms, in order to ensure a common understanding of business

objects and increase communicative commonality. This is especially relevant to the
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project management roles who act outside of the subject area. In the communica-

tion dialogue, the role of the tool operator ensures the translation of consolidated

informal knowledge into formal concepts. Overall, communication in the enterprise

modeling setting can be characterized as direct and synchronous, as people talk to

each other in face-to-face conversations. Hence, the syntactic level of communica-

tion is automatically ensured so that the participants can focus on the semantic and

pragmatic level of their workshop dialogue.

Communication dialogue perspective: In the communication dialogue perspective,

communication is restricted to the two roles of the domain expert and the system

analyst. Thus the communication is direct but not necessarily synchronous. In an

asynchronous setting where social interaction exists in the form of electronic com-

munication, the syntactical layer of communication becomes important, as it has

to be ensured that all messages are delivered correctly. Potential misunderstand-

ings could originate from a lack of comprehension of the appeal and self-revelation

aspects of communication, due to missing face-to-face conversation. This problem

could be eased by providing a channel for audio and video communication as this

would support the decoding of a message by providing further input for correct inter-

pretation. As a basis for communication, Hoppenbrouwers et al. propose controlled

language (simplified English), which eases the encoding and decoding of information

and hence the transformation of informal knowledge into formal constructs. Never-

theless, a lexicon providing a basis for common business terms would also contribute

to this scenario.

Group negotiation perspective: Communication in the group negotiation perspective

takes place between several people without pre-assigned roles in the PoM. There-

fore, communication has to facilitate the creation of information and the develop-

ment of roles in the PoM. During the negotiation process, which can feature both

synchronous and asynchronous elements and may take place in the same location or

happen dispersed from different locations, communication can occur in both direct
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and indirect forms. This is because during negotiation a participant may directly

argue about a proposal provided from another participant, or makes a proposal by

himself, which would be indirect, i.e. addressing the whole group. The medium of

communication is most likely also the English language, but especially the negotia-

tion presumably also incorporates communication on the basis of formal constructs,

i.e. conceptual models, which are proposed to the group. Communication via formal

constructs may focus the group attention only on the content of a message, but block

out the other three aspects of a message: appeal, relationship, and self-revelation.

Furthermore, it needs to be ensured, that all participants have sufficient skills and

knowledge about conceptual modeling, as otherwise they might not be able to ap-

propriately express themselves. Regarding the layers of communication, all three

of them seem to be relevant, especially in settings with electronic communication.

Semantical comprehension of messages might be especially good due to the use

of syntactically correct conceptual models, but still the syntactical communication

layer has to ensure that all messages are delivered correctly.

The findings implicate, that the aspect of communication plays an important role in all

three particular modeling perspectives. Nonetheless, the framework in which communi-

cation takes place, and which determines its specificity, is dependent on the particular

modeling scenario. Literature about collaborative business process modeling mentions the

aspect of communication but again does not elaborate very much on that issue. Rittgen

mentions that on a pragmatic level, communication (including negotiating) aims at or-

ganizing the PoM and understanding both modeling language and case description, and

that the conversation between modelers and the group is dependent on the internal men-

tal processes of each modeler [Rit07]. It is also mentioned that communication problems

that result in a slow modeling progress can be avoided by involving participants directly

in model building and beginning the modeling session with a preliminary model [Ven96].

Finally, communication needs to give modelers the possibility to question superiors in

order to express individual opinions and contradictory viewpoints, as well as suggesting
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solutions [SPS07].

4.7. Coordination

The coordination of group activities is of major significance for collaborative settings.

The term coordination comprises a concept of “structuring and facilitating transactions

between interdependent components” [Cha62], i.e. “the integration and harmonious ad-

justment of individual work efforts towards the accomplishment of a larger goal” [SR92].

In their coordination theory, Malone and Crowston define coordination as “the act of

managing interdependencies between activities performed to achieve a goal” [MC90] and

identify basic components in coordinative settings. The components comprise (1) the

identification of the goals of a coordinative effort, (2) the mapping of goals to activities,

e.g. by decomposing goals, (3) the selection of actors and the assignment of activities,

and (4) the management of interdependencies between the activities in order to support

goal-relevant relationships between the activities. Interdependencies can be of the generic

types ‘prerequisite’, ‘shared resource’, or ‘simultaneity’ [MC90]:

Prerequisite: Exists, if the output of one activity is required by the next activity. Can

be managed via notification of the subsequent activity on completion of the first

activity, an ordering of activities in advance, or progress tracing by the subsequent

dependant activity.

Simultaneity: Happens, if multiple activities must be executed at the same time. Can

be managed by scheduling and synchronizing activities.

Shared Resource: Is the case, if resources are required by multiple activities. Can

be managed by allocating resources in advance, scheduling priorities, or making

management decisions on budgets.

In order to handle problems arising from the interdependency of activities, group members

have to spend time on organizing the coordination of these activities. The loss of time

is offset by the organizational productivity gained through the efficient coordination of
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joint tasks [MC90]. Mentzas mentions, that one of the main challenges of coordination

support is to deal with coordination in ways consistent with the group members’ cognitive

style. This view builds upon the idea of understanding coordination as the integration of

all individuals’ contributions to the group problem, while each individual has their own

psychology, expertise and resulting approaches to problem solving [Men93].

I Coordination in Business Process Modeling

This subsection aims at analyzing the relevance of the aspect of coordination in the

context of collaborative business process modeling. Therefore, the particular scenarios of

multi-person process modeling described in Section 3.2 will be related to the aspect of

coordination and corresponding literature on collaborative business process modeling is

used to support the findings.

Enterprise modeling perspective: Coordination of the PoM lies in the hands of the

modeling facilitator and the tool operator. These roles have to organize the ex-

traction of domain knowledge and the following workshop session that aims at the

consolidation of the extracted knowledge and the transformation into a conceptual

model. The goal of the collaborative effort (creating a model), as well as the partic-

ipating actors (the six different roles) and the assigned activities are identified and

arranged in advance, so that coordination is very structured. The actual drawing of

the model by the tool operator requires the workshop discussion to be facilitated by

the modeling facilitator, which again requires the domain knowledge to be extracted

and pre-structured in advance, which happens during the individual interviews with

the domain experts. These interviews could be conducted simultaneously in case

that there were two modeling facilitators involved. Besides that, also the workshop

session can be seen as a highly simultaneous activity, consisting of many subordi-

nated activities that are executed at the same time. Project management activities

can also run alongside the core PoM activities, but may cause shared resources con-

flicts. In the enterprise modeling scenario, the modeling facilitator role is crucial to

the success of the coordinative outcome.
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Communication dialogue perspective: In case of the communication dialogue per-

spective, coordination of the collaborative effort is divided into the roles of the

domain expert and the system analyst. These two roles have to ensure that the

goal of the collaboration, i.e. the development of a conceptual model, is mapped to

the activities executed by each of the participants. The dialogue document helps

to reconstruct the progress of the communication dialogue and also records crucial

statements and agreements. The order of activities is also given coarsely, as the

system analyst has to get an input from the domain expert, that he can transfer

into formal language that holds the falsification principle. Then, the model can be

paraphrased and again interpreted by the domain expert who is able to express his

personal model in order to guarantee its completeness. Therefore, the coordination

between both roles is very structured and does not contain parallel work or simul-

taneity. In case of more than two persons working together, the coordinative effort

increases, but mainly stems from the consolidation of individual perspectives in the

group of domain experts, respectively the group of system analysts.

Group negotiation perspective: The group negotiation perspective requires a lot of

coordinative effort, as several people have to work together while there is no orga-

nizational framework supporting them. Hence, the adjustment of individual work

efforts does not only require negotiation and the reaching of consensus, but also

and especially the willingness of each individual to find their role in the group of

modelers. This includes the development of social rules (seniority versus majority)

and the structuring of communication, as there is no central facilitator role from the

beginning. Furthermore the assignment of activities to the participants, as well as

the execution of these activities happen in a highly simultaneous way, so that the in-

terdependency of activities is very difficult to avoid. The group members’ cognitive

style could become a problem in such a setting, as participants basically compete

against each other for the best proposal. This phenomenon is eased through the

implementation of mechanisms for acceptance and rejection that involve the whole
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group and guarantee equality among the participants. Rittgen identified a pattern

of negotiation that can be seen as a framework for coordination during the negotia-

tion phase. Interestingly, the approach requires an initial proposal for a model that

‘launches’ the negotiation phase.

The findings implicate, that the aspect of coordination is highly relevant to all three

particular process modeling scenarios. It also indicates that the demand for good coordi-

nation may increase with the organizational complexity of the PoM. A modeling project

involving little organizational guidance, and in addition, many different or nonspecific

project roles typically seems to have a high demand for coordination support. Interest-

ingly, literature about business process modeling addresses the aspect of coordination in

various ways. Stirna at al. state that process modeling projects require the sufficient

allocation of resources in terms of time and effort, as well as the establishment of an

organizational culture that gives modelers the authorization to act in the bst interest of

the project [SPS07]. The active involvement of all stakeholders is discussed by Rittgen

who mentions, that the passive involvement of stakeholders in the PoM can lead to a

limited understanding and acceptance of the model [Rit08b, Rit09c]. Also the role of the

modeling facilitator is seen as a potential bottleneck in the PoM, because it can severely

limit the efficiency of a modeling team [Rit08b]. Rosemann observes that a modeling

tool can facilitate lifecycle management for process models, including modeling conven-

tions and guidelines for the act of modeling itself, and for conducting the associated

workshops. Nonetheless, translating aspects of reality into the concepts of a modeling

technique and checking for semantic completeness necessarily have to be undertaken by

a human facilitator [Ros06a]. Concerning the goals of coordination, it is also mentioned

that understanding the contribution that is achieved through process modeling and its

links to corporate strategy are critical for the project. This governance has to clarify

the purposes of the modeling project and therefore should include all stakeholders’ per-

spectives; e.g. by providing a governance specification that includes information about

accountability [Ros06a].
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4.8. Group Decision Making

Traditionally, research in group decision making concentrates on the concept of ratio-

nality, but has shifted towards the exchange and distribution of information in groups

[KT04, MKRV08]. Due to increasing complexity and impact of decisions, and the in-

creasing flexibility of organizational environments, the process of decision making be-

comes more and more knowledge-demanding [DG87, CS99]. This development leads to

collaborative settings in which multiple people working together combine their knowledge,

making use of communication and awareness, in order to identify suitable solutions for

complex problems. Group decision making is used in settings in which problem solution

is considered to be too critical for a single individual. Hence, group decision making is

an important aspect of collaboration and also a relevant prerequisite of team and com-

munity building. Desanctis and Gallupe define group decision making as a group activity

of two or more people “who are jointly responsible for detecting a problem, elaborating

on the nature of the problem, generating possible solutions, evaluating possible solutions,

or formulating strategies for implementing solutions” [DG87]. On a high level of abstrac-

tion, group decision making can be seen as the result of interpersonal communication, i.e.

the process of decision making includes the “production and reproduction of positions

regarding group action, which are directed toward the convergence of members on a final

choice” [DG87]. Desanctis and Gallupe identify three levels of decision support that group

decision support systems (GDSS) can provide [DG87]:

Level 1 GDSS: Level 1 support provides technical features which aim at removing com-

mon communication barriers in group settings and thus improving communication

exchange among members.

Level 2 GDSS: Level 2 support incorporates the implementation of group decision tech-

niques that reduce uncertainty and noise. Level 2 support typically include the

provision of tools for planning, modeling, voting, or analyzing, in order to structure

the process of decision making.
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Level 3 GDSS: Level 3 support includes the use of computer-mediated high-level sys-

tems, which may implement machine-induced group communication patterns and

expert advice for setting up meeting rules.

Support in group decision making aims at providing guidance in the process of decision

making, i.e. altering the communication process in a way that well-proven patterns of

decision making (formalized decision procedures) are implemented and facilitated. Group

decision support should provide new possibilities to the group for making decisions [DG87].

I Group Decision Making in Business Process Modeling

This subsection aims at analyzing the relevance of the aspect of group decision support in

the context of collaborative business process modeling. Therefore, the particular scenarios

of multi-person process modeling described in Section 3.2 can relate to the aspect of group

decision support, and corresponding literature on collaborative business process modeling

is used to support the findings.

Enterprise modeling perspective: In the particular scenario of enterprise modeling,

group decision making plays a major role during the workshop session, in which the

consolidated domain knowledge is presented and all participants discuss the cor-

rectness and relevance of aspects of domain knowledge, as well as the correctness

of the formal representation realized by the tool operator. In this situation, the

whole group of modeling participants tries to detect problems and to develop corre-

sponding solutions. This is mainly done by collecting the individual positions and

making them converge against a commonly accepted final choice; i.e. a consensus

that might be a compromise between differing positions. This face-to-face process

could be supported by level 2 and level 3 GDSS, which reduce uncertainty in the

decision making process, or even provide suitable patterns that guide the decision

making process.

Communication dialogue perspective: Decision making in the communication dia-

logue perspective is based on a given pattern of cooperation, which determines the
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interplay between the system analyst and the domain expert. As previously de-

scribed, this coordinative pattern allows the iterative contribution of both roles to

the common goal of developing a conceptual model. Thus, decision making is al-

ways based on the input given by the opposite role and the own position toward the

identified problems. A possible solution would be generated and implemented and

then sent back to the opposite role. In the end, this approach supports the control

and implementation of both correctness and completeness of a jointly developed

solution. In case of more than two persons working together, group decision mak-

ing happens within the group of domain experts, respectively the group of system

analysts, and then could be supported by all three levels of GDSS.

Group negotiation perspective: The group negotiation perspective highlights the im-

portance of the group decision process, as negotiation can be seen as a specific

occurrence of decision making. All participants in the group negotiation scenario

are jointly responsible for the outcome of their collaboration and have to identify

suitable solutions for the complex problems of developing a conceptual model. By

producing own proposals and reacting to the other participant’s proposals, the group

is directed toward the convergence of members on a final choice. As the group ne-

gotiation perspective gives the participant a lot of freedom in making decisions,

it could especially benefit from the implementation of level 1 and level 2 GDSS,

which would remove communication barriers and uncertainty in decision making

by the provision of adequate tool support. The pattern of negotiation identified

by Rittgen could be the blueprint for a computer-mediated, machine-induced group

communication pattern.

The findings indicate, that the aspect of group decision support is relevant in all three

particular modeling scenarios. This is because the PoM includes several people working

together on a common goal, which requires the positioning of individual opinions and

the consolidation of these opinions for reaching consensus. This can only be achieved

by making reasonable decisions in the group that help work towards the common goal.
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Literature about business process modeling also takes up the aspect of group decision

making. According to the findings in literature, group modeling requires the establisment

of a consensus-oriented instead of an authoritative culture. Also, hidden agendas have to

be avoided as they can lead to stakeholders guiding the project towards their own goals

[SPS07]. Hoppenbrouwers et al. state that process modeling often involves a communica-

tion dialogue with colliding views, which requires rational argumentation or negotiation

for finding a compromise [HPdW05]. Rittgen also considers the issues of collective sense-

making, negotiation, and group decision making to be part of the PoM [Rit07]. Especially

the implementation of negotiation in the context of business process modeling is regarded

as an important concept for making conflicting views converge by discussing the pros and

cons of each view [Rit09b]. Negotiation can be implemented by allowing participants to

criticize or change a prototype of a model presented by a facilitator [dHdV04]. Finally,

Hengst and den Vreede point out that collaboration in large groups leads to increased

misunderstanding and thus difficulty in establishing a consensus [dHdV04].

4.9. Team & Community Building

Teams and communities, as defined in Section 4.2, are social entities which share a com-

mon understanding of working. While teams strive for a common goal, communities do

not share this common goal, but generally provide support for reaching individual goals.

The organization of individuals in social entities aims at working together collaboratively

and requires the establishment of all introduced aspects of social interaction; awareness,

communication, and group decision making. Furthermore, team and community building

is mainly facilitated through the support of IT, i.e. software that guides the organization

of social entities for different application scenarios. One of the main challenges in team

building support appears to be the support of both formal and informal interactions,

and the overlapping and interaction of individual and cooperative work [SR96]. Also,

patterns of interaction can change over time; e.g. regarding time, space, and roles and

responsibilities [GK07, p.103].

Thus, team building can be supported by shared workspaces or group editors which
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provide explicit support for team members working together on the same shared objects,

as well as fine-grained mechanisms for role and authorization control. Community sup-

port aims at supporting larger groups of individuals in terms of knowledge exchange and

knowledge sharing. In communities, individuals are not dependant on each other as they

are in teams. Therefore, and due to the lack of a clearly defined organizational struc-

ture, community participation must create utilization incentives, e.g. ease of use, ease

of knowledge gathering, or help and support in generating solutions for specific problems

[GK07, pp.115-116]. Communities can especially be supported by Web-based tools that

build on the Internet as a communication channel.

I Team & Community Building in Business Process Modeling

This subsection aims at analyzing the relevance of the aspect of team and community

building in the context of collaborative business process modeling. Therefore, the partic-

ular scenarios of multi-person process modeling described in Section 3.2 will be related to

the aspect of team and community building, and corresponding literature on collaborative

business process modeling is used to support the findings.

Enterprise modeling perspective: Team building support in the enterprise modeling

scenario with its structured organizational conditions is primarily the responsibility

of the modeling facilitator. The role of the modeling facilitator has to ensure the

interplay between the other roles as a team and therefore represents a critical success

factor for team building. Nonetheless, the modeling project also includes project

management aspects that are not controlled by the modeling facilitator, but instead

by the corresponding project management roles, i.e. the project owner, the quality

manager, and the steering group. It is the responsibility of these roles to define

the composition of team members for the modeling project. Typical problems like

the overlapping of individual and cooperative work do not seem to be a common

problem in the enterprise modeling scenario as it features a two-step approach that

first gathers individual contributions, and second discusses the consolidated views.

Also, social interaction takes places in an informal way, i.e. natural language. Hence,
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team building support cannot be considered to be of the utmost importance to the

enterprise modeling perspective, but does not mean that participants would not

benefit from knowledge sharing and exchange in modeling communities.

Communication dialogue perspective: From the communication dialogue perspec-

tive, team building in terms of providing support for working together on the shared

objects could potentially be beneficial. In an asynchronous scenario where team

members communicate iteratively via electronic messages, the shared access on the

central dialogue document is a prerequisite for the team working together. Also, a

shared workspace would provide team members a framework for collective commu-

nication and exchange; i.e. allowing multiple people (with the same role) to work

collaboratively on what the opposite group (with the other role) proposed. The

composition of the modeling team could be controlled via the role and authoriza-

tion model in such a workspace. Participation in related communities could support

the team members in their decision making process, as it can provide additional

knowledge.

Group negotiation perspective: Team building support is essential to the group ne-

gotiation scenario, because all participants of the PoM jointly work on the devel-

opment of a conceptual model by making separate proposals. These proposals, as

well as the progress of the negotiation process itself, have to be available to all par-

ticipants. Therefore, the team members would greatly benefit from an integrated

view on the negotiation progress and its assigned objects, which can be realized

with shared workspaces or group editors. One could even argue that the group

negotiation scenario could not be successfully implemented without the use of com-

puter software that supports the team members. This view also correspond to the

findings concerning group decision making, which imply that the group negotiation

perspective benefits from computer-mediated support. Participants of the group ne-

gotiation team could also benefit from related communities which provide additional

knowledge.
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The findings indicate, that the aspect of team and community building have the potential

to significantly support a group of modelers during the PoM. The importance of support

for team and community building again depends very much on the organizational setting,

i.e. modeling groups which communicate electronically or share objects electronically can

be expected to benefit the most from team supporting tools. Community support does

not directly matter to the PoM, but can be of expedient assistance to the individual

modeler. No relevant contribution could be identified in the literature about business

process modeling that mentions the aspect of team and community building. The only

contribution that points into the direction of communities is the work by Koschmider et al.

who extend a recommendation-based process modeling support system by a social network

which adds features that provide solutions for trust and change propagations among

the participating group of modelers, as well as the personalization of the social network

[KSR09, KSR10]. However, this contribution represents a very specific and theoretical

perspective.

4.10. Chapter Conclusion

The previous sections defined the term collaborative business process modeling and pre-

sented important aspects of collaboration. Furthermore, it was discussed how these as-

pects can be related to existing business process modeling scenarios. It could be shown

that the selected collaborative modeling scenarios each comprise a number of collaborative

aspects, or at least could benefit from the integration of these aspects. The way in which

the aspects of awareness, communication, coordination, group decision making, and team

& community building are integrated and realized in the modeling scenarios depends on

the organizational context of the modeling scenario itself. The interpretative approach

of relating collaborative aspects to concrete modeling scenarios highlights the importance

of collaboration in business process modeling and shows the relevance of collaborative

business process modeling.

The three particular scenarios of multi-person modeling introduced in Chapter 3 all

explicitly require communication between all members of the modeling group, as well as
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the coordination of group members. It could be shown, that awareness is an important

prerequisite to these aspects, and that it is also relevant to collaborative modeling settings.

The aspect of group decision making, including the peculiarity of group negotiation,

also appears as a very fundamental concept in collaborative modeling scenarios. These

findings could be supported by related literature about collaborative business process

modeling, which shows that these aspects are also considered to be important in academic

publications. Interestingly, the aspect of team & community building is not acknowledged

in the reviewed literature. This could either indicate little relevance of the aspect itself,

or a lack of interest or focus in the related academic research community.

However, the relevance of collaborative business process modeling seems to be proven

by this simple interpretative approach. Furthermore, collaboration in business process

modeling is also explicitly mentioned in several publications that cannot be easily mapped

to one of the introduced aspects. Especially the consideration of knowledge within the

PoM should be highlighted here, as it affects several aspects of collaboration and is men-

tioned repeatedly in the related literature. Accordingly, Dean et al. mention that knowl-

edge is distributed among the modeling participants [DLOV94]; this is also supported by

Hengst who states that no person typically understands all requirements to a solution and

that knowledge tends to be distributed across a number of individuals [dH05]. Kazanis

and Ginige point out that knowledge contribution to the model coming only from those

interviewed or participating in a group meeting limits the potential contribution from a

larger group [KG02]. Thus a group is better capable of pointing out shortcomings than

an individual. Stirna et al. see domain knowledge, and its coherent and comprehensive

representation in the process model, as the most critical resource in a modeling project

[SPS07]. Hoppenbrouwers et al. describe the PoM as a learning process for the partici-

pants that should be seen as a way for developing and sharing knowledge [HPdW05]. The

importance of collaboration between participants for achieving commitment for proposed

actions, establishing consensus, and improving problem understanding is also highlighted

in [RHD08].

Regarding the possible organization of the PoM, the relevant literature finds that
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reducing the modeling complexity, i.e. the complexity of the PoM, allows for increased

focus on the actual complexity of the business process to be modeled [Ros06a]. Also, the

demand for scalability is mentioned, which comprises both modeling method and tool,

as well as the capabilities of the process modeling participants and the scalability of the

communication strategies within the modeling project, in order to adapt to a growing

number of a company’s business process models [Ros06a]. Rosemann proposes that the

PoM should cater to applicable modeling techniques that produce relevant models, instead

of using ‘perfected’ modeling techniques that aim at producing complete models. Thus,

the PoM, including discussions and conversations of its participants, should never be too

exhausting for the group of modelers [Ros06b].

Even if the selected particular modeling scenarios from Chapter 3 only represent ex-

amples of how to organize the PoM in multiple-person settings, the consideration of

knowledge and organization of the PoM further highlights the relevance of collaborative

business process modeling. There is no general approach for developing business pro-

cess models [Mor67] and modeling is dependent on the specific modeling task and the

modeler’s skill level [CWWW00]. Also, however the PoM is organized and structured, it

generally requires the collaboration of several people working together. Thus, modeling

tools should provide support for collaborative business process modeling. The possibilities

of technical support for collaboration are explained in the following chapter.
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5. Technical Support for the Aspects of Collaboration

This chapter reviews technologies that support the five aspects of collaboration introduced

in Chapter 4. First, Section 5.1 classifies collaborative technologies. Then, Sections 5.2 -

5.7 present technologies which support the aspects of awareness, communication, coordi-

nation, group decision making, and team & community building. Besides a classification

of the supporting technologies, each section also introduces examples of existing software

applications that are available on the Internet. Section 5.8 summarizes essential findings

in the field of Social Software and Web 2.0. Finally, Section 5.9 concludes the chapter

with a summary.

5.1. Classification of existing Collaborative Technologies

Research about collaborative software has been conducted since the mid 1980’s, when

computer-human interaction, office automation, and support for group work became the

focus of research projects. The term computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) was

first used in 1984 and focused on the support of small groups of people. Other terms are

used as synonyms for CSCW, especially: collaborative computing, computer mediated

communication, and group decision support systems [GK07, pp.3-6]. CSCW is defined

as a “computer-assisted coordinated activity such as communication and problem solv-

ing carried out by a group of collaborating individuals” [Gre88, p.XI] or as a system,

which “looks at how groups work and seeks to discover how technology (especially com-

puters) can help them work” ellis1991groupware. The term groupware also stems from

the 1980’s and is defined as “computer-based systems that support groups of people

engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environ-

ment” [EGR91]. Interestingly, some authors see groupware as advanced software that has

to provide awareness support, while other authors also understand code management or

emailing as groupware systems [GK07, pp.6-7]. In contrast to groupware, CSCW does not

only comprise technological aspects of collaboration, but also incorporates psychological,

social, and organizational effects [BGT09, p.2].
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Collaborative technologies, especially in the field of groupware and CSCW, are typi-

cally classified using the time-space taxonomy which distinguishes between communica-

tion that occurs at the same space or concurrently at different spaces, and communication

that occurs in the same time (synchronously) or in different times (asynchronously). This

view was established in [Joh88] and taken on in various related publications, e.g. [EGR91],

[CS99], [GK07, p.50], [Kho08], and [PMG+07]. [DG87] presents a similar classification,

but replaces the dimension ‘time’ with the dimension ‘group size’ (smaller versus larger

groups). Figure 14 depicts the typical time-space matrix as presented in these publica-

tions. The matrix divides collaborative technologies into four possible constellations, while

each of these constellations can be supported better or worse by different communication

media.

One meeting site

(same places)

Multiple meeting sites

(different places)

Remote Interactions

• Shared view desktops conferencing systems

• Desktop conferencing with collaborative editors

• Video conferencing

• Media spaces

Face to Face Interactions

• Public computer displays

• Electronic meeting rooms

• Group decision support systems

Synchronous 

communication

(same time)

Communication and Coordination

• Email

• Asynchronous conferencing bulletin boards

• Structured messaging systems

• Workflow management 

• Version control

• Meeting schedulers

Ongoing Tasks

• Team rooms

• Group displays

• Shift work groupware

• Project management

Asynchronous 

communication

(different time)

Figure 14: Time-Space Matrix according to [Gri10]

The time-space approach has been widely criticized as it solely focuses on the aspect of

communication for classifying collaborative technologies [SR96, p.169]. The distinction

between time and space acts on the assumption that interaction in different spaces and at

different times is restricted concerning the bandwidth and the feedback time, compared

to the full capacity provided by face-to-face interaction (same time and space). There-
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fore, other classification approaches rather focus on the character of collaboration [GK07,

pp.51-53], e.g. the person-artefact framework [DFAB93] or the 3K model [TSM95]. In

the following, collaborative technologies are categorized according to the five aspects of

collaboration introduced in the previous Sections 4.5 - 4.9.

5.2. Technical Support for Awareness

Technical support for awareness especially makes sense in situations in which group mem-

bers are geographically dispersed [DB92] and require information about users, artifacts,

and tasks associated with the work of the group. This demand for awareness comprises

the capturing, processing, and presentation of awareness-specific information, as well as

the prevention of disruptions of work and the protection of privacy [GK07, p.59]. Gross

and Koch introduce two models for the processing of awareness information. Figure 15

shows the awareness information processing model, which works with sensors and indi-

cators. Sensors integrated in an application capture events that are triggered by user

actions. These events are transferred and stored on a central server which provides the

event information to all ‘interested’ clients, which can be realized via push or pull mecha-

nisms. Indicators at each client location present the awareness-relevant events to the user

client [GK07, p.60].
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Figure 15: Awareness Information Processing Model according to [GK07, p.60]

A second awareness model, called the awareness pipeline, is shown in Figure 16. This

model highlights the filtering and selection of relevant events, based on the users’ interest
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and access rights. In a first instance, the provider of the event information itself can

decide who is allowed to track his actions. In a second instance, organizational regulations

can further constrain the capturing and transferring of information. Finally, in a third

instance, the receiver of the information can decide upon its demand for the provision of

information. Thus, privacy can be protected during the process of awareness information

retrieval and provision. In the awareness pipeline model, each user is a sender and receiver

of awareness information at the same time [GK07, p.61].
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Figure 16: Awareness Pipeline Model according to [GK07, p.61]

Typical technologies which provide awareness support can be categorized as follows (cf.

[GK07, pp.59-79]):

Presence Awareness Systems: Inform the user about the presence of other users and

provide ad hoc communication between users who are using the system at the same

time. Instant messaging (IM) systems are a good example for such presence aware-

ness systems. IM systems typically provide information about logging onto and

logging off the system, the notification about user statuses, the exchange of text

messages, and the execution of real-time audio and video conferences. Examples of

stand-alone IM software are ICQ9, Microsoft MSN Live Messenger10, AOL Instant

Messenger11, Pidgin12, Trillian13, and others. Corporate IM software is often inte-

grated into an existing proprietary working environment; e.g. IBM Lotus Sametime

9Available at: http://www.icq.com
10Available at: http://explore.live.com/windows-live-messenger?os=winxp
11Available at: http://www.aim.com
12Available at: http://www.pidgin.im
13Available at: http://www.trillian.im
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IM14, Sun Java System Instant Messaging15, Novel Groupwise16, et cetera. Media

spaces are another example for presence awareness systems and provide audio and

video information about other users of the system. Therefore, they offer virtual

rooms for initiating conferences between users, or integrate audio and video tech-

nology into actual conference rooms. Media spaces are not available as commercial

software, but only exist as academic prototypes [GK07, pp.69-70].

Proprietary Awareness Systems: These are systems that capture awareness infor-

mation only within a single application but therefore provide advanced support for

awareness provision. Examples are asynchronous and synchronous group editors

which allow groupwork with shared documents or graphics. Asynchronous group

editors allow several people to work iteratively on the same document and create

a catalog of historical events, i.e. detailed change logs attached to a document,

or a summary of changes aggregated over a certain period of time. Synchronous

group editors allow multiple persons to work on one document at the same time.

Therefore, they also provide a chronicle of changes, but furthermore integrate audio

and video communication for capturing emotions and gestures, and provide tech-

niques that help distinguishing the users’ actions (e.g. personalized mouse pointers)

[GK07, pp.63-66].

Integrated Awareness Environments: These are systems that integrate awareness

information from several other applications, i.e. from different distributed sources.

There are three types of integrated awareness environments: virtual office environ-

ments, event-notification systems, and context-based notification systems. Virtual

office environments integrate the functionality of different groupware applications

into one virtual environment, e.g. a virtual model of an office that shows the pres-

ence of other workers and enables communication via different channels. Event-

14Available at: http://www-01.ibm.com/software/lotus/sametime
15Available at: http://www.sun.com/software/products/instant_messaging
16Available at: http://www.novell.com/products/groupwise
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notification systems work with sensors, which capture information from the envi-

ronments of all users, store this information on a central server, and finally present

the information to other interested users via indicators [GK07, pp.71-72]. Context-

based notification systems require that users manually assign context information

to their actions and artifacts. This semantical classification allows the provision of

more meaningful awareness information, but also significantly increases the users’

effort [GK07, p.63].

5.3. Technical Support for Communication

Technical support for communication originates from the support for telephone and mail

exchange. Today, electronic mail systems play a very important role in modern office

communication. Gross and Koch propose six dimensions for evaluating communication

support [GK07, p.81]:

Velocity of delivery and response: The distinction between real-time response (e.g.

synchronous chat systems), medium to short term responses (e.g. instant messaging

systems), and asynchronous systems (e.g. email).

Number of communicating users: The distinction between pair communication sys-

tems that support exactly two users, communication systems for small groups, and

channel communication systems that can support hundreds of users.

Publicity of users: The distinction between participants who know each other, and

unknown participants.

Storage of messages: The distinction between the persistent storage of messages with-

out temporal restrictions, and volatile systems that delete messages after a specified

period of storage time.

Communication medium: The distinction between (raw and formatted) text mes-

sages, audio messages containing audio files or streams, and video messages con-

taining motion pictures.
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Environment and mobility: The distinction between stationary desktop systems, and

mobile systems that can be used while being away on business.

Technical support for communication is typically categorized into support for synchronous

and asynchronous communication (cf. [GK07, pp.79-86]):

Synchronous Communication Systems: Synchronous communication support com-

prises systems which allow users to exchange synchronous messages, i.e. messages

that are transferred immediately while recording the input and allow the receiver of

the message to answer at the same time. Examples for such synchronous systems

are text-based systems like Internet relay chat (IRC), multi user dialogues (MUD),

and synchronous audio and video conference systems. IRC is a chat network that

allows users to communicate via text messages in virtual channels. Therefore, users

have to connect a client software to an IRC server and join a virtual channel. Each

channel is administrated by a selected channel administrator and supports differ-

ent publicity settings (public, private, or invisible) for its participants. MUDs are

text-based virtual realities which originate from the field of computer games and

allow participants to join a virtual environment that allows for the possibility of

text-based interaction with the environment itself, as well as with other users. In

contrast to audio and video conference systems, MUDs are not relevant in profes-

sional office environments. Synchronous audio and video conference systems allow

multiple users to communicate with each other in real time; either via audio trans-

mission (e.g. VoIP) or via the combination of audio and video signals. The audio

and video signals need to be captured by microphones and cameras and can be

presented to the receiver as a video on the computer screen and audio signals on

speakers connected to the computer. Typical examples for such audio and video

systems are Skype17, iChat18, Google Chat/Talk19, Microsoft Live Meeting20, and

17Available at: http://www.skype.com
18Available at: http://www.apple.com/macosx/what-is-macosx/ichat.html
19Available at: http://www.google.com/talk
20Available at: http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/live-meeting
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others.

Asynchronous Communication Systems: Asynchronous communication support com-

prises technologies like email communication between a number of participants or

short message services (SMS) for mobile phones. The email format is standard-

ized and allows the HTML-like formatting of the email body, as well as adding

file attachments to the text-message. Sender and receiver are identified via unique

email addresses, and there are different user front ends available that allow users to

send and receive emails. A distinction is made between software clients that store

sent and received messages locally on one computer (e.g. Microsoft Outlook21, Ap-

ple Mail22, Mozilla Thunderbird23, and others), and Web-based email clients (e.g.

GMail24, GMX25, Microsoft Hotmail26, and others) that store messages on a central

server which provides better accessibility. Email clients also provide functionality

for filtering, structuring, and browsing emails. The email exchange is also standard-

ized and typically includes two mail servers, a DNS server that resolves the email

addresses, as well as several communication protocols, e.g. SMTP, and POP3 or

IMAP.

Instant Messaging: Instant Messaging as a way of communicating was already men-

tioned in Section 5.2 and cannot clearly be labeled as a synchronous or asynchronous

technology, as it allows, but does not force, users to communicate at the same time.

Typically, IM systems work line-based (line-by-line input) so that the receiver can-

not see what the sender is typing until the message is sent.

An interesting approach to unifying different synchronous and asynchronous communi-

cation channels is called unified communications (UC). UC systems integrate different

21Available at: http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook
22Available at: http://www.apple.com/macosx/what-is-macosx/mail-ical-address-book.html
23Available at: http://www.mozilla.org/projects/thunderbird
24Available at: http://mail.google.com
25Available at: http://www.gmx.net
26Available at: http://explore.live.com/windows-live-hotmail
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communication systems with awareness support in order to provide a communication in-

frastructure that makes use of all available media and devices, and thus aims at reducing

communication complexity, and improving availability and awareness [Rie07]. Examples

for commercial UC systems are Novell Teaming27, Oracle Collaboration Suite28, Microsoft

Unified Communications29, and others.

Of course communication security plays an important role in modern communication

scenarios. There exist several techniques that help provide a certain level of privacy,

authenticity, and integrity. For example, there are many encryption techniques available

(e.g. GPG, PGP, SSH, TLS, WEP, WPA, et cetera) that have the potential to make

communication more secure, but these techniques are not commonly used as their use is

completely voluntary. Also problems like spam, information overload, or computer crime

(e.g. ‘hacking’) can be seen as issues of communication security, but these topics are out

of scope for this Master thesis.

5.4. Technical Support for Coordination

Technical support for coordination aims at providing mechanisms that support the adjust-

ment of group activities. This technical support for coordination can be either explicit or

implicit. Explicit coordination support circumscribes the full automation of coordinative

tasks by a software system, so that human users have to follow the system’s instructions.

In contrast, implicit coordination involves semi-automated coordination and circumscribes

the provision of awareness information which can be used by the system’s users in order

to better coordinate their group tasks [GK07, pp.91-92]. Another way of classifying co-

ordination support is proposed in [Pri89] (cf. [GK07, p.91]) and distinguishes between

several classes of coordination systems:

Workflow-Oriented Systems: This class comprises workflow management systems that

support the automation or facilitation of group processes. Workflow management

27Available at: http://www.novell.com/products/teaming
28Available at: http://www.oracle.com/lang/de/collabsuite/index.html
29Available at: http://www.microsoft.com/uc/en/us/products.aspx
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systems have been used in office environments since the late 1970s and aim at sup-

porting repetitive, well-structured processes, where the coordination and communi-

cation of participants can be planned in advance. The coordination of activities is

ensured by the workflow system, which passes tasks from one participant to another

in order to ensure the required human contribution and that the correct sequence

of the activities is followed [GK07, pp.93-94]. Workflows contain sequential and

parallel activities that are triggered by specific events and can be defined, managed,

and executed with workflow management systems. Thus, the notion of a workflow

is similar to the notion of a business process.

Communication-Oriented Systems: These systems aim at improving the communi-

cation of the group by modeling organizational structures. An example would be

the use of a group alias in email communication. Conversation-oriented systems

are similar to communication-oriented systems and model the conversation between

group members which helps facilitate group communication and thus supports coor-

dination. These systems typically implement a conversation in the form of an email

exchange between the participants and corresponding rules that define default re-

sponses [GK07, p.96].

Form-Oriented Systems: Forms are semi-structured messages that are created in a

decentralized way and can be connected with rules which define how to process

incoming forms. Forms allow for the possibility of determining the required user

input and thus provide support for coordination.

For the case that resources are required by multiple activities (as described in Section 4.7)

there are several possibilities that provide solutions. Shared artifacts are part of the soft-

ware that can be assessed by all users, i.e. they are visible and editable by all participants.

Shared artifacts can be managed by scheduling priorities, e.g. implementing access locks,

or by actually allowing concurrent access to the artifact. Shared artifacts provide aware-

ness information that can be used by the participants to better structure the coordination
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of the group [GK07, p.97]. Examples for shared artifacts are physical objects like white-

boards and computer screens, or electronic artifacts like shared to-do lists, wikis, blogs,

logs, calendars, et cetera. Gross and Koch point out that coordination support is not

so much about choosing the best software, but rather about the question of how to best

integrate the according functionality into the existing social system of the group [GK07,

p.101]. A wiki system for example does not provide any coordination support by itself,

but if a group of users implement reasonable rules for its usage, a wiki provides features

that can improve the group coordination.

5.5. Technical Support for Group Decision Making

Technical support for group decision making aims at facilitating the process of making

decisions in a group of participants by structuring and recording the decision process. This

makes decision making more transparent to the participants as well as to outsiders [GK07,

p.105]. There are systems that support either asynchronous or synchronous support for

group decision making [GK07, pp.103-114], i.e. systems that allow users asynchronous

(alternating) or synchronous (concurrent) communication for making decisions. Technical

support for group decision making can be classified according to the three levels of decision

support identified by [DG87]:

Level 1 GDSS: Level 1 support that removes communication barriers, and improves

communication among group members, comprises the use of all technical solutions

introduced in the last sections, i.e. technologies that deliver awareness information,

improve group communication, and facilitate coordination. This view highlights the

idea, that the aspects of collaboration introduced in Chapter 4 actually build upon

each other and are a necessary prerequisite for group decision making.

Level 2 GDSS: Level 2 GDSS are enhanced GDSS that aim at reducing uncertainty

and noise while making group decisions. Therefore, level 2 GDSS provide problem

planning and modeling tools which support the process of decision making, e.g.

project management approaches like the Gantt chart, utility and probability assess-
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ment models like decision trees or risk assessments methods, as well as suggestive

methods from the field of statistics.

Level 3 GDSS: Level 3 GDSS are computer-mediated systems, which make users com-

municate in pre-specified communication patterns, according to a set of commu-

nication rules. These rules can be applied for adapting communication to specific

contents, timing, or other factors. Level 3 GDSS does not only support the process

of decision making, but rather intervening the process and imposes a new one that

is supported by electronic advise.

The classification of GDSS by Desanctis and Gallupe is more than 20 years old and makes

it difficult to classify today’s support for group decision making. Power and Sharda in-

dicate that the notion of GDSS is outdated because a much broader category of decision

support systems has been identified. This is called communications-driven DSS, which

not only includes decision support, but also communication and collaboration [PS09].

Communications-driven decision support systems are basically groupware that supports

electronic communication, scheduling, document sharing and other activities which en-

hance decision support. Especially with the rise of the Internet, a new type of collaborative

Web-based solution was developed, which make use of the technical development in the

field of Web 2.0. Examples are SmartSpeed.com30, Facilitate.com31, and others, which

provide functionality that goes beyond pure group decision making. These integrated

platforms are further examined in the following sections.

5.6. Technical Support for Team Building

Technical support for team building comprises software that guides the organization of

teams for different application scenarios. These application scenarios can be group editing

of texts, graphical models, design artifacts, et cetera, as well as shared workspaces. Some

literature even regards decision support as one of the application scenarios of team building

30Available at: http://www.smartspeed.com/index.php?id=131&L=1
31Available at: http://facilitate.com/technology
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support [GK07, p.103]. Here, a distinction is made between group editors and shared

workspaces:

Group editors: Group editors allow a group of users to create and edit documents that

can be accessed by all users of the group simultaneously. Beyond the functionality of

an editor for single users, group editors provide information about others users and

the changes that they have committed to the shared document. [Pra99] specifies six

issues that are important for group editors (cf. [GK07, p.104]):

• Provision of collaboration awareness in the form of contextual knowledge about other

participants’ activities in order to stimulate communication and avoid conflicts.

• The implementation of fault-tolerance and good response time as adequate support

for users joining and leaving the group session, as well as frequently performed

operations.

• Concurrency control as consistency of data while parallel editing, especially in terms

of increasing response times and decreasing network latency.

• The implementation of a multi-user undo function allows users to undo their indi-

vidual changes to the document, while retaining changes from other users.

• The group editor has to provide the full single-user functionality, so that users do

not have to switch editors when working alone.

• A rich document structure has to be provided in order to serve as a medium of

collaboration, i.e. providing functionality for brainstorming, organizing ideas, or a

means for communication.

Besides these general issues, concurrency control plays a major role in synchronous

editing scenarios as it ensures the consistency of the shared document. There are

optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control mechanisms. While the former al-

lows for users to instantly commit changes to a local copy of the document before

broadcasting the changes to the other users, the latter prohibits concurrent changes

on the same part of the document, which can be realized via locking and unlocking
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mechanisms. However, the system needs to precisely log all user activities in or-

der to provide rollback or synchronization in case of inconsistencies [GK07, p.112].

Typical examples of group editors are SubEthaEdit32, ACE33, and others. Recently,

there also arose several collaborative Web-based solutions which allow the editing

of shared documents. Examples are Google Docs34 and Google Wave35, as well

as NotePub36, Adobe Buzzword37, et cetera. A comprehensive but certainly not

complete list of current group editing solutions can be found in Wikipedia38.

Shared workspaces: Shared workspaces are systems that allow a group of users to

jointly administrate shared documents, i.e. to add, edit, and delete these doc-

uments. Users are notified about other users’ activities and are able to use the

shared workspace within the limit of the system’s access control mechanism [GK07,

p.105]. [DS98] specifies several design principles for access control that can be used

in shared workspaces (cf. [GK07, pp.105-106]):

• The ‘permission rather than exclusion’ principle defines a lack of access as the de-

fault, while conditions have to be specified explicitly in order to permit access.

• Predefined generic rights should be implemented in the system in order to make

later customizing unnecessary.

• Extensibility allows for the addition of new rights and changes in the semantics of

existing rights.

• The ‘fine-grained rights and objects’ principle claims that it should be possible to

assign specific rights to independent objects and user operations within the system.

• The ‘exception-based general specification’ principle claims that there should exist

general access specifications covering multiple objects and operations, which then

32Available at: http://www.codingmonkeys.de/subethaedit
33Available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/ace
34Available at: http://www.google.com/google-d-s/tour1.html
35Available at: http://wave.google.com/about.html
36Available at: http://notepub.com, last accessed 16/09/2010
37Available at: http://www.adobe.com/acom/buzzword/?promoid=ELTWR
38Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_editor
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can be further specified by exceptions.

• Negative rights allow for the specification of exceptions, e.g. for the case that all

but one of the operations are accessible to a user.

• Right implication describes the principle that some rights may implicate weaker

rights. In the case that the stronger right is granted, the weaker right is automati-

cally granted too, e.g. the right to modify implicates the right to insert.

Typical examples of shared workspaces are proprietary tools like Microsoft’s Office

SharePoint39 and Exchange40, IBM Lotus Notes41, Novell GroupWise42, Oracle Bee-

hive43, and others, as well as a plethora of open source and free software like At-

mail44, BSCW System45, SOGo46, Zafara47, Zimbra48, et cetera. A comprehensive

but certainly not complete list of current collaborative software solutions can be

found in Wikipedia49. These examples reveal that technical support for team build-

ing often incorporates shared spaces which are highly integrated with technologies

for communication and coordination support.

5.7. Technical Support for Community Building

Technical support for community building aims at supporting a group of people in shar-

ing information, insights, and expertise in an area of common interest, by facilitating

interaction on an ongoing basis. Members of a community accumulate knowledge, can

appreciate the value of learning together, and thus develop a common sense of identity

39Available at: http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/en-us/Pages/default.aspx
40Available at: http://www.microsoft.com/exchange/2010/en/us/default.aspx
41Available at: http://www-01.ibm.com/software/lotus/products/notes
42Available at: http://www.novell.com/products/groupwise
43Available at: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/beehive/overview/index.html
44Available at: http://www.atmail.com
45Available at: http://public.bscw.de/en/index.html
46Available at: http://www.sogo.nu/english.html
47Available at: http://www.zarafa.com
48Available at: http://www.zimbra.com
49Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_collaborative_software
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[WMS02, pp.4-5]. Working together in a community requires the commitment of all par-

ticipants, as well as common competencies which can be based on a common professional

background or a common formulation of a problem [GK07, p.116]. Online communities

which facilitate communication via electronic media are characterized by the following

issues [GK07, p.118]:

Separation from reality: Electronic communities allow users to contact more people

than it would be possible via personal contacts. The separation from reality allows

communities to connect people who otherwise would not have any mutual relation-

ship.

Anonymity: Communities allow users to hide their actual identity. This can motivate

user to contribute to problems that they would otherwise avoid talking about. In

contrast, anonymity may also cause problems because it allows user to ignore social

protocols of communication.

Constrictive communication channel: Online communication only allows a constric-

tive form of communication, compared to face-to-face interactions. Therefore elec-

tronic communication has to be supported by the provision of context information,

i.e. awareness information.

Technical support for community building is mostly realized within virtual rooms involving

knowledge management (cf. [GK07, pp.117-130]):

Virtual rooms for knowledge management: Knowledge management plays an im-

portant role in communities as they aim to support the generation and exchange of

knowledge. Older knowledge management solutions were often based on database

systems for the sake of storing knowledge electronically. Newer community sup-

porting solutions additionally try to connect insiders in order to stimulate mutual

learning effects. The management of knowledge comprises the gathering of new

knowledge, sharing of existing knowledge, as well as maintaining and disposing of

unrequired knowledge [GK07, p.120]. Wenger identifies eight types of community
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support systems which were partly already introduced in the previous Sections (cf.

Table 4). Examples of proprietary knowledge management software are Website

Scripts Knowledge Base Manager Pro50 or Interspire Knowledge Manager51, as well

as highly integrated solutions for shared workspaces (cf. Section 5.6) and open

source solutions like Wiki52 in all its characteristics.

Technology Explanation

Knowledge Worker’s Desktop Integration of work and knowledge

Project Spaces Support for the accomplishment of work tasks

Website Communities Creating social structures

Discussion Groupwebs Support of discussions and conversations

Synchronous Interactions Support of spontaneous interaction

E-Learning Spaces Support of e-learning and instruction

Access to Expertise Support of knowledge exchange

Knowledge Bases Support of document management

Table 4: Types of Community Support according to [Wen01] (in [GK07, p.120])

5.8. Social Software and Web 2.0

Each year since 2007, Gartner consecutively forecasted ‘social software’, ‘social software

and social networking’, and ‘social computing’ to be among the top 10 strategic tech-

nologies for organizations, while defining the notion strategic technology as a technol-

ogy with the potential to significantly impact on organizations in the next three years

[Gar07c, Gar08, Gar09]. This section aims at clarifying the notion social software and its

interrelation with associated concepts like Web 2.0 and Enterprise 2.0. [BGT09] explains

the development of social software as a composition and consequence advancement of dif-

ferent historical trends, including the Internet, groupware, CSCW, and e-collaboration.

50Available at: http://www.web-site-scripts.com/knowledge-management/overview.html
51Available at: http://www.interspire.com/knowledgemanager
52For a list of available wiki software compare: http://wiki1001.com or http://wikiindex.org.
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In contrast to the already introduced concepts of groupware and CSCW, e-collaboration

is not an academically coined term, but rather application oriented with a focus on the

Internet as a medium for electronic collaboration [BGT09, pp.2-3].

Today, social software is sometimes used as a synonym for groupware, i.e. software

that supports human communication and collaboration. The notion of social software

in particular describes “web-based software which supports human communication, in-

teraction, and collaboration, as a part of a socio-technical system. Within this system,

users make use of capabilities and contributions of a network of users” [BGT09, p.4].

Thus, social software “supports, extends, or derives added value from human social be-

haviour” [Coa05] (in [GK07, p.122]), making use of the principle of collective intelligence

(cf. Section 4.1). Among the basic requirements for social software are the issues sim-

plicity, intuitive operation, usability, and a low access barrier, that can be found in many

Web-based applications. Using these applications in a proactive and self-organized way

is the basis for a new culture of interactive Web-based applications that power a new,

technology-driven culture of user involvement [BGT09, pp.4-5].

Social software is based on the principle that individuals publish content on the In-

ternet which can be reviewed, linked, extended, and commented on by other individuals.

Thus, the term comprises several types of community-based software including virtual

words, social games and massive multiplayer online games (MMOG), but especially social

tagging, Internet forums, weblogs, wikis, and online social networks.

• Social tagging describes an approach in which people assign keywords to online

content for the sake of categorization, which can be taken on by other people.

Examples for social tagging services are Delicious53 and Flickr54.

• Internet forums are hierarchically structured message boards which can be used for

online discussions by posting messages on specific conversations (called threads).

53Available at: http://www.delicious.com
54Available at: http://www.flickr.com
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Examples for Internet forum software are phpBB55 and JForum56.

• Weblogs or blogs are Web sites that allow an individual user to chronologically

publish content for other people who can view the content and reply via comments.

Examples for weblog software are LiveJournal57 and Twitter58.

• Wiki systems allow the collaborative creation of interlinked Web pages that can be

used for publishing and structuring information and knowledge. Examples for wiki

software are MediaWiki59 and Wikipedia60.

• Online social networks are platforms which reflect social relations between peo-

ple by displaying user profiles which contain information that users publish about

themselves, and social links between user profiles which can be based on friend-

ship, kinship, common interests, et cetera. Examples for online social networks are

LinkedIn61 and Facebook62.

The term Web 2.0 was coined in 2004 during a team discussion about a potential future

conference about the Web and gained popularity with the publication of the article ‘What

is Web 2.0’ by O’Reilly in 2005 [O’R05]. Although there is no academic definition of the

term Web 2.0, the denotation expresses that the Web is entering a second, improved

phase; a more participatory and social user-generated Web - a second version of the Web

[And07]. Therefore, Web 2.0 is commonly used as a synonym for social software, and

can be seen as a philosophy of mutually maximizing the collective intelligence and added

value for each participant by formalized and dynamic information sharing and creation

[HMSSM06]. Essential characteristics of Web 2.0 are [O’R05]:

1. Understanding the Web as a platform

55Available at: http://www.phpbb.com
56Available at: http://jforum.net
57Available at: http://www.livejournal.com
58Available at: http://twitter.com
59Available at: http://www.mediawiki.org
60Available at: http://www.wikipedia.org
61Available at: http://www.linkedin.com
62Available at: http://www.facebook.com
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2. Making use of collective intelligence

3. Development of data-driven applications

4. Perpetual beta of applications - end of the software release cycle

5. Supporting the mashup of components, e.g. with Web services

6. Platform and device independence of applications

7. User friendliness and simplicity of applications

Although Web 2.0 is rather a cultural change than a technical advancement of the Web,

there are certainly several technical developments which are closely connected with the

success of social software [BGT09, pp.75-82]:

AJAX: Asynchronous Java Script and XML (AJAX) is a technique that makes use

of a combination of existing technologies for replacing traditionally rather static

Web sites with more interactive and user friendly Web sites that dynamically react

to user actions and reload content as needed. This allows the imitation of desktop

applications in a Web-based environment, that can be accessed with a Web browser.

Web feeds: Atom and Really Simple Syndication (RSS) are XML formats used for pro-

viding users with frequently updated content from Web sites. These so-called Web

feeds allow users to receive updated content on specific Web sites and thus imple-

ment a ‘quasi push service’ that provides users with information without the need

for visiting Web sites. With a client application that automatically reads and ag-

gregates the subscribed feeds from many sites into one place, the user can create

their own networks of information sources.

Micro formats: Similar to Web feeds, micro formats allow the publishing of new content

by providing standards for the exchange of specific data objects. Micro formats are

often XHTML formats that provide the possibility of automatically extracting (meta

data) information from a Web site for use in other applications. There are many

content-oriented micro formats; e.g. hCalendar, hCard, hReview, and others.
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Web services & REST: For implementing AJAX-based user interfaces, social software

makes use of service-orientation and the provision of functionality via an open appli-

cation programming interface (API). Today, most social software applications realize

their API with Web services, which are software systems that can be accessed via the

Web while being executed on a remote system hosting the requested services. Web

services can be combined and integrated into new applications (so-called mashups),

by making use of software architecture models like Representational State Transfer

(REST) which provides guidance for the composition of a Web API for distributed

hypermedia systems.

Web portals: Web portals integrate services and content from different Web sites into a

single Web site for the sake of providing easy access and better usability. Therefore,

Web portals give users the possibility to select interesting content and services, and

arrange the different sources of information on a Web site. The individual containers

which contain the selected information are called portlets or widgets, and can be

freely added, arranged, and removed from the user interface.

The term Enterprise 2.0 circumscribes the impact of social software, respectively Web 2.0,

on organizations and was first used by McAfee who criticized existing ways of communi-

cation (e.g. email) for being no longer suitable for modern knowledge workers [McA06].

Enterprise 2.0 described the application of social software in the context of organizations

for leveraging information, e.g. for improving knowledge management and supporting

business processes by deploying emergent social software platforms (ESSP). In [McA09],

McAfee not only reviews Web 2.0 technologies and presents cases where such technolo-

gies have been adapted in corporations, but also derives strategies and recommendations

of how organizations should select and use social software in order to have the greatest

benefits. Among the positive effects of Enterprise 2.0 is the dissolving of organizational

borders by integrating business partners, suppliers, and customers through social soft-

ware [BGT09, pp.6-7]. The Gartner studies, as well as recent publications, demonstrate

that the adoption of social software in enterprise settings is a widely recognized, yet still
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emerging field of interest (cf. [Hol08, BGT09, NHG09, FMMJ09, Bac09, Fuc10]).

5.9. Chapter Conclusion

This chapter presented comprehensive technical support for the different aspects of col-

laboration, which were identified in Chapter 4. Instead of classifying technologies based

on the time-space matrix developed by [Joh88], technologies were assigned to the aspects

of collaboration as presented in [GK07]. It could be shown, that every aspect of collab-

oration can be supported by suitable technologies. Figure 17 summarizes the identified

technological options for the support of collaboration.

Team & Community Building

Group Editors
Shared 

Workspaces
Virtual Rooms for 
Knowledge Mgmt.

Social Software

Group Decision Making

Level 1 GDSS Level 2 GDSS Level 3 GDSS

Coordination

Workflow-Oriented 
Systems

Communication-Oriented 
Systems

Form-Oriented Systems

Communication

Synchronous 
Communication Systems

Asynchronous 
Communication Systems

Instant Messaging

Awareness

Presence Awareness 
Systems

Proprietary Awareness 
Systems

Integrated Awareness 
Environments

Figure 17: Options for the Technical Support of the Aspects of Collaboration
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A distinction can be made between commercial applications and open source applications.

It can be observed that for almost every commercial application there exists a free open-

source counterpart, which provides similar, but mostly limited, functionality. Examples

are the instant messengers Trillian (commercial) and Pidgin (free), the email clients Mi-

crosoft Outlook (commercial) and Mozilla Thunderbird (free), and the shared workspaces

IBM Lotus Notes (commercial) and Zarafa (free). Another distinction can be made be-

tween desktop-based tools and browser-based tools. Here it can also be observed, that

the market does not only provide traditional client-server based applications, but often

also Web-based counterparts with a similar functionality. In fact, most of the introduced

applications are Web-based and feature the integration of social software.

This reveals a trend of integrating all sorts of collaborative functionality into pow-

erful application suites (e.g. Oracle Beehive or Novell GroupWise), which do not only

implement technologies for supporting a certain aspect of collaboration. Instead these

application suites aim at supporting the full range of collaboration from one source; start-

ing with the support of awareness and ending with the provision of community software.

This goes hand in hand with the idea of unified communications (UC), but is also based

on the new possibilities provided by the paradigm of Web 2.0 software. The emergence of

Web 2.0 entails the involvement of formerly passive users as the new creators of content

and meta information. This became possible with the application of Web 2.0 related

technologies which significantly improve usability, the syndication of information, and the

possibility of combining and extending existing applications.

In contrast to some older, monolithic groupware applications, the modularity of social

software allows the combination of open applications and services into an integrated appli-

cation with the same or extended functionality. The development towards the integration

of social software can also be observed in the field of groupware and CSCW. Back et al.

point out that the functionality of the combinable services of the IBM Lotus Software

Suite (Lotus Notes, Lotus Quickr, Lotus Sametime, and Lotus Connections) could be eas-

ily replaced by a combination of open-source applications and free services (e.g. BSCW,

Wordpress, Google Calendar, and others) [BGT09, p.80].
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The supply of existing technologies which support the collaboration of groups, as

well as the possibility of combining and extending existing applications, supports the as-

sumption that there should exist a certain combination of technologies which support the

scenario of collaborative business process modeling. The following chapter introduces an

analytical framework which discusses the augmentation of BPM tools with social features

that support collaborative modeling.
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6. Analytical Framework for comparing Social Features

This chapter introduces an analytical framework for comparing social features in current

BPM tools. First, Section 6.1 discusses the application of social features by means of four

perspectives including: the integration of social software into BPM (Section 6.1.1), postu-

lated tool support in cBPM literature (Section 6.1.2), the consideration of known issues of

collaboration (Section 6.1.3), and insights from collaborative design (Section 6.1.4). Sec-

tion 6.2 reviews examples of cBPM applications by introducing an academic prototype,

a specialized niche product, and an application from a market leader. Then Section 6.3

elaborates on the development of an analytical framework, and Section 6.4 discusses the

findings about social features in the reviewed cBPM applications and deduces implica-

tions for both research and practice. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter with a

summary.

6.1. Discussing the Application of Social Features

The integration of social software into existing BPM solutions has not only been recog-

nized by academic research, but recently also by practitioners, i.e. technology research

and advisory companies like Gartner. In ‘Social BPM: Design by Doing’ the Gartner

researchers Olding et al. define the term social BPM and identify synergies between so-

cial software and BPM [ORS10]. Social BPM is defined as a “concept that describes

collaboratively designed and iterated processes [and supports] all process activities, such

as collaboration, social networking, collective activities and communications, that are a

natural part of ‘work’ to create a holistic process design that is open to influence and

change from a variety of perspectives” [ORS10]. Gartner argues that BPM and social

software represent two distinct styles of work, i.e. structured versus unstructured work.

These should be combined for (I) creating opportunities for process improvement, (II)

improving the conceptual understanding of processes, and (III) improving the alignment

of processes with user experience [ORS10]. Besides the collaborative work on the design of

a process, Olding et al. see the main field of application for social BPM in the uncovering
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of process knowledge in the context of business process improvement, which forces orga-

nizations to adapt to the new ways of working with social software. The latter, Gartner

circumscribes as ‘social BPM iteration’, which does not only affect the design phase of

the BPM lifecycle, but instead covers and goes along the entire BPM lifecylce [ORS10].

Authoritative Collective

Broad Observation

Complementary Information

Ascertain Perception

Diversity

Innovation

Direct

Collective Wisdom (Uncertainty)

Independent

Open Information

Deep Analysis

Conflicting Information

Ascertain Facts

Consensus

Improvement

Intermediated

Recognized Expertise (Certainly)

Influenced

Controlled Information

Figure 18: Social Media Solution Suitability Spectrum according to [Bra09]

For assessing the suitability of social software for particular scenarios of collaboration,

Bradley proposes a model called ‘social media solution suitability spectrum’ (cf. Fig-

ure 18) that distinguishes an authoritative and a collective style of work which are mea-

sured along a set of nine attributes [Bra09]. Although it is not explicitly mentioned how to

map both social software and the target scenario to the proposed model in order to match

them and to identify potential gaps, the model delivers a good impression of relevant

attributes that affect the suitability of social features. It is important to mention, that in

contrast to the Gartner studies, a social feature does not necessarily have to be part of a

social software application. In the context of this Master thesis, a social feature should

be understood as a software component or the technical feature of a tool that supports

the collaboration between participants of the PoM. In the following, four perspectives are

used for discussing the application of social features; the integration of social software into

BPM (Section 6.1.1), postulated tool support in cBPM literature (Section 6.1.2), the con-

sideration of known issues of collaboration (Section 6.1.3), and insights from collaborative

design (Section 6.1.4).
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6.1.1. Integrating Social Software into BPM

The third workshop on business process management and social software (BPMS2) as

part of the BPM conference is evidence for the recognition of the idea of integrating so-

cial software into BPM applications [NS10]. The application of technologies that support

collaboration in the wider context of BPM is discussed independent of the reviewed liter-

ature that explicitly focuses on the aspect of collaborative business process modeling. For

instance, it is mentioned that the most important feature of Web 2.0 technologies in the

context of BPM is the improvement of communication, collaboration, and information

sharing among the various stakeholders, which can help to bring stakeholders into the

analysis and design processes of the BPM lifecycle [AFF10]. Some authors even argue

that the central problem of BPM is to control the dynamics of corporate systems, and

that Web 2.0 technologies may be a solution to that problem as they make it possible to

quickly react to events and to spontaneously support actions [VFL10]. Vanderhaeghen

et al. highlight self-organization and the harnessing of collective intelligence as two char-

acteristics of Web 2.0 technologies which can be utilized in BPM, e.g. for relaxing the

coupling between design and execution. The authors furthermore illustrate the integration

of BPM and social software by proposing a modular software architecture that combines

several existing technologies like the ARIS Toolset and Web Designer from IDS Scheer, the

instant messenger Skype, and the social tagging service Delicious, as well as proprietary

developments like the model management platform Collmap and the user management

application Dolphin [VFL10]. Besides these examples, there exists a plethora of literature

which discusses the application of social software in the context of BPM, e.g. of blogs,

wikis, social networks, and others (cf. [KW08, SN09, JAW09, KSR09, KSR10, EGH+10]).

The existence of process wikis63 has even been recognized in the Q3 2009 TechRadar from

Forrester Research, who certify significant technological success and business value-add,

due to time saving on process discovery and the relevance of maintaining and updating

63Forrester Research defines process wikis as “collaborative, Web-based tools that allow teams to

capture and maintain knowledge about a particular business process” [RVLC09].
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process knowledge in real time [RVLC09]. Erol et al. summarize that there are many pos-

sibilities for combining BPM and social software, but especially highlight the improved

integration of stakeholders into the business process life cycle, as well as the better in-

tegration of process knowledge from the stakeholders into the design phase of the BPM

lifecycle [EGH+10].

6.1.2. Postulated Tool Support in cBPM Literature

Literature about collaborative business process modeling (cBPM) caters to the require-

ment of tool support from different perspectives. These perspectives include the support

of facilitation for a group of modelers, the active involvement of stakeholders in the process

of modeling, and the integration of groupware systems into modeling tools.

Early approaches of facilitating user collaboration in modeling tools can be found

in [DLOV94], which discusses the development and evaluation of an electronic meeting

system (EMS) based activity modeling tool, and [DHDJ99], which mentions that the

integration of a group support system (GSS) with a commonly used modeling technique

can significantly reduce modeling time. [KG02] describes an approach in which a business

process modeling tool is combined with a Web discussion forum in order to provide an

asynchronous collaborative exchange for business process modeling. The proposed tool

was implemented as a prototype and allows people from any geographic region to be

invited to the model forum via email and alter the proposed model and respond to the

forum dialogue via a Web interface. In this approach, the process-owner has the role

of a modeling facilitator, who decides upon the completion of the modeling task and

moderates the forum discussion [KG02]. Further examples for academic cBPM approaches

are AGILIPO [SMM+10], OPCATeam [DBT04], Second Life BPMN Modeler [WBR10],

or Social Modeling Networks [KSR09, KSR10].

The facilitation of collaborative business process modeling is considered one of the

most critical success factors for effective and efficient collaborative modeling [dH05]. Fa-

cilitation requires different high-level skills, including “communication skills, flexibility,

understanding the group and its objectives, leadership, ego-less facilitation, understand-
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ing technology, managing conflict, directing the process and equalizing participation”

[dH05]. As these skills are not all necessarily found in one person who takes on the role of

a modeling facilitator, it makes sense to provide facilitating support for the participants

themselves [dH05]. [Rit08b], argues that an effective tool support for modeling tasks is

essential, because typically a majority of the modeling participants do not have any mod-

eling background but contribute significantly to the actual design of the model with their

domain knowledge. Therefore both speed and quality of process modeling benefits from

the direct involvement of these people. The role of the modeling facilitator is a potential

bottleneck in the PoM, which severely limits the efficiency of a modeling team. Further-

more, the traditionally rather passive involvement of stakeholders in the PoM can lead

to a limited understanding and acceptance of the model, which can be improved using

group modeling tools that support more active participation and hence increase model

comprehension and agreement [Rit08b, Rit09c].

The development of an electronic meeting system (EMS) based activity modeling tool

allows more modelers to participate efficiently in model development, which is desirable

because knowledge is then better distributed among the participants [DLOV94]. Also, the

integration of a group support system (GSS) with commonly used modeling techniques can

significantly reduce the time required to build models while achieving the same or even

a better semantical quality of the model, compared to traditional modeling techniques

[DHDJ99]. Modeling support systems (MSS) need to provide the current status of both

the communication process and the model building process [Rit08b]. Further requirements

on collaborative modeling are identified in [DBT04]. Modeling participants should be

able to work on a single integrated and consistent model at the same time, whilst making

the model available to all team members with the most up-to-date view. Furthermore,

a supporting tool should enable multi-way communication among the team members

regardless of their physical location. It should also provide protection mechanisms that

allow secure modeling and prohibit unauthorized changes to the model [DBT04]. Besides

these requirements, in practice, tool support for facilitating the involvement of clients is

often reduced to document sharing and the organization of group reviews [RHD08].
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[Kho08] distinguishes between three types of BPM societies that could benefit from

the use of collaboration tools: (1) BPM projects within the enterprise, (2) BPM across

the trading-partner value chain, and (3) BPM communities. While the first two societies

denote intra-organizational and inter-organizational modeling projects, the latter society

denotes Web communities such as discussion forums, research communities, blogs, et

cetera. Khoshafian highlights a synergy between BPM and social networking, which

is the augmentation of the various activities of the BPM lifecycle with social networking

support (while the processes provide the context of the collaboration). Three applications

of social software are explicitly mentioned that could support BPM [Kho08]:

1. Process-specific blogs and wikis could be used for discussing the specific flows, rules,

screens, methodologies, optimizations, and practices that automate a process.

2. Synchronous collaboration within process execution could be achieved by integrat-

ing automated scheduling (calendar functionality) and automated preparation for a

collaborative session with an electronic meeting tool.

3. Discussion threads and surveys can be used when building a BPM application in

order to discuss processes. Surveys could be used for decision support and partic-

ipants could attach relevant documents or hyperlinks to further explanations from

various sources.

6.1.3. Considering Known Issues of Collaboration

The integration of social features into BPM tools for supporting the collaboration of

participants is a fairly new and rapidly evolving field of research. Unfortunately, little

is said about possible challenges of integrating social features into other applications or

using software that supports collaboration in general. In the following, some known

issues of collaboration and its supporting technologies are collected and presented. At

the beginning of the 1990s, Grudin elaborated on common challenges of implementing

groupware for supporting group work [Gru94]:

Disparity in work and benefit: Groupware applications often require additional work

from individuals who do not perceive a direct benefit from the use of the application.
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Critical mass and prisoner’s dilemma problems: Groupware may not enlist the crit-

ical mass of users required to be useful, or it can fail because it is never advantageous

to any one individual using it.

Disruption of social processes: Groupware can lead to activity that violates social

taboos, threatens existing political structures, or otherwise demotivates users crucial

to its success.

Exception handling: Groupware may not accommodate the wide range of exception

handling and improvisation that characterizes much group activity.

Unobtrusive accessibility: Features that support group processes are used relatively

infrequently, requiring unobtrusive accessibility and integration with more heavily

used features.

Difficulty in evaluation: The almost insurmountable obstacles to meaningful, general-

izable analysis and evaluation prevent us from learning from expertise.

Failure of intuition: Intuitions in product development environments are especially

poor for multiuser applications, resulting in bad management decisions and an error-

prone design process.

The adoption process: Groupware requires more careful implementation (introduc-

tion) in the workplace than product developers have confronted.

One decade later Munkvold confirms some of these issues: especially the critical mass

problem, the disruption of social processes, and the problem of unobtrusive accessibility

[Mun02]. Besides these problems, further organizational, social, and technical issues are

mentioned in [Mun02]:

Establishing routines versus innovation: Without the implementation of guidelines

for the best practice use of collaborative technology, there are problems regarding

the effective use of electronic communication, the reduction of information overload,
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the structured use of application sharing, et cetera. These management directives

need to be balanced against the need for allowing users to experiment with the

technology to come up with creative applications.

Change in organizational culture: New ownership and responsibilities for informa-

tion, as well as new roles and responsibilities for content, may incorporate a nec-

essary change of the existing organizational culture. Also, peer pressure should be

regarded as a very influential social mechanism for stimulating adoption of new

technology.

Suitability of applications: The adequate selection of collaborative technology does

not only have to consider the matching of requirements with the intended activities

of group work, but also the integration with legacy systems, as well as users individ-

ual interpretations (mental models) of the technology. The latter can be influenced

by explicitly training group members in the new collaborative features.

Cost factors: Estimated costs for introducing collaborative technologies include issues

like: costs for electronic meeting rooms, costs for new IT infrastructure, costs for

technical support, costs for trained meeting facilitators, et cetera.

Bandwidth and Quality: Many collaborative technologies require a certain bandwidth

for being used as intended. This is especially true for the Web-based exchange of

image, audio, and video media.

In contrast to the social software approach of self-organization, Munkvold proposes that

the implementation of collaborative technologies in general has to be especially supported

by management. Providing extensive and adequate training and ongoing support is re-

garded as the key to effective appropriation and use of collaboration technologies. Thus,

management has to (I) take on a proactive role in stimulating the use of collaborative

technology, (II) implement an incentive system for stimulating active contribution, and

(III) develop routines and rules for the best practice use of collaborative technologies.

However, room for experimentation should be allowed with collaborative technology in
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order to develop improvisation capabilities which help in overcoming unforeseen barriers

and exploiting new opportunities [Mun02].

Typical problems in real time communication are investigated in [Rie07] by interview-

ing IT consultants. Three areas of problems regarding communication are identified: (I)

the lack of availability of group members, (II) the stressful interruption of work due

to contact attempts of group members, and (III) the suitable selection of the commu-

nication medium. Proposed workarounds include the improvement of transparency by

providing awareness information about the presence of people (and their devices), the

improvement of media richness by integrating several types of media into one system, as

well as the provision of comprehensive support for (I) searching, finding, and contacting

other people, (II) selecting appropriate devices and types of media, and (III) prioritizing

and coordinating activities [Rie07]. Concerning media richness, [DV99] presents some

interesting results, which indicate that improving the richness of media in general is not

as important for its effective use as matching media capabilities to “fundamental com-

munication processes required to perform the task” [DV99]. Choosing one single medium

for collaborative tasks can be less effective than choosing a set of media because different

tasks may involve different communication processes. The effectiveness of collaborative

tools for virtual team activities has been investigated in 2005 by Becker and Cline in a

cross-disciplinary benchmark study with 53 participating companies. This study reveals

that typical virtual team tasks (e.g. sharing data and information, coordinating tasks,

managing meetings, resolving conflicts, and others) are approached by a wide range of

collaborative tools. Nonetheless, email and audio conferencing are still used for over 50%

of all group work activities. Also very popular for most of the group work activities are

video conferencing (47%), personal communication devices like mobile phones and pagers

(45%), project management software (33%) and remote dial-up devices (31%) [BC05].

For a comprehensive overview of the survey results compare Figure A.1 in the Appendix.

Although it cannot be clarified if the study can be seen as representative for business

practice at large, it still indicates that companies favor established (and widely available)

technologies over specialized groupware applications for many group activities.
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6.1.4. Insights from Collaborative Design

Besides all considerations of facilitating collaborative business process modeling with tool

support known from the field of CSCW and groupware, the creation of models is first and

foremost a design activity. Therefore, it also makes sense to take a look at insights from

the field of collaborative design that can be found in literature.

[AEF+00] emphasizes the relevance of collaborative design by describing the need for

transcending the individual human mind when approaching complex design problems.

Due to the distribution of knowledge relevant to the design problem among various stake-

holders, a shared understanding can be achieved by bringing together different stakeholder

perspectives and thus creating new insights, ideas, and design artifacts. Extending the

capabilities of an individual human mind is one of the main principles in collaborative de-

sign, which requires participation, communication, and collaboration of all stakeholders.

The creation of shared understanding is described as a process that “melds the informa-

tion that is collaboratively constructed into the problem-solving context, informing the

process as well as the stakeholders and allowing them to participate from a more enriched

and meaningful perspective” [BDH94] (in [AEF+00]). The interaction of stakeholders

during the design process creates new ideas and perspectives in a conversational manner,

and thus improves the quality of the designed artifacts [AEF+00].

product product product

product

Designer A

Designer B

Start

Meta planning

Negotiate

Evaluate

Individual 
work

Individual 
work

Finish

Figure 19: Loosely coupled Design Process according to [Kva00]
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[Kva00] describes a loosely coupled design process as consisting of a series of indi-

vidual contributions to a design product. Participants with particular expertise from

different knowledge domains contribute to the design whenever their knowledge is appro-

priate in a certain phase of the design process. The design becomes a shared problem

that is approached in discrete steps, that can be clearly identified and described (cf.

Figure 19). Therefore, [Kva00] proposes a model of design collaboration (cf. Figure 20)

which describes the design process as a set of parallel, discrete, and individually performed

actions, which are each short in duration and not intimately linked. The actions are per-

formed by design experts who address design issues from their individual perspectives

and whose expertise can change during a design session, because they continue to learn

through the collaborative process. These individual activities are bracketed by the joint

activities of meta-planning, negotiation and evaluation. The design process is seen as a

process of negotiation, agreement, and compromise in order to complete a shared design.

Regarding tool support, [Kva00] refers to studies showing that support for co-location and

synchronicity do not lead to better collaborative work and proposes to focus on “the work

processes which are needed to create the environment for successful (...) collaboration”

[Kva00] in order to not over-emphasize the support for particular features of collaborative

design.

A classification approach for collaborative design and modeling applications presented

in [BG10] shows that many of these applications only focus on the enhancement of com-

munication amongst the participants of the design process. That is why the author ar-

gues that communication is only a subset of the constituting issues in collaboration, and

specifies further issues of collaborative modeling, like monitoring the designers’ behavior,

providing designers with assistance related to technology employment issues, providing

awareness, and coordinating the designers’ activities. Bagheri and Ghorbani consider

argumentation, activity coordination, and facilitation as social drivers of collaborative

design and modeling, which confirms the insights gained previously from the fields of

CSCW & groupware, and cBPM literature. Furthermore, the relevance of co-presence

and awareness in the context of collaborative design are also highlighted, as they help
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Figure 20: Model of Design Collaboration according to [Kva00]

to establish an agreeable equilibrium, i.e. a common ground in the social process of

collaboration [BG10].

[Rit10c] presents factors that contribute to the success of collaborative modeling, which

has been identified during a set of case studies and experiments. The factor model is the

result of qualitative research and has not been validated yet. The identified factors were

categorized as facilitation factors (facilitator bias and participant involvement), motiva-

tion factors (motivation for modeling and competition), group & team factors (integration

of complimentary knowledge and degree of participation), and support factors. Figure 21

depicts the relation of factors that contribute to successful collaborative modeling.

The factor model shows that the expected outcome of a collaborative modeling session

can be seen as group productivity which can be achieved if consensus is reached upon the

quality of the developed model. For establishing a high group productivity, there are

several interdependent factors, which can directly or indirectly influence the outcome of

the collaborative modeling session. For example, the productivity of the group is directly

dependent on the individual effort of the involved group members, and the facilitator
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Success Factors of e-Collaboration in Business Process Modeling      9 

 

Fig. 1. Our model of collaboration factors in modeling 

Please note that the model is not a general collaboration model but restricted to the 
specific case of collaborative modeling. It is an extension of the existing models that 
are connected via the variables Individual effort and Group productivity, which are 
present in all of them. In our case the latter consists of model quality and consensus, 
which are both important products of the modeling process. 

It should be noted that the factor model is the result of qualitative research. The 
model needs to be validated in a quantitative study that also determines the strength of 
the links between the factors. Nevertheless, the results from the qualitative study have 
allowed us to draw some interesting conclusions and to develop a modeling method 
and tool that make use of the identified factors in order to improve the modeling 
process as well as its result, the model. 

6 Lessons Learned 

The lessons that we learned from the case studies and interviews about the relevant 
success factors provided valuable input for the development of a modeling method 
that incorporates these factors. If the elicited factors do have an impact on the quality 
of modeling and the model then this should lead to a more successful method also. 
The following sub-sections describe how the method and tool were developed and 
section 7 compares it to the most common existing method. 

6.1 Co-evolution of Method and Tool 

The first lesson was that the modeling method strongly depends on modeling steps 
that some tool can support. But the development of the tool is of course also driven by 

Figure 21: Success Factors of Collaborative Modeling according to [Rit10c]

bias, meaning the impact of the facilitators perception on the way in which the model is

built. While a high individual effort (denoted with the symbol +) contributes to the group

productivity, a low facilitator bias (denoted with the symbol -) is required for achieving

the same. As shown in the factor model, the basis for achieving a high group productivity

is appropriate support by a computerized tool. According to the author, tool support can

be categorized as modeling support, competition support, communication support, and

information access support. A more detailed description of the factors can be found in

[Rit10c].

6.2. Reviewing Examples of cBPM Applications

After having discussed the application of social features in the context of collaborative

business process modeling, this section introduces three examples of applications that

specifically support cBPM. These examples represent different types of applications: an

academic prototype, a specialized Web-based niche product, and a tool from a market

leader. Each type is introduced with the help of four items: a brief overview about the

tool, an explanation of the motivation for the tool development, the cBPM functionality
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provided by the tool, and an item about the appropriation of the tool. The evaluation

of a broader base of applications, is unfortunately not feasible within the scope of this

Master thesis. Hence, the presentation of these examples is not representative for the

types of applications mentioned above. Nonetheless, they depict the potential of current

cBPM applications and are helpful for the development of an analytical framework for

comparing social features.

6.2.1. Academic Prototype: Collaborative Modeling Architecture (COMA)

I Brief Description

The Collaborative Modeling Architecture (COMA) is a free prototype of a collaborative

business process modeling tool and was developed by Rittgen between 2007 and 2010.

This tool implements a solution for the group negotiation perspective of the PoM intro-

duced in Section 3.2.4 and supports five UML diagrams: Class Diagrams (for information

modeling); Activity Diagrams (for process modeling); Use Case Diagrams (for require-

ments modeling); Sequence Diagrams (for real-time modeling); and State Diagrams (for

software development). The COMA tool is available as a Microsoft Visual C++ installer

or VBA.NET add-in for Microsoft’s Visio 2007, and explicitly supports the negotiation of

models by allowing four basic activities of negotiation: propose, support, challenge, and

accept (cf. Figure 12); as well as the decision on the acceptance of proposals based on two

social rules. Either the group of modelers has a facilitator who makes the decision (rule

of seniority), or a team without a facilitator provides all modelers with a vote of the same

weight (rule of majority) [Rit08b]. Interestingly, activities featuring direct communication

or discussions are not supported by the COMA tool, so that all communication relies on

face-to-face conversations, i.e. all group members have to be located in the same place

[Rit09b].

I Motivation for Development

[Rit09c] explains the motivation for the development of the COMA tool. Conventional

modeling sessions are led by a facilitator who coordinates a number of domain experts.

The facilitator has to elicit domain knowledge about the business process from the do-
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main experts and translates it into a modeling notation [Rit09c]. This approach can be

ineffective, because the modeling facilitator is a potential bottleneck in terms of com-

munication, which severely limits the efficiency of the modeling team. The traditionally

rather passive involvement of stakeholders in the modeling session can lead to a limited

understanding and acceptance of the model. This can be improved using group modeling

tools which support more active participation and hence increase model comprehension

and agreement [Rit09c]. The author emphasizes that an effective support for modeling

is essential, because typically a majority of the modeling participants do not have any

modeling background but contribute significantly to the actual design of the model with

their domain knowledge. The COMA tool is expected to enhance both modeling speed

and quality of the models by involving all stakeholders directly in the PoM [Rit08b].

Figure 22: Screenshot of the COMA Tool according to [Rit09a]

I cBPM Functionality

Although Rittgen does not describe the architecture of the COMA tool in great depth;

Figure 22 shows a screenshot of the tool which shows that the GUI proposed for the COMA

tool contains three working panes. One working pane can be used to create a model and
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then propose this model to other participants. The proposed models from all participants

are available for loading into a second working pane. The proposed models can be used

to refine one’s own model, and are also used for expressing support or challenging models

from other participants. The third working pane displays the current version of the group

model and cannot be edited. Via the menu, the status of the negotiation process can be

reviewed, which is represented as a list of pros and cons for a proposal and a corresponding

counter-proposal. The acceptance or rejection of a proposal is dependent on the currently

active rule on the social level, e.g. when a required majority has been reached [Rit08b].

The COMA website64 provides a COMA tool manual as well as a COMA process modeling

method handbook, which explain in more detail how to use the tool. The COMA process

modeling method was developed by Rittgen (cf. [Rit10b, Rit10c]) to make best use of

the existing COMA tool, while exploiting the identified success factors of modeling (cf.

Figure 21) in order to improve the PoM as well as its result: the model [Rit10c].

I Tool Appropriation

Based on a series of experiments in which the COMA tool was evaluated, Rittgen mentions

that the lack of support for communication, discussion, and project management makes

it necessary to add groupware functionality to the tool [Rit09a], although the COMA

tool users experienced a good perceived usefulness [Rit09b]. Besides this observation,

it was shown that the COMA tool provided (1) more insight into the business process,

(2) a better shared view, (3) a stronger influence of individuals on the result, (4) a

stronger feeling of ownership of the model, (5) a better result (model), (6) a better way

of working, and (7) more progress in modeling. It also provided support for the issues

(8) conceptualization of situations, (8) conflict solving, (9) communicating a view, (10)

aligning different views, (11) evaluating alternatives, and (12) agreeing on a solution

[Rit10a, Rit10c].

64Available at: http://www.coma.nu
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6.2.2. Specialized Niche Product: Signavio Process Editor

I Brief Description

The Signavio Process Editor is a Web-based cBPM solution that allows users to model

business processes with the modeling standards BPMN or EPC in a Web browser. The

process models are stored in a central model repository, and are accessible to users via the

assignment of access rights. The process models are available via a unique URL in the

Web; when opening such an URL, not only the model itself but the whole modeling tool

is loaded and executed in the Web browser (cf. Figure 23). Originating from the open

source BPM platform Oryx65, which was developed at the Hasso Plattner Institute of

the University of Potsdam (Germany) from 2006 (cf. [DGKW08, DOW08]), the Signavio

Process Editor66 is a further development of the platform towards the provision of a

professional solution for business customers. The Signavio Process Editor does not require

a desktop installation, but instead is executed with the Mozilla Firefox Web browser, and

is available in two commercial versions; a SaaS version that is hosted by Signavio, and

an enterprise version that can be hosted by the customer itself. There are several further

editions available (Team, Premium, Small Business) which provide different functionality,

as well as a free academic version67.

I Motivation for Development

The motivation for the development of the Signavio Process Editor is based on the idea of

providing people with easy access to professional BPM. The Web-based application allows

customers to avoid the risk of investment, because the SaaS version of the process editor

does not require any initial investment in IT infrastructure or other expensive tools. The

requirements for using the software are limited to a modern Web browser as well as access

to the Internet, which is available in almost all companies today. The low access hurdle

allows for the integration of more employees into the PoM; and also business partners,

65Available at: http://bpt.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/Oryx/WebHome
66Available at: http://signavio.com
67Available at: http://www.signavio.com/en/academic.html
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suppliers, and customers if necessary. The Web-based approach invites people to give

process modeling a trial, which animates a broader base of potential users to contribute

to the design of process models. Process owners as well as participants of the process

are provided with a tool that allows easy updating and maintenance changes in process

models. Thus, process models are communicated more actively, which makes processes

more transparent and better accepted [DW10, Sig10b].

Figure 23: Screenshot of the Signavio Process Editor

I cBPM Functionality

The functional range of features provided by the Signavio Process Editor is dependent

on the available editions. The basic modeling functionality provided by all editions com-

prises a central model repository which enables multiple users to work on the same model

(synchronous editing is not possible though, but saved changes are made available to all

other users). The model repository uses a folder structure for organizing larger collections

of models and provides a full-text search for finding models, which is based on the models’

meta information, as well as labels used within the model. Furthermore, the repository

uses version control to save all changes made to a model and to provide a change his-

tory that allows for the restoration of a previous version, tracking changes, or comparing
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versions. Also, users can subscribe to email notifications in case the model is changed

by other users. The basic modeling functionality also includes the possibility for creating

process hierarchies, e.g. linking sub processes with other existing models, and a built-in

syntax checking functionality that highlights syntax errors in the model. Finally, models

can be exported into different formats or printed as PDF [Sig10a, Sig10b].

Depending on the edition, there are also advanced features available which provide

reporting, importing, and analysis functionality. Especially interesting in the realm of

cBPM is the possibility of creating a central dictionary, i.e. a glossary of terms, which

allows the governance of all terms used for the labeling of models. Thus, a user who

tries find a proper label (e.g. for a task) is supported by the tool with suggestions from

the dictionary that are presented by an integrated auto-completion function. An access

right management allows the assignment of access rights for models or repository folders

to users or user groups. The access rights are: read access, write access, commenting

access, and the right to grant access. The collaboration of users is further supported by

several commenting and publishing features. The commenting feature allows registered

users with the corresponding access rights to add comments to individual elements of a

model which can be seen by other users. Also unregistered users can be invited to lodge

comments on a model. This is realized by an invitation email which provides the URL

for accessing the model. That way, an arbitrary number of people can be involved in a

discussion about the model without requiring user registration for the Signavio Process

Editor. Model publishing functionality makes it possible to embed models in other Web-

based systems (e.g. wikis or blogs) by generating a HTML code snippet that can be

embedded into other Web sites, as well as the creation of so-called process portals, which

can let users publish entire folders of the model repository to any other user (registered

and unregistered) [Sig10a, Sig10b]. For a complete overview of features of the Signavio

Process Editor compare [Sig10a].
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I Tool Appropriation

According to the information given on the official Web site about the customers of the

Signavio Process Editor, the tool is widely used in academia by researchers, students, and

lecturers of more than 40 universities. Furthermore, several larger projects involve German

companies from the application domains of telecommunication and health, showing that

the tool has been used successfully in different BPM projects [Sig10c]. Besides that, the

company Signavio and its product have won several awards that account for the innovation

of the Web-based approach, but there are not many external references or reviews available

on the Internet.

6.2.3. Market Leader: Software AG ARISalign & ARIS Community

I Brief Description

After IDS Scheer was bought by Software AG in 2009, the ARIS software portfolio as

been distributed under the Software AG label. ARISalign68 and ARIS Community69 are

two Web-based software platforms that focus on the community aspect of collaborative

modeling of business processes, as well as the exchange of information and shared discus-

sions of all BPM-related topics. ARISalign (formerly known as IDS Scheer AlignSpace)

is a Web-based cBPM solution that allows users to model, discuss, and improve business

processes by combining social networking tools with intuitive tools for process design and

modeling. Just like the Signavio Process Editor, ARISalign does not require a desktop

installation but instead is loaded and executed in a Web browser. ARIS Community is an

online portal for BPM users and experts that creates a community for people with an in-

terest in BPM. Among other features, the ARIS Community helps exchange information,

supports discussions, and provides training materials and best practice documentations.

Both ARISalign and ARIS Community can be used free of charge – until now Software

AG has shown no intention to turn these products into commercial software.

68Available at: http://www.arisalign.com
69Available at: http://www.ariscommunity.com
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I Motivation for Development

Creating a driver for process innovation and improvement is the main motivation for de-

veloping both ARISalign and ARIS Community. Software AG expects that these goals

can be achieved by providing support for community building, which leads to improved

collaboration, collective decision making among the shareholders, and finally improved

insight in business processes. Participating in the BPM community which is supported

by these tools, offers advantages to all kinds of stakeholders; process participants, process

and IT experts, and executives. These advantages comprise issues like a better under-

standing of processes, as well as providing early input and feedback to the process design

in order to optimize the model and prevent misunderstandings. Incentives for partici-

pation are the low access barrier of the Web-based application, and the integration of

already-known and established ARIS BPM tools and formats for process discovery, mod-

eling, and improvement. Thus, ARISalign can be seen as an extension of existing ARIS

applications, which are now supported by a community infrastructure that makes use

of social software (a ‘social BPM platform’). Although collaborative modeling is sup-

ported, the focus is clearly on information exchange and networking among BPM users

[Sof10a, Sof10b]. ARIS Community strives for the same goals, but does not provide a

platform that integrates different applications, but instead acts as a resource for BPM-

related information. [SK09] emphasizes the benefits of BPM Community, including issues

like establishing a process-oriented culture, obtaining external advice, and the possibility

of comparisons with other companies. By providing articles, forums, blogs, FAQ, training

materials, and further downloads, ARIS Community offers several communication chan-

nels for sharing process knowledge, and aims at becoming “the digital home of every ARIS

user” [IDS10a, Sof10c].

I cBPM Functionality

The functional range of features that are included in the ARISalign and ARIS Community

applications is very comprehensive. ARISalign features a social network approach, where

users can create a profile for themselves, search for other users’ profiles, and connect to
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Figure 24: Screenshot of the ARISalign Web application

these users as ‘contacts’. Contacts can also be imported from the social network LinkedIn.

A message center allows the exchange of messages between users, and a full-text search

helps find content inside the network. Furthermore, the start page provides an overview

of activity within the network, including activity in discussion groups, projects, and the

statuses of other users. Discussion groups are forum-like virtual rooms that users can join

if they want to participate in the discussion on a particular topic. Projects are similar to

discussion groups, but also feature a whiteboard and process view, as well as a library for

project-related files and documents that can be uploaded. The whiteboard view allows

users to define project stages which can be complemented with related activities. These

activities can be dragged into the process view and appear there as process activities

that can be used to create process models (cf. Figure 24). Process models in ARISalign

can be opened with ARIS Express70, or exported into different formats for other tools.

Projects can be setup with the status open, restricted, or hidden for defining a project

70ARIS Express is a free BPM modeling software from IDS Scheer which is available at:

http://www.aris.com/de/ARIS/ARIS_Innovationen/ARIS_Express/158543.html.
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access control, and thus project visibility for other users. Project members can be either

of the role administrator, contributor, or reviewer, which defines their rights for viewing

and editing content, or administering the project settings. All project members are also

able to see a detailed feed of all activities on the project [Kem10, Sof10a].

As mentioned before, ARIS Community offers several communication channels for

sharing process knowledge, and partly follows the same approach as ARISalign. Thus,

ARIS Community also provides a social network including profiles and connections to

other users, provides shared group calendars, and allows the subscription of event noti-

fications. For creating articles, users have the choice of uploading ARIS process models,

creating a discussion article or announcing an event within a group, or creating a poll

(cf. Figure 25). A search function helps find relevant content within the community, and

all contributions can be commented on and rated. The contributions are categorized into

12 main categories which contain topics like ‘ARIS Support’, ‘BPMN’, ‘News’, et cetera.

ARIS Community also features easy access to the free ARIS Express modeling tool, as

well as to the official IDS Scheer ARIS blog, official training materials and an ARIS FAQ

section. There also exist several hundred expert groups, which cover many BPM topics

in different languages and for certain regions, e.g. an ARIS TV group which regularly

publishes videos on different topics, or the ARIS UserGroup North America which focuses

on the application of BPM in North America [IDS10a, IDS10b].

I Tool Appropriation

ARISalign was released as a beta version in March 2010 and can therefore be considered

as a very new product on the BPM market. So far, the application has been recognized

as one major competitor to IBM’s Blueworks71 and Blueprint72 cBPM applications. In

April 2010, Software AG announced that ARISalign welcomed its two-thousandth member

[Sof10d]. Feedback regarding the application is mixed, but reflects a strong overall interest

(e.g. cf. [Kem10]). ARIS Community was launched in August 2009 and passed the 50,000

71Available at: www.bpmblueworks.com
72Available at: http://www.lombardisoftware.com/bpm-blueprint-product.php
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Figure 25: Screenshot of the ARIS Community Web site

membership mark in August 2010, which makes it the worlds largest BPM community

[IDS10b]. According to IDS Scheer, users come from academic and professional business

backgrounds, and comprise beginners, experts, occasional users, and full-time project

teams. A stronger connection of the platforms ARISalign and ARIS Community (or a

possible merger) would integrate both community approaches and could possibly create

an even stronger ARIS community platform [Kem10].

6.3. Development of an Analytical Framework

After having reviewed some examples of applications which support collaborative business

process modeling, this section aims at developing an analytical framework which can be

used for comparing social features in current BPM tools. Therefore, the focus must be

brought back to the understanding of the PoM developed by Frederiks and van der Weide,

as introduced in Section 3.1, and further elaborates on the competencies of the participat-

ing roles of the domain expert and the system analyst. Figure 9 (in Section 3.1) depicts
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the PoM as a process featuring the four main stages elicitation, modeling, validation, and

verification which exist in every possible business process modeling scenario. The roles of

the domain expert and the system analyst are recursively defined via an according set of

competencies (cf. Table A.1 in the Appendix). While the review of particular scenarios

of process modeling in Section 3.2 found that there are also several other role definitions

used in practice, one can argue that these roles are practical implementations which are

each a concretization of the abstractly defined roles of the domain expert and the sys-

tem analyst, as introduced in Section 3.1. Hence, it is not so much the roles but the

competencies that are relevant in a closer examination. The stages in the PoM together

with the related competencies are relevant to cBPM, as they provide the context of the

collaboration, which means that collaboration has to focus on the support of the PoM. On

the other hand, collaborative business process modeling as defined in Section 4.3 contains

and implements the aspects of collaboration that were introduced in Sections 4.5 - 4.9.

These aspects of collaboration can be supported by technical means which where intro-

duced in Chapter 5. These technical features can be used to augment the activities of the

people who participate in the PoM, i.e. support the competencies of the abstract roles of

the domain expert and the system analyst. Figure 26 depicts the interrelation between

the PoM according to [FvdW06] and the aspects of collaboration which are based on the

aspects of social interaction (cf. Table 2 in Section 4.2) according to [MC90].

At this stage, the need arises for a detailed definition of the analytical framework,

which is based on the previously outlined interrelation. The intention of such a frame-

work is the comparison of BPM applications and their implemented social features. That

is why the analytical framework must provide a sufficient level of detail for capturing

differences between the cBPM applications, but also consider and allow the easy appli-

cation of the framework for use in practice. Therefore, the complexity of the analytical

framework has to be reduced as far as possible, to a level at which the tradeoff between

applicability and expressiveness remains reasonable. In this context, the Model of Design

Collaboration (cf. Figure 20), which was introduced in Section 6.1.3, can be adapted

and applied to the specifics of cBPM. The adaptation is based on the assumption that,
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Figure 26: Interrelation between Stages of Modeling and Aspects of Collaboration

in the end, cBPM is a design process which therefore can be mapped on the Model of

Design Collaboration developed by Kvan. This model understands collaborative design as

a process in which a set of parallel, discrete, independent, and individually performed ac-

tions of short duration are bracketed by the joint activities of meta-planning, negotiation

and evaluation. Converted into the PoM scenario, one can understand the previously de-

scribed competencies of the domain expert and the system analyst as a set of discrete and

individually performed actions. The claim for parallelism and independency of these indi-

vidual task as originally formulated in [Kva00] has to be softened, because Frederiks and

van der Weide describe the PoM competencies in the context of a process that features

not only parallel but mostly sequent activities, which are dependent on the corresponding

preceding activity (cf. Figure 9 in Section 3.1). Nonetheless, the PoM competencies de-

scribed by Frederiks and van der Weide are discrete and individually performed actions,

e.g. competency A2, which states that the system analyst can validate a set of sample

sentences for consistency (cf. Table A.1 in the Appendix). Hence, the PoM can be directly
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mapped on the Model of Design Collaboration, if the PoM competencies are understand

as activities of individual work.

Elicitation
A1,A2,D1,D2,D3,D4,D5

Modeling
A3,A4,A5

Validation
A2,A6,D6,D7

Verification
A7

Awareness Communication Coordination
Group Decision 

Making

Team and 

Community 

Building

Meta Planning

Negotiate

Evaluate

Start

Individual Work: Set of discrete and individually performed actions

Finish

*

*

*

*Joint Tasks which make use of the Aspects of Collaboration:

Figure 27: The PoM in the context of the Model of Design Collaboration

Figure 27 depicts this idea and places the PoM into the context of the Model of Design

Collaboration. The set of PoM competencies are bracketed by joint activities which com-

prise meta planning, negotiation, and evaluation. These joint activities are the essence of

the collaboration in cBPM. In contrast to the individually performed PoM competencies,

which require the existence of expert knowledge, the surrounding joint activities make use

of the aspects of collaboration and can be accomplished by a wider variety of participat-

ing BPM stakeholders. Therefore, collaboration in the context of cBPM should not be
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regarded as a solution for making expertise unnecessary (due to the emergence of collec-

tive intelligence), but instead as a concept of support which brackets the actual modeling

competencies and can be augmented by technical means that specifically support certain

aspects of collaboration.

6.4. Framework Discussion

When it comes to the augmentation of BPM applications with social features, there auto-

matically arises the question of how to identify and provide the most adequate technical

support for the aspects of collaboration. Theory so far provides the insight that it is prob-

lematic to measure the quality of technical support by its range, i.e. providing comprehen-

sive technical support may not help collaboration as good as matching media capabilities

to the fundamental communication processes required to perform a collaborative activity

[DV99]. Thus, the support with social features is always tradeoff between the extent of

technical support (which increases the possibilities of collaboration) and the usefulness

and applicability of the supporting technology (which decreases with increasing techni-

cal complexity). Furthermore, it is mentioned that instead of providing comprehensive

technical support, one should focus on supporting relevant collaboration processes and

not over-emphasize the support for irrelevant aspects of collaboration [Kva00]. Taking

the insights from theory into consideration, it makes sense to analyze how the augmen-

tation of cBPM applications with social features is realized in practice. Therefore, the

focus must be brought back to the review of cBPM applications from Section 6.2, which

introduced the software tools: COMA, Signavio Process Editor, Software AG ARISalign,

and Software AG ARIS Community. Each of these applications can be used for support-

ing the PoM, but especially support certain aspects of collaboration. For the introduced

applications, Figure 28 provides an overview of the technical support with social features

in the context of the aspects of collaboration.

Taking a closer look at Figure 28, which depicts an overview about the use of social

features in practice, it can be observed that a social feature can support several aspects

of collaboration at the same time, i.e. commenting can be (a) a type of communication,
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Figure 28: Overview about Technical Support for Examples of cBPM Applications
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and (b) a feature that supports group decision making. Furthermore, each application

places emphasis on different aspects of collaboration:

COMA: The COMA tool focuses on providing support for the collaborative aspects of

coordination and group decision making, while completely neglecting the aspects

of awareness and communication. Also, the aspect of team and community build-

ing is only supported by very basic repository functionality. The implementation

of the COMA tool clearly mirrors the intended motivation for development (cf.

Section 6.2.1), which is a more active participation of the stakeholders, as well as

providing technical support for the facilitation of the PoM.

Signavio Process Editor: The Signavio Process Editor does not focus on supporting

one or two specific aspects of collaboration; Figure 28 shows that the application

more or less equally supports all aspects of collaboration, although it provides some

advanced features that support the aspect of team and community building (e.g.

access right management or model publishing). It is also interesting to note that the

aspects of awareness, communication, and group decision making are each supported

by only one or two features. This could be either the result of a very selective

developers’ decision, or otherwise reflects the developers’ uncertainty about adequate

support.

ARISalign and ARIS Community: ARISalign and ARIS Community also provide

technical support for each of the five aspects of collaboration. In contrast to the

COMA tool and the Signavio Process Editor, these applications offer multiple so-

cial features which can be used for supporting the aspects of awareness and com-

munication (e.g. subscriptions, network activity overviews, discussion groups, et

cetera). While ARISalign does not especially support the aspect of coordination,

ARIS Community offers a broader range of social features for coordination support

(e.g. categorization, rating, and shared resources). The integration of social net-

work approaches in both ARISalign and ARIS Community highlights the focus of

these applications on the collaborative aspect of team and community building.
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Overall it can be observed that the provision of social features which support certain

aspects of collaboration corresponds to the developers’ intentions for developing the ap-

plications (cf. Section 6.2). While this first perspective emphasizes the differences between

applications, it is also useful to analyze the overall support of each aspect of collaboration

as shown in Figure 28. This alternative perspective of the situation depicted allows to

compare the actual provision of social features in current BPM tools with the provision

that is theoretically suggestive and possible.

Awareness: Examining the support for awareness among the introduced applications,

it attracts attention that all tools only provide a very small range of social features

or do not offer any choice between features at all. Generally, the introduced appli-

cations only make use of subscriptions for notifications, network activity overviews,

and project feeds. Keeping in mind the four different types of awareness (cf. Sec-

tion 4.5), it can be noticed that not all types are equally supported. While technical

support for informal and group structural awareness is partly provided, social aware-

ness and workspace awareness are hardly regarded by the examined applications.

Inadequate awareness support incorporates the the risk of not being able to deal

with uncertainty and impairing spontaneous coordination in cooperative situations.

Furthermore, the examined applications do not provide functionality to customize

the awareness support with the user’s need for information (and privacy). Hence,

cBPM applications could potentially benefit significantly from the integration of

further social features that support the aspect of awareness. Section 5.2 introduced

several possibilities for the technical support of awareness. In the context of cBPM,

especially instant messaging and Web feeds like RSS (which could not only provide

information on an activity level, but also on a model or object level) are promising

social features. This is because they are not too costly, they can be easily integrated

into existing applications, and they significantly improve the awareness about the

presence of other participants as well as the shared workspace and its objects.

Communication: Among the examined applications, communication is supported by
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various social features, i.e. there exist different channels for users to communicate

with each other. The provided features include emailing, commenting on process

models and profile walls, and writing entries in discussion groups, Web forums, and

blogs. While this is a wide range of communication alternatives, all social features

that support the aspect of communication rely solely on written text-messages that

are exchanged between users. In order to support the manifold characteristics of

communication (cf. Section 4.6), cBPM applications could potentially benefit sig-

nificantly from the integration of further social features. This could improve both

the availability of participants as well as their willingness to communicate with each

other (due to the availability of more suitable alternatives for communication). Sec-

tion 5.3 introduced several possibilities for the technical support of communication.

In the context of cBPM, especially audio and video conferencing, the integration of

VoIP and traditional telephony, and the exploitation of mobile devices are promis-

ing social features. This is because these technologies are often already available

among users, are widely accepted for communication, and do not imply great costs

or efforts for implementation.

Coordination: The examination of the introduced applications shows that cBPM tool

developers undertook great efforts to integrate a variety of social features for the

support of coordination. Among these features are search functions, change histo-

ries, shared glossaries, shared group calendars, rating and categorization features,

and others. Interestingly, these social features facilitate the coordination within a

group, but do not provide any guidance for group coordination. Thus, users are

completely free to decide if they want to make use of these social features. Such

features may certainly provide support for issues of group coordination, but they

do not provide support for meta planning. In this context, the term meta planning

denotes the possibility for planning and implementing a coordination workflow, i.e.

a methodology for coordinating a group. This feature is only implemented in the

COMA tool, which offers a tool-specific methodology that guides each user’s activ-
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ities within the group of participants. The advantage of not having coordination

workflow implemented is the possibility of simply selecting social features which fit

the individuals’ cognitive style, including psychology, expertise and approaches to

problem solving (cf. Section 4.7). Section 5.4 introduced several possibilities for the

technical support of coordination. In the context of cBPM, especially the provision

of shared resources (wikis, blogs, calendars, et cetera), and corresponding method-

ologies and rules for their usage, are promising social features. This is because these

features can be easily integrated into the existing social system of the group, are

not difficult to use, and finally could provide a customizable level of actual guidance

for the coordination of group activities.

Group Decision Making: The provision of social features that are implemented in the

examined applications reveals that the support for group decision making is ba-

sically limited to discussion groups (Web forums) and commenting functionality.

These social features may support the aspect of group decision making, but are ac-

tually rather communication channels which are especially useful in the context of

group decision making. The situation indicates that there is a lack of adequate sup-

port for group decision making among the introduced cBPM tools. An exception is

the COMA tool, which provides a group negotiation component and thus especially

focuses on providing support for group decision making. A lack of decision support

for groups makes it difficult for participants to identify suitable solutions for com-

plex problems and adapt well-proven patterns of decision making (cf. Section 5.5).

Also, the process of decision making may be intransparent to other stakeholders, due

to missing structure and traceability. Hence, cBPM applications could potentially

benefit significantly from the integration of further social features which support

the aspect of group decision making. Section 5.5 introduced several possibilities for

technical support, including level 1-3 GDSS. In the context of cBPM, especially fea-

tures for project management, probability assessment, opinion making, or statistical

calculations (level 2 GDSS), as well as features that support group negotiation (level
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3 GDSS) seem to be promising approaches. This is because level 2 GDSS provides

functionality which directly facilitates the identification of suitable solutions and

thus reduce uncertainty and noise in decision making, and level 3 GDSS specifies

communication patterns (such as group negotiation) which provide guidance and

best practices in decision making. Finally, the provision of a playback feature for

recapitulating collaborative activities (instead of pure logging functionality) could

be advantageous for making the decision making process more transparent.

Team & Community Building: Among the examined applications, team & commu-

nity building is supported by various social features, including central model repos-

itories with version control functionality, access right and user roles management,

and social network implementations. Also present are specialized features for pub-

lishing and re-assembling functionality provided by the application platforms. The

review of applications indicate that current cBPM tools focus on the provision of

shared workspace functionality (the joint administration of shared documents) as

well as the provision of virtual rooms for knowledge management (that support

the generation and exchange of knowledge) in the form of social networks. Inter-

estingly, group editors which allow the synchronous and concurrent creating and

editing of documents and process models do not seem to be especially supported

in practice. For the challenges of team & community building (as described in Sec-

tion 4.9), several technical solutions were presented in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7.

The possibilities of technical support for team & community building indicate that

group editors, shared workspaces, and knowledge management applications are well

accepted and supported in business practice. The review of cBPM applications in-

stead shows, that basic functionality of these tools has already been adapted, but

has not yet reached the high level of technical integration (of different features)

that exists in specialized groupware applications. In terms of technical integration,

cBPM applications can certainly adopt ideas from the well established field of group-

ware applications. Section 5.8 and the considerations in Section 6.1 show that the
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concept of social software provides a giant potential for increasing user participation

and creating collective intelligence, which has been recognized and used in the con-

text of cBPM. The examples of ARISalign and ARIS Community show that market

leaders in cBPM seem to especially focus on the integration of social software for a

number of reasons (cf. Section 6.2.3).

6.5. Chapter Conclusion

This chapter began with a discussion of the application of social features in BPM tools

and discovered that the term ‘social BPM’ coined by the technology research and ad-

visory company Gartner describes the combination of social software with BPM that

aims at uncovering process knowledge in the context of business process improvement.

Furthermore, the view was established that the integration of social software into BPM

applications is also widely acknowledged by BPM research, which is also supported by the

existence of the BPMS2 workshop in the context of the BPM conference. It was shown

that cBPM literature postulates tool support for facilitating the scenario of collabora-

tive modeling, and also provides specialized insights into certain aspects of cBPM, while

lacking a comprehensive framework which embraces and connects these studies. In the

next step, known problems of collaboration were collected which are also important in the

context of cBPM. These problems include issues like groupware support, real time com-

munication, media richness, and the effectiveness of collaborative tools. These issues were

then complemented by insights from collaborative design, which features characteristics

similar to cBPM. Several insights were introduced which (I) explain why design processes

require bringing together different stakeholder perspectives, (II) propose a model for de-

scribing the process of collaborative design, (III) confirm that the insights gained afore

from the fields of CSCW, groupware, and cBPM literature can be transferred to the field

of collaborative design, and (IV) that there exists research which presents factors that

contribute to the success of collaborative modeling.

Besides this discussion, this chapter also featured a review of cBPM applications,

including COMA as an example for an academic prototype, Signavio Process Editor as
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an example for a specialized niche product, and Software AG’s ARISalign and ARIS

Community as examples for market leading applications. Each tool was introduced by: a

brief overview about the tool, an explanation of the motivation for the tool development,

the cBPM functionality provided by the tool, and an item about the appropriation of

the tool. The insights gained from this review were analyzed and demonstrate that (I)

cBPM applications seem to focus on different aspects of collaboration while (II) the

support for each aspect of collaboration highlights the potential for further improvement

of collaboration, and thus overall improvement of the cBPM scenario.
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7. Conclusions

This chapter discusses the results of this Master thesis. Section 7.1 summarizes the

main results, and Section 7.2 presents the implications for both research and practice.

Finally, Section 7.3 discusses the limitations of this Master thesis and identifies some

open questions for future research.

7.1. Summary of Results

This Master thesis presents research work which aims at making the notion of collaborative

business process modeling better understood and applicable by developing a framework

for comparing social features in current BPM tools. The results of this research can be

summarized as follows.

Comprehensive Review of the Process of Modeling: In Chapter 3 it was shown

that several particular scenarios of process modeling feature elements of collabo-

rative work, i.e. requires a group of stakeholders to participate in the process of

modeling in order to elicit domain knowledge and to agree on a solution. These

findings constitute a contrast to the characteristics of a perspective (that is some-

times applied in academic settings) which understands the PoM as a single-person

activity. It was shown that the particular scenarios of process modeling furthermore

describe different roles and responsibilities within the PoM, which can be understood

as a concretization of the two abstract roles of the domain expert and the system

analyst.

Definition of Collaborative Business Process Modeling: Based on the notions of

social entities and social interaction, a definition of the term ‘collaborative business

process modeling’ was developed in Chapter 4. This definition states that cBPM

is the joint effort of a team of people who share an interest in creating a business

process model, while individuals contribute to the outcome with their knowledge,

expertise, and skills, by working together as a team. The concept of cBPM was

introduced and justified by familiarizing the reader with the concept of collective
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intelligence, and also builds upon an etymological analysis of the term ‘collabora-

tion’. Finally, cBPM was distinguished from the concepts of ‘collaborative BPM’

and ‘collaborative business processes’.

Presentation of Aspects of Collaboration: Building on common aspects of social in-

teraction which were identified in literature, Chapter 4 introduced and explained

five aspects of collaboration. These collaborative aspects include: awareness, com-

munication, coordination, group decision making, and team & community building.

Furthermore, the relevance of the aspects of collaboration was analyzed by inter-

pretatively approaching each aspect from different angles in the context of the pre-

viously introduced ‘particular scenarios’ of process modeling. The analysis showed

that each aspect of collaboration is relevant in these modeling scenarios, and that

however the PoM is organized and structured, it generally requires the collabora-

tion of several people working together. Chapter 4 thus answers the first research

question.

Presentation of Possibilities for Technical Support: Chapter 5 showed that there

exists a vast amount of computer technology which can be used for supporting col-

laboration. Although the time-space taxonomy was introduced (because it is often

used in the field of groupware and CSCW to classify collaborative technologies), the

possibilities of technical support were structured according to the identified aspects

of collaboration. The overview indicates that there is a wide range of software tools

available for supporting each aspect of collaboration. In this context, the notions

of ‘social software’ and ‘Web 2.0’ were introduced as well. Finally, characteristics

such as commercial versus open source, desktop-based versus browser-based, and

monolithic versus modular were introduced in order to depict possible options for

selecting suitable technical support. Chapter 5 thus answers the second research

question.

Development of a Framework for comparing Social Features: Chapter 6 put the

process of modeling into the context of the Model for Design Collaboration and
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proposes to use the previously identified aspects of collaboration as the basis for

comparing cBPM tools and their social features. Therefore, the integration of social

software into BPM applications was discussed widely in a literature review which

concluded that both research and practice postulate the increased integration of col-

laboration support in BPM applications. A review of selected cBPM applications

revealed that cBPM applications seem to focus on different aspects of collaboration

while support for each aspect of collaboration highlights the potential for further

improvement of technical support. Chapter 6 thus answers the third research ques-

tion.

7.2. Implications

This section summarizes the implications of this thesis for the research community that

is engaged in cBPM research, as well as for practice, i.e the application domain consisting

of application vendors and customers, respectively users of cBPM applications.

Implications for Research

Section 6.1.2 summarized the requirements for tool support as postulated in cBPM lit-

erature. These requirements include issues like supporting the facilitation for a group of

modelers, the active involvement of stakeholders in the process of modeling, and the in-

tegration of groupware systems into modeling tools. Also, various researchers propose to

advance the integration of social features like social networking, discussion forums, blogs,

wikis, shared calendars, surveys, and others. Besides postulating such requirements, some

studies aim at demonstrating the relevance and advantages of certain cBPM implementa-

tions in feasibility studies and e.g. show that it is possible to significantly reduce modeling

time or increase model comprehension (cf. Section 6.1.2). Hence, the introduced research

approaches present very specialized insights into certain aspects of cBPM, but do not

provide a comprehensive framework which properly defines and explains related notions

and interrelations. Such a framework is developed and introduced in this Master thesis

and allows to build further research on a comprehensive understanding of cBPM. This

comprehensive understanding is the result of an extensive literature review in the research
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domains of information systems, business process management, and collaborative work,

combined with practical insights from the review of cBPM applications. If commonly

adapted by researchers, the analytical framework for comparing social features in BPM

tools could be used as a means for creating a common understanding of cBPM among

researchers and providing a structure for bringing together different research approaches

and disciplines.

Implications for Practice

The findings from the discussion of the framework also provide some implications for

practice. Vendors of cBPM applications could change their development strategies from

simply introducing new features (and observing whether these enhance the users’ per-

ception or utility) to more advanced development and deployment strategies which build

upon the developed framework and the identified aspects of collaboration. The analy-

sis of cBPM applications revealed that there is still potential for significantly improving

the support of collaboration through the implementation of further social features. It is

also the responsibility of cBPM tool vendors to offer applications which feature not only

marketing buzz words that sound good, but also put the focus of interest on identifying

and providing an adequate mix of social features that matches the application scenario

as well as the target group. In this context, the previous elaboration on the aspects of

collaboration can be used as a starting point for the selection and implementation of new

social features.

Customers and users of cBPM applications can also benefit from the developed frame-

work and the insights gained from its discussion. Instead of trusting marketing promises

and being confronted with an overwhelming amount of available social features whose im-

pact on collaboration often remains unclear, users can make use of the analytical frame-

work in order to gain a better understanding of the possibilities of technical support.

Users are not only able to better evaluate the ‘value proposition’ of collaboration in the

context of BPM, they can also directly make use of the identified aspects of collaboration

which help to better estimate the effectiveness of social features. The comparison and
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goal-oriented selection of social features (i.e. the selection of applications which provide

the according features) support users with information that can be used as a basis for

strategic buy-decisions.

7.3. Limitations & Future Research

Although extensive research has been conducted on the different aspects of collaborative

process modeling, still various open issues exist that need further attention. Since the

scope of the research problem in this Master thesis is vast, many problems could have

been included and discussed more thoroughly. In the context of collaborative business

process modeling, issues like security, mobility, cross-cultural effects, and many others

should also be regarded as relevant in business practice. The focus of this thesis was on

the research domains of IS, BPM, and collaborative work; further interesting perspectives,

e.g. theoretical foundations from psychology and sociology, or insights from the field of

collaborative software development, could not be included due to the limited space. The

main limitation concerning the discussion of the developed analytical framework is the

small number of reviewed cBPM tools, which allowed gaining some interesting insights,

but do not replace a comprehensive market review. This limitation provides great po-

tential for further research because a comprehensive market overview would benefit users

of BPM applications. Further areas for future research could include the focus on syn-

chronous/concurrent modeling and its comparison to traditional asynchronous modeling

tools featuring version control for supporting collaborative work. Another interesting

branch of research would be the focus on empirical foundations for a proper understand-

ing of individual social features, e.g. empirically analyzing the impact of instant messaging

or virtual realities on cBPM. This Master thesis, and its findings, offers some important

insights into the field of cBPM research and should therefore be regarded as a stimulus

for conducting further research.
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A. Appendix

D1 Domain experts can provide a complete set of information objects.

D2 Domain experts can provide any number of significant sample sentences in relation

to relevant information objects.

D3 Domain experts can split sample sentences into elementary sentences.

D4 Domain experts can reformulate sample sentences into a unifying format.

D5 Domain experts can order the sample sentences according to the dynamics of the

application domain.

D6 Domain experts can validate a description of their application domain.

D7 Domain experts can judge the significance of a sample sentence.

D8 Domain experts have certain abilities to think on an abstract level.

A1 System analysts can handle implicit knowledge.

A2 System analysts can validate a set of sample sentences for consistency.

A3 System analysts can perform a grammatical analysis on a set of sample sentences.

A4 System analysts can abstract sentence structures from a set of related syntactical

categories.

A5 System analysts can match abstract sentence structures with concepts of a modeling

technique.

A6 System analysts can generate new sample sentences.

A7 System analysts can think on an abstract level.

A8 System analysts can impersonate oneself in the world of the domain expert.

Table A.1: Competencies of the Domain Expert and the System Analyst in the PoM

according to [FvdW06]
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Becker and Cline Effectiveness of Collaborative Tools for Virtual Team Activities

Proceedings of the Eleventh Americas Conference on Information Systems, Omaha, NE, USA August 11th-14th 2005

3. Include additional measures of success and effectiveness from the survey instrument to the “yes”/”no” results in Table 1,
so better understand how effectively the collaborative tools are supporting the collaborative team activities.

4. Expand and further substantiate the list of “Best Practices” already observed below.

Table 1. Collaborative Tools and Team Tasks

Best Practices Observed

Becker et. al (2001) have noted the following significant differences between the management practices of the Quadrant I
teams compared with the management practices of the Quadrant IV teams:  Quadrant IV organizations placed a higher
premium on collaborative tool training, ease of collaborative tool usage, quality and availability of technical support, and the
importance of a face-to-face kickoff event for new virtual teams; while Quadrant I organizations placed more importance on
the need for group facilitation or leadership.  Finally, both groups placed high importance on the ability to communicate non-
face-to-face, setting well defined goals, assessing performance, planning and managing task completion, and defining a
standard set of collaborative tools.

 1400

Figure A.1: Survey Results of Collaborative Tools and Team Tasks according to [BC05]
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